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service stations 
suto accessor ? shops 
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garages with 13 selling nejw care 
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firms selllrv* building s 
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From the list of business 
an abundance of such places at: 
that has periods of ”0887** money, 
in 19A1 shows that the sale of 
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concentration of automobile eo
1. Prom The Sharon Herald, lay A, 19A2.
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. One w-uld expect this in s town
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1per cent nationally, 
city.
Sales Management Report.
Notice the
Sharon is essentially * stool city, t lough the Trans former Division with 
its 5#500 employes is the largest plint in i he district. Next largest plant 
in the Shonango valley is the Carne^ie-Illinois steel sdll with 4,000 employee 
in the neighboring city of Ferrell, The steel mills maintain five-day working 
weeks for the individual employe. With a lid-day week and tirr«e and a half, a 
higher baee pay rate ooupled arith cleaner norkinr conditions, Weatinrhouse is 
generally preferred by the working men.
In all community drives Tor funds during the past yesr, the We tinrhouse
plant leada. Just completed is a 1297,000
Putman, Transformer Division isajnager, aervjbig as chairman. Another factor that 
puts the Transformer Division ijn the forefront of all fund drives is the Woat- 
inghouae Company practice of matching empire contributions dollar for dollar. 
This appliss to the Red Cross, 0.3.0., Com?unity fund and the hospital.
in
The Transformer Division, 
than good will to advertise 
the metropolitan press, the 
burgh usually sends the same 
For further good will reasons, 
all ad promotion pages in The
hospital addition campaign with H.V.
having no rstall sales, has no reason other 
the local mwspaper. In addition to covering 
stlnghouse g moral advertising department in Pitta* 
ad copy to all papers in towns where it has plants.
the Transformer Division always participates in 
Aharon Kami i.
The plant enjoys excellent relationships with the paper. Such the same 
as do most big universities with their locil press. A fatal accident in the
plant la usually played down In The Sheron
are at odds over some issue each as the aeFen day week and double time, the
paper will tend to give managpwjent good or 
side.
* Statistics in this chapter, mostly from Sharon Herald, Aug. 25, 1941.
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tfeatinghouso stories, because 
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completely CIO. A newspaper 
institution. A ve ted inters 
have the crusading air that c! 
a non-aachanical day, Horace 
Today a healthy newspaper in 
and employes just over 100 pe
Plant is the source of many good stories, there is
the Meetinghouse Company
lationohips. The Sharon Herald is Interested in 
many of its Renders work in the plant. The paper 
ude in disputes between management and labor, 
labor strikes faring war time. The steel mills are 
today is an established, highly capitalised 
St, if you will. One should not expect them to 
iharecterised none of the press a century ago. In 
Greeley had 35>00 to start The Mew York Tribune, 
trade center city of 25,000 is worth ?$00,000
sons.
held some noies owed by the Savage Arms Corporation 
which had a small plant in Sharon. In 1912, to settle the obligation, Westing- 
house took over the Savage Arms plant which with additions became the Transformer
in 1923. ADivision. Operations started lumber of skilled men moved to 3haron
from the last Pittsburgh Westinghouse plan
Meetinghouse men are encouraged to be souse members of local service dubs, 
and to participate in civic affairs. The Company does not officially favor any 
candidate in an election. Candidates are 
votes) they are aware of the large number.
usually solicitous of Meetinghouse 
The Meetinghouse police force and
intervenes man work in a cooperative manner with the Sharon police and street 
departments. There have never been any labor disputes that resulted in physical 
violence at Sharon Works. Hen have never been clubbed, picketed or subjected 
to tear gas. It is the unusual Sharon Works plant policeman who talks roughly
to an employe. Orders are to never lay a hand on a man unless an unusual
situation occurs. Many of the plant police customarily use the word, "sir,"
x i i
when talking to the men* Thie 
natural dislike that all lndub
courteous tre 
itrial workers
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,893 •« compared with $5,031,519 for 
hours worked In a week using 9,189 
1940, cllrbed from a low of 26.64
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Carloadings for the first six months
2for the asms months of 1941*
5,200 single family homes, or 79*5Within the city Units cf Sharon are 
per cent of all the build ngs In the city. There are lass than 20 apartment 
houses. Industrial buildings number 66, ibout one per cent of the total, but 
take up 19 per cent of the city’s area.
During the 1920-30 period when «eetiiip! 
25*4 per cent of all the town’s resident1 
city’s biggest building boom,, About 17 
than $2,500; 48 per cent between $2,500 apii 
end Id,000, and 9 per cent over “8,000.
r l
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house was established in the city, 
structures were built. This was the 
cent of the homes are valued at lass 
$5,000; 26 per cent between 15,000
It is estimated that 40*9 per cant o 
encumbered by mortgages. Du'in<; the depr^ 
delinquent mortgages, The F.H.A, has seen 
Mercer county. Sheron has a fourth of thf 
dwellings predominate in Sharon, 36.2 per
are next with 23*2 per cent,
2. Figures from Sharon Herald, Aug. 25,
and *ibout 11
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rgineer’a office). Their estimates 
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ect would decrease the value of their 
over result in an added number of
© of the official city figures for average rents, 
price control administration has singled out 
have increased too rapidly. The local association 
property owners ha# just protested the findings of 
rents up nearly 20 per cent in less than a year.xm
Then’ are no sioeable numbers of tr« 
setup in or near Sharon. Rather employes 
or find tomes in the neighboring agrieult
*5 le
h< meOf an estimated 6,900 
An F.H.A. survey shows that 
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by owners, 61 per cent by 
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about 47 per cent contain children. 
or approximately 30 per cent of the 
dard type, 37 per cent are occupied 
1934 only one new home was built in 
first six months of 1941* This does not 
is at least triple that in the city.
by Danny 
Works.
Sock with KVA
This cartoon 
DeBonis,
Rational Baa: 
Electrical
Chapter 
like nay and the 
Capital Goode 
Defense Program sad
Rubbing a oat's fur and watching lightning flash were the two most
common contacts sen had with
Association of an 
Factory with the 
the Var Iffort
at the time this nation was born.electricity
One hundred years later In the day I after the ClTll War there appeared 
on the American scene, men who put electricity, the most fluid fora of energy 
known to man. Into everyday use. Thomas idlson developed the Incandescent
lamp and brought the eleetrlp light out o 
house, young Inventor of railroad brakes,
;T the laboratory. George Westing- 
signal systems and switches, and
and kerosene lamps during the War
early proaotor la the eleotrioal field, sponsored and developed A-G current and 
the transformer that makes lighting of hones and world-wide use of electricity
practical.*
America remained a land of gas jet
with Spain, and electricity during the World Var was for lighting, motor- 
driving machines, and a little transportal ion. Some eleotrioal factorise 
turned their machinery and men over to thu making of shells and ordnanes mater­
ial, and the manufacture of electrical ac
The American public hat yet to realise that today's war is eleotrlo. It
is a battle of turbines, generators, transformers and hydro-slsctrlo systems.
■
The side that has the most electrical producing capacity and can use it most 
efflolently will have the belt chance to »ln.1 *3
...pment was only better than usual.3
1. American Society of Mechanical Engineers, George Westlnghouee Commemoration,
p. 31.
3. Interviews with veteran workmen, eto.
3. Ration, Feb. 7, 1943; “Have We Enough Power*, reprinted p. 16 this thesis.
A bomber for Moo Arthur require# at
electrically produced metal
energy to produce a pound of magnesium fiom tea water, Its principal eouroe
This le enough ourrent to keep a 50 watt 
nighte.*
Magnesium le a bright
It require*
light bulb burning for 10 days and
•-fhite metal,
pound for pound withstands more pull than 
substituted for other metali, America bolide airplanes that are Just as strong 
but much lighter - hence carry a bigger payload of gasoline and bombs.
In 1940 American output of magnesium was 13 million pounds; by 1942 It 
must Jump 33 times to 400 million pounds, 
slum Is obtained from sea waiter or from an earthly cley-1 ike ore.4 5 6 Dow Company 
national advertising during the early months of 1943 stated that the average
poV;>d6
fighting airplane required 1,000‘of magnesium.
Aluminum Is recovered from bauxite 
requires 30 million watts to produce one 
mated that at much as 10,000 pounds of al
tlon of a modern U. 3. bombing plane. American aluminum production suat soar 
from 413 million pounds la 1)40 to 3| billion pounds In 1943.5
After one runs the gamut of magnesium and aluminum, It becomes apparent 
that eleetrioity le a tremendous key to Aiierlea's problem of planes and more 
planes, for detailed information on power and the light metals see the last
part of this chapter pp.16 
this sociology theses
American Industrial plant. a specialised
4. Brannon, R. C., Sharon Aj
6. Barron's, Mar. 30, 1942;
6. Aluminum Company, figure 
Fost~6asette, feb. 27, 1!
2
least 1,000 pounds of magnesium, 
13 kilowatt hours of slsetrloal
one-third lighter than aluminum and 
steel. When it and Its alloys are
ore by an eleotrleal process, and it 
ton of the vital metal. It Is estl- 
omlnua are necessary to the oonstrue-
le a brief aid sketchy story of a medium-sited
•pplioatlon Engineer 
Magnesium, r 
auci Goamerei 
942.
slsetrloal factory whoso management.
irprinted pp.18 this thesis.
Report, Wostinghouse and Pittsburgh
employes and the labor union
lng 40 hours a week on the shelf In January 1941 instead of January 1942. had
a plant that In Its 18 years
Sharon Works left the
was operating six days a week, 34 hours a
3
anticipated Pearl Harbor. A factory that put work*
of existence has not burdened or vorried society
with slow-down, sit-down or palkout strikes.
Prior to the outbreak of the war in Europe, Sharon Works of the Westing- 
house Electric and Manufacturing Company iras a plant of around 3,000 employes 
asking approximately one-third of the larjfer transformers; the General Electric 
factory at Pittsfield, Mas&achusets manufactured 45 per cent; Allis Chalmers,
11 per cent, and what wae left wae eplit up among email concerns.
40-hour week
General Electric's Pittsfield plant started the six-day week on December 8, 1941, 
and by this time Sharon Works had started continuous 'round the clock seven days 
a week operations In vital emotions. Allis Chalmers reached the flve-and-a-half 
day week, two turns a day.
As a result of this increase of Veitinghouse labor and management ener-
made half ol' the transformers manufactured in the 
built only a
by,7 Sharon Works during 194: 
United States. (In 1940, It 
ahead of competition to take
transformer business increased 98 per cent
Sharon Works went up 166 per
America got urgently needed transformers lor new plants and processes. American
cent.
,l«*So f .r this year (April 10); Sharon Works has booked more than seven 
million dollars worth of transformer orders for plants that obtain metals 
in rough electricity (excepting steel). The total for all of 1941 was three and
7. Sharon Works lead the Wei tinghouae Company in hours worked per man.
in January 1941, and by March 1, 1941 
day. Best indications are that
third.) The plant definitely forged
a bigger slits of the transformer market, and
in 1941 over 1940, Weetinghcuee'•
a half alllion dollar*.
Then there are distribution transformers, comparatively snail units, the 
kind you toe on the light poles in your illejr. Underneath the streets in the
big cities are larger dlstrl bution units
this field, followed by Wosi laghouso, Allis Chalmers and a host of smaller fry. 
Again Sharon Works didn't wait for Pearl Harbor, and indications arc the plant 
load the field. Dlstrlbutltn (small) transformer production was four tines 
greater at Sharon Works in October 1941 than in March 1940. In March 1942 it 
was about the sause as for Mj jreh 1940. Tljje answer - simply the War Production 
Board under Donald M. Nelson will no lon<;er allow copper and steel for any­
thing but war transformers or necessary civilian replacements. Some trans­
formers manufactured 40 years ego are still in us*.
Sharon Works of the Vestlnghouee Company is completely devoted to tho
8 The plant 
mother plant
manufacture of transformers 
oity, 70 miles north of the 
these years Sharon Works had never had a 
suited in noticeable inefficient product 
ficult to give a complete p 
plants that escaped the labor management 
during the past few yeare.
Certainly during its 
management, and workmen who appear and demonstrate a collective sense of respon­
sibility. Thor* is little On either mamgement' a or labor* s side during these
years that did not live up 1>o the bettor
Sot in the midst of a distri 
ost wagas especially during
8. No toy train, small rad'
eture of why
18-year hietc;
recent years
o units aads
General Electric was the mogul in
was established in the Mercer county 
in Pittsburgh 18 years ago. During 
strik* or labor bickering that re- 
on. At this precise moment it is dlf- 
thls Is one among the few Industrial 
ills that splotched American factories
ry Sharon Works has had intelligent
American way of deciding tho issue.
et crammed with steel mills and receiving the hlgh-
Sharon Works employs* knew they had
hers.
I—
* good thing and gar* some thought to tha
tha employe* are hone owners
tha majority have had at laaat two years »f high school.
Sharon Works today is 
is not CIO or ATI organised.
an' family men, horn in tha inaadiata area, and
the only one of the 34 Vestlnghouse divisions that 
Tat tha later relations history of tha Wasting- 
house company ranks among tha hast. Roots of this good feeling go hack to 
George Vestlnghouse, tha man whom Samuel Sompers, founder and first president 
of the American Federation of labor, described as, "X will say this for George 
Wostlnghouse. If all employers of men trsated their employee with the same 
ooneideratlon he doee, the Aaerloaa Federation of Labor would have to go out of 
existence."10
When steel mills were working their men 14 hours a day, and often seven 
days a week, George Westinghouss la 1881 became the first American industriallet 
to give all hie employes Saturday afternoon off. From the start of presenting 
each employe with a turkey o j Thanksgiving, Westinghouss started a Company re­
lief association, a true forerunner of social security.
The transformer was George Westing!louse*• first real product in the 
electric field. At the age of 33, he had 
he invented the railroad airbrake that is 
Westinghouss became interested In electricity, and he sent to laglaad and 
France and bought American rights to the Gibbs and Gaulard secondary generators, 
ancestors of the modern transformer. Thoiiae Edison believed in direot current; 
George Vestlnghouse in alternating current; and this difference In belief be­
tween two strong men ranks among America* i blggeet industrial fuedt. Alternat­
ing current has apparently won, but Thomai Edison never fully admitted its
cost of industrial etrlfe. Most of
been a successful factory owner, for 
still used today. In the 1880'e.
9. Canton isaval Ordnance pi 
10. American Society of M
ant is only A!*! 
eohanical Engine*)
X unit. Reason, Canton AfX town, 
re, Westinghouss Conmsmnor tion, p.49.
Xn
superior merit.* See page 23 this chapter 
A staple transformer is a series of 
netlo iron or steel core. The transformed 
electric power. Electric current flows 
nltely faster. Voltage is as pressure, 
into a cop. or wire would drop down to 105 
reach the end of about a tall e-long wire, 
a 220,000-volt transformer, tihich stood 311 
auch as an ordinary steaa locomotive, in 
250 alias distant.
There are two prime functions for 
step-up or step-down electrld current, 
are found saaller transformers on poles, 
the larger transformers at the power stat 
districts usually carry 3,30<t> volts, the : 
stepped down through a transformer to 110 
At the power etatlon or at Boulder 
generators that produce more then 15,000 
formers to boost the electrical pressure 
long distances to the customers.
In the United States there are an 
transformers in residential districts. P 
the farms and in the buslnesi districts, 
wherever eleetrio lights are used.1 2
But the transformer 1* war is pr
11. Ordinary house wiring,
12. estimate by A. 0. farmer
* Also direct current requ: 
same voltage when compar
etc., and curren 
, Sharon Ase
Ires a much 14: 
'jd with altera
6
windings
copper wire WifigpfSfce around a mag- 
makes practical the transmission of 
h like a stream of water, but lnfi- 
.10 volts of electrical current put 
volts 300 feet away,11 and would not 
Henoe the City of Los Angelos procured 
feet high and weighed 200 tons, as 
935 to pip# power from Boulder Dam,
transformer#. They either serve to 
the ordinary residential district 
These unite are connected by wires to 
ons. The wires in th« residential 
inee coming into the homes are 
or 120 volts.
Dam It is not praotloal to operate 
volts. Hence there are step-up trans- 
th&t it will carry the current ever
uetlmated three million distribution 
Srhaps an additional half million on 
dr for that matter Army camps and
iBNjrily ths power transformer necessary
t (estimate), 
etant Supervisor of Sales.
rger conductor (wire) for the 
ating current.
to obtaining and refining vital light-weight met alt suer, at aluminum and magne­
sium. Again the power transjformer it on the "must" list for faotorlee that 
fabricate aetals, and wherever there are metal-working aaehlnea.
Xn 1939 Sharon Works manufactured 15 Billion dollar* worth of trans­
formers; in 1941 It wa* 43 J m i o n s .  tn |1939 it was 21 Billion; in 193? and 
1940, 26 Billion. Today the plant aak-s 10 timet as many transformers for the 
electrical steel industry as it averaged luring the past 15 years. These trans­
formers art medium-sited units with average ratings of 3,000 kva and oost 
ordinarily about $11,000 apiece. Approximately 35 per cent of Sharon Works' 
business today is manufacturln, transform»rs for the eleotro-setal industries.
Xn pre-war days it was less than five per cent of the total busineoe.
America's highest type machine tool stool, ship eastings and ball boar-
in el© cti*ic rurncic6 3y BBi&gnmlsmtirial'tir and Sharon Works supplied 63 per oent
of the transformer* used for tihle purpose
for eleotrlo furnaces were first put out by Veetlnghouse in the years immedi­
ately preceding World War X, but their adaption was comparatively slow. Westing 
house dose not build the furnaces.
Profit on large transformers exceeds at least 35 per cent; taxes trim
this down to around five per 
oompetltive field, it is not
and volume is important. 3one of the ind
in America since 1 9 2 7 . Transformers
oent. On tho smaller distribution unite, in a
quite as bad
sell in the neighborhood of $100,000. Thf plant has filled million dollar 
orders for new factories.13 4 Also manufacture*! at Sharon are instrument trans­
formers and AC arc-welding units.
Veatlnghouse's South Philadelphia forks where steam turbines and ship- 
driving mechanisms are made has a backlog
-steel13. Yor more on eleotrlo
14. See pages 31-35 this thsole.
as selling batter in a grocery store,
vldual big unite made at Sharon orks
variously reported as between two and 
furnaces fee page 31 this thesis.
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three y«ar«. Using October 1941 as 100 per cent, Sharon Works was nine months
behind In the manufacture of
for some phase of the latlonal Defense effort. Priorities had resulted in the
plant being forced to oenter
large power units, practically all urgently needed
least a year before Pearl Harbor. The nine-month backlog of October 1941 
dropped in Wovember and by December v*s 7- per aent of Ootober, and by February 
1942. only S2 per oent. In short the plant's backlog for large units had 
dropped down to seven months
During this time plant efficiency and capacity had aeoountad in the four- 
eon th period for a gain of approximately per oent in production of the big 
units. With ths organisation of the War Production Board handed by Donald M. 
Volson, there has been n great inorease lb the contemplated number of new 
plants. Sharon Works1 backlog for large ^transformers during April will probably 
reach the nine-month stage.
By July two million dollars worth Of now buildings will bo completed at 
Sharon works; those will further inorease plant eapaolty.
a. uses
produce IS.
IS. Prepared with R. C. Brannon, Sales Bxglneer.
its productive eapaolty toward latlonal Defense at
Following is an outline of need for transformers:
A. Metals
1. aluminum
2. magnesium
3. considerable steel
4. various 
6. copper
6. considerable sine
7. now process of elootko-platlng with tin 
one-third as
stool alloys
it.
as
much of scarce metal
B. Fabrication
1. Tt requires ns much elsetricnl energy to roll and 
fabricate aluminum and magnesium ns it doss to
D. Driving ilia
C. Electro-Chemical
1. chlorine
2. bromine
3. Iodine
4. abrasives, carborundum 
b. graphite, carbon, car sides
heals of Industry
X. Heldlnr
1. Riveting In giving pi 
veld leg In shipyard!
7. Ordnance and Munitions P!
0. Petroleon Industry 
H. Plasties
1. Hone Use
3. Airfields, Everyday A m y  
Sales tactics vare not needed as
ice to electric-arc 
wad tank factories.
ants
rushing through a plant expansion or nav 
Tat the purchaser keeps in nine that he a 
his factory start* operating,
It appears that Meetinghouse outdie 
recent developments in the trassformer fi 
Putman can aptly be called *a
this
aret Hiperall
brilliant
sent and knowledge had much to do with 
Division developments. They 
by copper temperature.
these developments are especially 
and more transformers are needed yet there 
steel. It has been estimated that during 
steel was saved by using Hipersll to aanuf 
small tanks.
16. Competition is being licensed to use
and Wavy Use
during the past year. The customer 
factory ie Interested in delivery date*, 
i't afford transformer breakdown once
tanoed ooapetitlon whan it comes to 
^ld.16 Manager of Sharon Works, H. T. 
aggressive engineer.* Hie encourage* 
e reoent Meetinghouse Transformer 
, forced ell cooling and operation
aid
Important at the present time when more 
is a shortage of essential copper and 
1941 at Sharon Works enough copper and 
nature 10 million bullets end 400
toms of these developmente.
clans for 10 jra&ra. la 1941
1 0
Hlpsrsll, new electric eteel for transforner cores, has been under de­
velopment by Meetinghouse engineers sad American Rolling. Mill Company technl-
Hlperell was Introduced into aaay power units and
practically all snail distribution transformers.17
Characteristic of this now stool, whioh makes it possible to build a 
transforner with a snailer core, is its ability to carry one-third sors magnetic 
flux. Sines the core is smaller in oross-ssetion, ths amount of ooppsr required 
in the oolle to surround the acre le correspondingly lets.
Second important Weetin&house innoration which also results in trans­
formers of smaller weight aa|d dimensions,
oil cooling. By forcing oil
the copper windings, thereby
is the practical development of foroed
through the poll windings at relatively high speed,
cooling is greatly laqproved and a larger lead current oan be carried through
increasing the output of a glvea-alsed transformer.
This equipment for foroed oil cooling was
result of overloading, and f
it ie practical to utilise a 
overload capacity.18
17-
16,
Ballroad high speed electric paesenger locomotives where weight and dimension 
were of utmost importance.
Third important innovation whioh contributed to Increased load carrying 
ability of Wsstlaghouse transformers, is it new principle known as "operation by 
copper temperature." It le impossible to burn out a transformer equipped with 
this control which provides a signal in ones of excessive temperature as ths
nally if ths
is removed by a circuit breaker being tri;>ped. With ooppsr temperature eontrol
Klpersll oores, partially bsoauss the 
expensive. Ths Company is spending 
material.
This material obtained from 8. T. Putman, Transformer Division Manager.t'
first developed for Pennsylvania
high temperature eontlnuea, the load
much larger ]>eroentmge of a transformer'a inherent
steel is newly developed, are more 
Considerable money to perfeot this new
1 1
Built for the City of Loa Angelas anti Boulder Dam, this 200-ton transformer
is as heavy as a steam locomotive. One of the largest units manufactured at 
Sharon Works. Notice the man, a six-footer.
iOi
1E—|
■ 1 1


1 3
Cutaway modal of a distribution transformer. 
- the transformer near your home -
14__ —f
.Thera "big” transformers are built. 
Through the far doors are shipped each month 
up to $3*000,000 worth of large power units.
The New T-bldg.
Half for torpedoes - Half for transferrers.
ftr Inert;a»«8 Demand for Arc- .elders
With Pearl Harbor and the war, manu­
facture of electric arc-welding units at 
Sharon "orks increased ten-fold, Sharon 
Works builds eight different aloes of AC 
arc-welders fro® 100 anp to 2,000 ampere 
giants. In addition to shipyards, the 
units are on the job where a m o r  plate Is 
welded for tanks,and gun mounts rolldown 
assembly aisles for the army and the n&Vk 
Host dramatic use for the Sharon built 
product is on U, S, fighting vessels for 
emergency repairs.
Al Misaory and 2ygraunt Gursky adjust 
portable units.
500 amps on the job for John Benlc.
1 5
Andy Hollabaugh tightens bolt on 300- 
mp welder minus case.
The reraainin? 
are necessary 
suggested that
£lfi£ge
p*F<*» In 
background f< 
the casual
tjhls chapter (up to page 36) 
'cjr this thesis. It is 
reader just glance at then.
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Following is the article, 
The nation magaslne, February ?,
•Hu t* Wo Enough Power* by Keith Hutchinson in
lp42t
"Among the basic factors of our war po 
steel-making capacity, oil resources, and the 
chine tool equipment. Bor does Its Imports 
deuce on it to turn the wheels of Industry;
isntial, electric power ranks with 
supply of skilled labor and m&- 
j ance nowadays lie only in our depen- 
re and more the metal and chemical
Industries are absorbing huge woun ts of power in eleotrolltie processes.
Aluminum is extracted from bauxite by these 
sea water. The normal method of 
lml for a host of industries, is
ans, magnesium conjured out of 
producing chlorine gas, an essential raw mater- 
brv passing at electric current through cells
containing brine. Important by-products of title process are caustic soda.
which ths rayon Industry uses In
bs manufactured electroly tic&lly, and sines tills method ooonomises the use of
tin it may be widely substituted
*!t is fortunate that In the matter of
large quant1 lies, and hydrogen. Tinplate can
for the usual hot-dip procsss.IS
electric power we have a big edge
on our enemies. Just how big this is, it is difficult to say, however, as the
last reliable figures of Gorman, 
for ths ysar 1936. Sines then, 
a military secret. The United 81 
watts of Installed capacity in p 
possessing their own power plant! 
Oerman capacity in 19*6 was a 11 
million, and Japanese 6.77 millii 
known to have mad# vary oonsldi 
for this expansion, ths total o
Italian, and Japanese installed capacity arc 
afora&tlon oi this subject has been treated as 
sites today his something over 44 nillion kilo- 
lie utilities, and industrial undertakings 
account for at least another 10 million, 
tie over IS million kilowatts, Italian 5.36
Both ths
hie addition* slnos, but allowing generously
certainly less than 40 million kilowatts
ilty of the
tot
"The question can also bo 
power production. In this country la 1941 
borhood of 205 billion kilowatt-hours, and if 
Britain ws have a figure for three of the Unit 
kilowatt-hours. Here again figures for the *L 
on the basis of very incomplete
does not mean, however, that the 
amply covered. For some months
A d i
approached from the angle of total annual
tal production was in the nelgh- 
we add estimates for Canada and 
tod Vatlons alone or 273 billion 
Is nations can only bs guessed at 
data. But gibing then the benefit of every 
doubt, and including a very substantial amount for the power output of the 
occupied countries* we arrive at an estimate of 200 billion kilowatt-hours.
"The fact that we can outdistance our enemies la the matter of power
needs of our
Gormans and ths Japanese are
three Axis powers is almost
gigantic armament program arc
the Federal Power Commission and some 0PM ex­
it on the horlson. In a reportports have been warning that a power shortage
issued last September the Federal Power Commission pointed out that peak de­
mands for power were proving well above anticipations and continued: ' It is 
significant that ths major part of those underestimates occur in important war- 
material areas. Slnos capacity additions are scheduled on the basis of fore­
cuses mads two or more years in advance of experienced loads, it is obvious that 
serious power shortages may develop in some areas if the longsr-range forecasts 
contain cumulative errors of the magnitude thjat have occurred for three-Konth 
periods.'
19. Bow starting to us* electric method, requires third less tin.
H— r
•After the United States 
ductlon program was announced. 
Power Staff, told a Congreeei< 
shortage of around two Billion kl 
nllllon In 1943. As a remedy he 
expedition of new Installations 
transnlsslon lines so that rest 
remain idle while other plants
•This expectation of sho. 
try, whose spokesman 0. ». Kell 
stated on January 22 that the ou 
nine Billion kilowatts of genera 
power and with the construction 
three years. In support of this 
federal Power Commission which f 
government orders during 1941 to 
total disbursements for national 
a ratio of six-tsnths of a kil 
Thus, assuming total war expend1 
dollars in 1943, ths Increase in 
load should run from 32 to 35 hi
"One possible objection t 
that the ratio of energy com 
This seems unlikely. During 194: 
for building new plants and new 
production, end it seems probabl 
shells or tanks or planes is got 
energy that the expenditure of 
labor costs to total value is hi, 
production will be in industries 
than average consumption of pows: 
pound of aluminum, 12 for a pouai 
oents a pound, the production of 
kilowatt-hours. A total product 
will call for 30 billion kilovat
17
swur>tsred the 
was 8. Tats 
subcommittee 
lowatte this 
proposed reei 
rapid com 
ids can be pe 
•e overburden
and the greatly expanded pro- 
director of the Rational Defense 
that there would be a power 
year end between three and four 
bndltlonlng existing equipment, 
ftmotion of inter-oonnsotlng 
olsd and no capacity allowed to 
M . 30
lage is not 
;! president 
(look was rsaii 
tlttg capacity 
if an equal 
vlsw Mr. Kel 
iuiid that ths 
islsd 7, 257, 
defense vers 
itt-hour per 
lure reaches 
electric out 
lion kilovat
shared by the electric-power lndus- 
of the Sdison llectric Institute, 
surlng with a present surplus of 
above the greatest demand for 
amount in prospect during the next 
egg quoted a recent report of the 
energy consumed In the filling of 
913, 975 kilowatt-hours while the 
$12,531,000,000. This indicates 
dollar of dofanao expenditure.
Uae budget figure of 36 billion 
1 iut directly for the increased war 
-hours.
this calculi l 
to war good) i 
a great dea;. 
tamps. How 
that a mill 
to give ri$ 
is |same sum 
tL Moreover 
employing ol 
, It takes 
of magnesium 
one dollar's 
Lon of 200 mi 
i-hours annua;.
tin
on
"It is certain, in any oate, that last 
output of energy for public use vas more than 
installed capacity. For the twelve months em 
production was up 15.5 per cent over that for 
30, 1940. Installed capacity in publicly and 
rose last year by 2,830,000 kilowatts, accord! 
an increase of under seven per oent. Schedul 
1942 is somewhat greater, but unless there is 
trend of consumption, the industry's reserve 
it doss not disappear altogether. Already th$: 
and trade consumers, and should this become 
going to feel the effect in their earnings,
20. Mow building aluminum plants 
facilities.
me
fo;
r
tion is its underlying assumption 
produced will remain unchanged, 
of our defense expenditure wae 
ose plants are getting into 
on dollars spent on manufacturing 
e to a greater consumption of 
building, where ths ratio of 
a significant part of ths sew 
♦ctrolytie processes with a larger 
0 kilowatt-hours to produce a 
With aluminum now costing 15 
worth of this metal requires 662/3 
lion pounds, the latest program, 
ly.
year the percentage growth in 
twice the percentage increase in 
ing November 30, 1941, total 
the twelve months ending November 
privately owned eleotric utilitlee 
ng to the ball Street Journal, or 
construction of new capacity for 
a sharp reversal In the present 
margin will be much narrowed, if 
re is talk of rationing domestic 
oessary ths private utilities are 
r while ths wholesale users of
(id
ear big ol lies to use excess power producing
current M y  provide their broad 
the butter end jam on It."
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It le the householder and shopkeeper who spread
~o0o—
Phenomenal, deeorlbee America' s new magnesium industry. Starting almost 
from eeratoh, production of this os entlal metal is heading toward the 700 
million pounds mark. Xvery cubic mile of sea
magnesium. The supply is Inexhaustible, eleetrle&l power le the answer.
The following artlolo, "Growin Prospects of Magnesium,* is from ths 
March 30, 1942 issue of Barron's. The author, Michael Pescatello. Bis story 
of magnesium is considered by this interested Sharon Works engineers as the best 
overall picture of a war-needed metal.
gggyth -ita&jssiA ai Hig&EiiBa
"Magnesium metal, when ignited, bums At 1300 degrees centigrade, giving 
off terrific heat and Intense li^ht. Pour water on the ignited metal and the 
result is a violent explosion which scatters the flaming metal in the surround­
ing area. If oarbon tetrachloride, the compound which le used in most fire 
extinguishers, is applied to burning aagnesluii, the reaction produces one of the 
most deadly poisonous gases - phosgene. If mpgneslua powder is ignited, it 
explodes.
"Incendiary bombs, which W r e  besn used constantly in the present war, 
have magnesium as one of their important constituents. A two-pound incendiary, 
for example, oonslsts of a shell of magnesium alloy. This shell is filled with 
a thermite mixture of granulated iron oxide, ^pranulated aluminum, and magnesium 
powder. The thermite b u m s  at 3 XX) degrees omtigrade and Ignites the magne­
sium shell casing which burns at 1300 degress centigrade. It is difficult to 
extinguish, A large bomber can probably carry some 2000 of these bombs. In 
the first World War, uss of magnislum was applied to star sheila, flares, tracer 
bullets and bombs.
"But slnoe the World War, magnesium aai ocas a long way. At the present 
tins it is one of the most strategic of all war materials. Cor. rarelal produc­
tion of the metal in the United State* did no t begin until 1915, when the war 
out off Qerman supplies. In that year, our domestic production, totaled 
87,500 pounds and its price v s  Quoted at $5 n pound. By 1918, production had 
increased to 384,118 pounds. After the war, demand dropped off until 1235, 
when there appeared to be a revir&l of intercut. The price then was about $1 
a pound. Magnesium Itself, ths free metal, dues not occur In nature. In this 
respect it is similar to aluminum. The richest bearing magnesium ore Is
19
bruelto, or aagneslua hydroxldoJ It to prevalent In largo quantities In
of aagneslua, is found in groat quantities inSevada. Magnesite, another ore 
the State of Washington.
*flaga«tin* > iflftgaltar In
fllXXiCttlt arnogig n£ ngAiantlag 1M m m  jtftal
g.M«jnfcr.<tf»d Sam mL Sb& kk&Lx t«qhal9,*l aal 
amatol 1mc£ ffttanlUHi aS
fllectrlaity la H i  production.
*Until last year, Dow Chemical Company
of nagneslua natal. Output for 
pounds. Wartime demand for the 
and the Government has made large loans to 
production potential of authorised plants la
tills country 
astal has ha
was the only domestic producer 
In 1940 was lsss than 13 alllion 
rough! other ooapaaies In tine field, 
help In this expansion program. The 
190 million pounds.
aro s
ha
Expansion of aagneslua production p; 
question has arisen as to the position of Dow 
article, however, points out th^t the natal 
future. Furthermore, In the prooeas of produo 
several eheaioals for which there is an expand 
the effect of a reduced price for aagneslua
process to Its present state of 
And, a third method, Just recently announced, 
developed Jointly by Ford Motor
"There are three principal prooesses used In the extraction of aagneslua.
from which purs magnsslua Is ob­
tained by electrolysis. Dow Chemical has pioneered in the development of this
efficiency. The ether Is the Haneglrg process.
is the new ferrosllloon process 
Company, Union Carbide and Carbon Conp&ny, sad 
Dominion Magnesium Company of Canada. The lsportanoe of this latter process is 
that it Is said to be foolproof, uses less electricity than the other aethodst
and plants can be built in a short tlas at comparatively low cost.
Magn
p r o
"Dow Chemical Company and American 
Aluminum Company of America, were the sole 
American Magnesium oeased production and oonfjl 
tlon. From 1937 to August 1941, Sow Chemical 
slum In the United States.
"In 1933, Dow's sales of 
production of magnesium was almost nine times 
Expansion in c&paolty, that Is, 
of February, brings the produotlon potential 
pounds. In addition to Dow Che^loal, there 
this expansion.
"Magnesium Is one-third lighter than al
with other metsilvery luster. In combination 
and manganese, it forms an alloy of very light 
one of the easiest of all alleys! to aaohlne. 
strength has made It Ideal In 
the aircraft industry. Thus, 
of aluminum for the five-foot 1 
100 pounds In weight is made.
manufacture 
the eubstltut 
lng wheels 
la saving.
tlses to bo so groat that the 
Chemical after the war. This 
■s a highly promising peacetime 
lng aagneslua, Dow also produces 
lag demand. This would cushion
ieslum Company, a subsidiary of 
duoors before the war. In 1937 
nod its activities to fabrlca- 
was the sole producer of aagne-
magneeiua totaled 1,435,000 pounds. In 1940, 
as groat, or 13,534,400 pounds, 
either being built or authorised up to the end 
|up to approximately 700 million 
e 10 now companies Involved in
umlnum. It ie soft and has a 
ale, principally aluminum, sine, 
weight and high strength. It ie 
The combination of lightness and 
of alloy structural products for 
Ion of aagneslua alloy in place 
of large bombers, a saving of over 
translated Into increased bombwhen
or gasoline loads, larger cruiai 
groat lnport&nce at the present
2 0
radii, or (greater maneuverability, assumes tins.
“These magnesium alloys are being used 
aircraft. A few which may be mentioned are - 
flight instruments, crank eases. Oil pans, eo 
eastings, pump bodies, blower sections, earl 
Ragland there Is now in production n forged 
has recently been reported that the aray has 
welded magnesium wing. These widespread uses 
pounds of magnesium alloys for th# awerage pi and it is probably considerably greater for
for hundreds of Iteas in present 
seats, doors, partitions, walls, 
ntrol lowert, pedals, supercharger 
bareter bodies, oil tanks, eto. In 
sngncslua alley propeller, and it 
swarded a contract for an all­
add up to a total of almost 1,000 
in# built In the United States;• huge bombers.tn
•When the first World War 
Bow Chemical utilised Its Kldlt 
portent material. This led to metallic magnesium from the chl< 
in commercial production of the 
were in the form of magnesium 
develop means of allaying, fabrli can be realised from the fact 
than ten years ago, that magnesi 
of eastings,sheets, and forgings.
cut off Oerahn 
Michigan hr march on th» de. By 1918 tal. Its 
ier. A metal tion, and uie 
it was not 
became come
“In the Bow process, the raw material it the Midland plant le brine 
from wells containing 32 per cent Magnesium chloride which, in turn, contains 
less than one per cent magnesium. Bromine, sodium, and calcium salts are first 
removed from the brine. Chlorine is added; aid the magnesium chloride that 
has been isolated Is subject to further aonceItrution. 
chloride in liquid form is glggtjaljmfl. *h#
magnesium and chlorine. At lie 
as the basic raw material which 
slum chloride, of which someth! 
Mere powdered oyster shells are 
precipitates magnesium hydroxide
imports of magnesium chloride, 
in# wells to produce this Im­
possibilities of extracting , the company considered Itself 
lit usss at that time, however, 
lurglcal staff was set up to The difficulty of this task 
until the early thirties, or less 
erclnUy acceptable in the form
Then the magnesium 
bad. products resulting are pure 
Texas plant, Bow uses sea waterFreeport,
tains about one-half of one per cent _„_
Ike one-eighth of one per cent is magnesium, 
ed to water forming milk of lime, and this 
ilk of magnesia) from the sea water. Then 
it is thickened, filtered, and treated with hydrochloric acid to produce 
magnesium chloride. From this point magnesium chloride le subjected to the 
same electrolytic treatment as at the Midland plant.
"Dr. Frits J. Hansgirg, aid Austrian, originated the process that bears 
his name. For a number of years he had experimented with the reduction by 
electricity of magnesium oxide with carbon. By this means the oxygen in the 
magnesium oxide is absorbed by a carbon such as coke, while the magnesium left 
in the form of vapor it cooled very quickly with great quantities of hydrogen. 
Commercial plants using this process were set up at Badentheln, Austria, Kenan
« of the greatest handicaps la the use of this 
nfety, has bien the use of hydrogen which is t was report id that the Badentheln plant in 
Dr. lansglrg supervised the construction of 
the Permanents Corporation magnesium plant near San Francisco, California.
This company was formed by todd-California Shipbuilding Corporation and Henry 
I. kaiser, well-known builder of dkms, shipyards and cement mills. Construction 
of the 12 million dollar plant was started in February 1941, with $9,250,000 of funds borrowed from the reconstruction Finance Corporation, latches of
in Korea, and. Swansea, Wales, 
process, from the standpoint of 
highly dangerous to work with. Austria had mi explosion in 1939
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magnesium were la preliminary p 
an unfortunate explosion occur 
the process will prove success
"Dow Ohealcal' s Freeport 
pleted the British government a 
of last year, the plant was p 
Since that time, the United Sta 
Corporation! had this capacity 
to Dow, ashing a total produo 1: 
then, after Movember of last y 
building near Freeport, Texas, 
part of February, this year, 
to build a new plant in Michi 
aakes a total capacity for Dow
ro&uotlon by 
r|d resulting 
fai is still i
August. During the testing period, 
n a number of casualties. Whether 
isrtain.
plant was st 
iked that its 
lag at the 
ee government 
rebled and 
capacity of 
r̂  an additl 
authorised 
War Product 
with a oapa 
f 270 Billion
trted la 1940. Before it was con- 
capacity be enlarged. By January 
rate of 18 Billion pounds a year.
, through the Defense riant 
e additional facilities were leased 
approximately 54 Billion pounds. 
4«al 72 Billion-pound plant, now 
And, finally, in the latter 
on Board announced that Dow was 
lty of 144 Billion pounds. This 
pounds.
•The War Production Board announced 
were to be made for the construction of asgn 
to use the new ferro-sllleon process. This 
Billion pounds capacity using the ferro-slliO 
using a variation of that process. Six oo 
are Union Carbide, Ford Kotor Company, Amerl 
Company, Hew England Lias Company, and Perms* 
this Boat recent announcement, there had beep 
lties for magnesium production 4y companies 
Alkali Coapany end Kathleeon Alkali Works, 
operation of two plants each with a capacity 
Potash for a plant of 24 alllion pounds capod 
plant of 48 Billion pounds; and Basic Megnee 
pounds capacity in Bevada. British Interest^ 
this project.
the same time that author 1 sail one 
♦slum production facilities that are 
provided for an additional 157 
on proeesa, and 24 Billion pounds 
lea involved in this new prograa 
Can Metal Company, Vational Lead 
ante Corporation. Previous to 
authorisations to Increase capac- 
dther than Dow Chemical. Diamond 
o., each have contracted for the 
of 36 Billion pounds; Union 
lty; Feraansnte Corporation for * 
a, Inc., a plant of 112 alllion 
are understood to be active in
spun
Zip
•There are nuaerous companies in the 
alloy. Aaerlean Magnesium Corporation, a su 
America, is the largest and oldest In the fi* 
over 20 tlaes the 1938 output. Dow Chealc&l 
a producer of the metal. The t: 
primarily for its use in alro 
regarding the position of com 
ends. It appears almost certa 
substantially. In estimating 
several important factors that 
primary fabricator of parte aad< 
likely to find a greatly e: 
demand subsides. The airplane 
greater extent in peacetime t
eaendous exp; 
t manufacture 
let produo in*;
that prices 
e effect on 
resent a more 
froa magnet 
market in 
ndustry, its 
has been the
field of fabrication of magnesium 
fsldiary of Aluminum Company of 
Id. Its output last year was 
is also a fabricator as well as 
ansion in production of magnesium,
, leads naturally to concern 
it, especially Dow, after war 
of magnesium metal will be reduced 
«et income, however, there arc 
favorable outlook. Dow le a 
urn alloys - a business which le 
i>he industrial field after wartime 
nlf, will use this metal to a much 
oasc heretofore.
•But of equal importance 
industries. The use le almost 
of the metal. A substantial reduction in pr: 
provide a very significant sti: 
housing field provides large ad 
road, and eleotrloal equipment 
in portable machines end tools,
le thspotenti,al use of magnesium in other 
imltlesa In ylew of the demonstrated advantages 
ee of ma^eslum la Itself will 
ant to its Greater use in Industry. The 
itional uses, as do also the automobile, rall- 
ndustries. 1’he advantages of magnesium for use 
typewriters, and household appliances like
vacuum cleaners, fans, washing aftchinee, and
World Production of Hsgneslu*
the like. Is unquestioned.
(in pounds)
1940 1939 1938 1937
Germany 41,898,000 36,382,500 31,090, 500 36,636,400
United States 13,524,400 6,700,995 6,434, 190 4,540,095
Great Britain 14,332,500 11,025,000 6,615, 000 4,410,000
Japan 8,820,000 4,410,000 3,307, 500 2,646,000
Others 10.407.600 7.016. 310
Total 87,979,500 68,355,000 54,463, 500 43,659,000
er
the magnesium field Itself and 
the war Is also likely to he of
"But the Increased competition, both lh 
In the general field of eoapetlng aetals, aft 
strong character. Bow's position, however, remains unique. Its operations as 
a ehsaleal unit haws aot been based on the extraction of aagneslua alone fro* 
brine wells or sea water. The company* s business has been aalaly to derive and 
convert products from brines and sea water, 1 
Into compounds that are commercially m sful.
aeslua plants, 
aagneslua.
to speak of Its facilities as 
to utilise sea water, but not fc 
plant It extracts some 60,000 
broains Is used to aake ethylens 
ethyl lead, Is the ethyl fluid
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e., alkalis, broains and ehlorlne, 
Hence it Is not entirely accurate 
Zt was in 1934 that Bow began
At its lure Beach, Worth Carolina 
ds of broalhe per day from the ocean. This 
dibroalde. the latter, combined with tetry- 
ed in gasoline to increase octane rating.
"The use of broains has 
This progressive lnersass in us 
ears and trucks registered each year, 
creasing use of aviation gasoline. A further 
of the use of ethyl fluid In all grades of gasoline Instead of only in premium 
grades. Another factor that has tended to Insreaes the need for higher octane 
gasolines has been the trend toward higher compression ratios In engines 
trend is still in evidence and calls for larg
also. Bow* s ocean-extraction facilities produce broains as an laportaat by­
product .
with greater consumption of gasoline. 
l*as been a result of the greater xraaber of 
There pas also been a constantly in-
demand has been created by reason
"Iodine Is another laportan 
froa sea water. Bow started produ 
Long Beaeh, California in 1938. 
dyestuffs, spsolal soaps, and 
Basically laportant Is ahlorlne 
Probably Bow's most laportaat pro 
chlorine which the company "mine® 
Bow's proalsing new plastic.
t sad scare 
ctlon of thi 
It Is laport 
loides, and 
which Is dsri 
Went and fut 
* froa sea
"Zt is apparent that Bow's technique of 
derivative produots and by-products. The s t m  
example, has not confined the company to 
others the produots already aentlonsd. Hers 
aaterlals - sea water, llae, and hydrocarbon 
utilised produce a range of laportant chemical 
most popularised of all - magnesium, a aetal.
» product that Is being produced 
s chemical froa salt brines at 
ant In the manufacture of medlolne. 
In lithography and engraving, 
red froa brine wells and sea water, 
jars derivative produots stem froa 
ter. One of these Is "Saran”,
production Involves a host of 
tsgy In the Freeport plant, for 
lua alone. Zt Includes among 
Is found n combination of raw 
natural gas, oil) which when 
compounds, la addition to the
"Hence it 1« likely that the company c
product* derived from the ha*la 
potentialities of many of theee
an utilise it* magnesium capacity 
favorably in view of the prospect of expanded} use by reason of lower prices
has* moreover* an Important ad­
vantage over its magnesium competitors in tluft there are a great number of
which magnesium is only one. The 
very promising for the future."
operations of 
products are
2 3
He: George Meetinghouse
The following article is 
Company dated January Id, 1938:
he"What man has long had. 
commuters from Oakland to Osakl 
homeward are at commonplace as 
dows. That theee millions owe
to one man In particular few red
takes for 
the ewift t 
the cheering 
their enjoymen 
list.
"There were railroads ha] 
braked by hand, and hence could 
hour. To live more than ten mi 
was electricity half a century 
transmitted by direct current, 
blocks surrounding the generatl 
not afford such luxury.
"In the late I860's, a young engineer 
railroads the air-brake which s'.ill bears hi 
venturesome pioneer who had revolutionised st 
problem of bringing the new servsnt - eleotr
a publicity release from the Vestinghouse
granted. To the millions of 
mins that nightly bear them safely 
Electric beast from welcoming win- 
t of safe travel and sane lighting
I a century 
venture no 
es from bust 
ago; but as 
ts blessings 
ig stations.
ego, to b# sure; but trains were 
e than ten to fifteen miles an 
ness was impractical, tad there 
was developed by water power and 
were confined to areas of a few 
Farmers and suburbanites could
llj
"But how? To transport bleotrie power 
high voltages. Sven after beinr carried to 
would be far too potent for general use. It 
down,* at the point of application.
a!."The answer was the transformer and 
through the genius of George Weetlnghouse. 
was permitted to accept such a windfall wit; 
and apparatus were for direct current. Join 
olsed Inventor in the f i e l d , a l l  whose stale 
fight this genius of the future - even sought 
"monstrosity" as a "menace to life and limb.
"Happily for all of us, 
ised the victory by celebrating 
This week, the American Society 
book form the story of hie life 
contributors, among them Dr. Jam 31
feetlnghouse 
the ninetieth
of Mechanic*. 
and aehlevens: 
as I. Angell
31. Thomas Edison.
George Weetlnghouse, gave the 
name. A decade later, the 
earn travel turned his mind to the 
olty - into every home.
over great distances required 
'he desired destination, such power 
would have to be reduced, "stepped
ternatIng current, both developed 
Jlut do not imagine that the world 
t a struggle. Existing patents 
iKl by no lees than the most publi- 
e was in the present joined to 
to outlaw hie alternating current
Won. Recently, engineers signal- 
anniversary of the great engineer. 
Engineers arc bringing out in 
nts. The book is the work of 30 
of Tale university, Paul 0. Cr&vath,
W. L. Batt and Ambrose Swasey, past president* 
past president of the A.I.E.E.; Halph Sudd, p: 
and S. M. Vauclaln, chairman of the board of
"The author-editor, Chari« 
engineering at Tale university, 
witnessed at close hand the batt] 
the greet 11 agara power etatlon, 
and a hundred other amazing adv*
24
of the A.S.K.%.; A. V. Berresford, 
resident of the Burlington Linen; 
the Baldwin Locomotive Works.
• ?. Scott, Jrofessor Smerltus of eleotrloal 
olned the Westlnghouse Company in 1088. Be 
e for alternating current, the Introduction of 
the eoalng of the first electric locomotive,
>M associated with the name meetinghouse.
•But it waa given to Dr. 
tor and engineer, he baeame ac 
for Westlnghouse was a pioneer It more than » 
such matters beoarne the preoccupation of gov* 
In labor relatione. In 1886 he bstabllehed t: 
weeks later, he organised technical day and n 
he found the Wostlnghouee Belief Department 
lopes of the sick and Injured full. Before ti
ott to know more than Westlnghouse the inven- 
lnted with W^ntlnghouse the man and humanitarian.
lenoe and Invention. Long boforo 
t, he had biased a brave trail 
* five and a half day week. A few 
:ht schools for employes. In 1907 
ilch ever since has kept pay enve- 
e World War, he had set up collec­
tive bargaining and retirement pension system.
"George Westlnghouse le dead. His alternating current, his high speed
turbines, hie nlr-brake and hie enlightened s 
landmarks in a bewildered world.
---oOo---
>clal philosophy aro enduring
&U& LUgJJL Bl tbB. ZlBQtXlaal ifoBlEBMl Industry*
■In keeping with many o 
eleotrloal equipment industry, 
up production to the highest Is
the
und
wel
r branches o 
er pressure 
in history
"Modern mechanised warfare is almost wholly dependent upon eleotrloal
f the manufacturing community, the 
of the defense effort, has stopped
equipment - equipment to make th 
finished products in actual co<
e tools of ws|r and appliances to control the 
at.
"To supply the growing demand for alsotrio energy In defense Industries
expanding at five times the annual 
r installations ars scheduled ahead as far as 
er critical i&terlals require huge quantities of
the electric power generating facilities are 
rate during World War I. low 
1946. Aluminum, copper, and o
electric energy from the proceeding of ore t0 the finished produets, eleotrloal 
devleee play Important parts in modern warfare. Kaval fighting craft are not 
only fitted with highly efficient turbo-electric propulsion unite but with 
steering, fire control, direction finding, communication and enemy detection 
devices - all contributions of the electrical industry. By means of Ingenious 
electrical controls, signaling and ooHiimnlcatlon devices, activities In every 
part of a battleship can be conirolled from 1he bridge. What hat been and le
* Article by V. 0. Becker; domestic Commerce Beports, U.3.D.C., Mov. 6, 1941.
being done to meet this unprecedented demand for military mad industrial 
equipment?
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"In 1939 the initial defense demand ws.s for raw materials and machine
qt reaoh the eleotrloal Industry 
tion was in full swing and 
i blueprint into production, 
l̂ r billion dollars, and slightly 
urns had increased to two billion
tools, henoe the impact of the 
until late in that year, after 
numerous military products he, 
lleotrloal machinery output in 
below that of 1937. In the ye 
dollars.
program did n 
plant oonst 
emerging fr 
1939 wae under 
1940 the vo
"The present monthly production rate e at approximately 300 million
dollars. In the first sight months of 1941,[the output aggregated about 2,082
dollars for the corresponding 
in 1941 will probably exc-ed 3,500 
previous record output of 2,400
million dollars compared with 1,185 million 
period in 1940. At the present rata, output 
million dollars, which will oostpare with the 
million dollars worth of electrical machinery in 1939.
"The output of but a few
volume over last year, and many have tripled
increases have been in motors, 
msnt.
generators, jfc
was fourth in value of products 
ployed. The industry is comprised of ovsr 2 
mors than 30 states. .....
electrical products have failed to double in
"According to the 1939 Census of Manufactures, the electrical industry
the number of wage earners em- 
000 establishments spread ovsr
and fifth in
"Currant new order book] 
those of 1929. This unusually 
ly growing demand for additioi 
ply the increasing defense pr< 
for marine equipment, power 
apparatus. The unprecedented 
largely direct and subsidiary 
stepped up to higher levels th<
and quadrupled. The principle 
raaittUtlQB *nd glatilkft.Ufln equip*
ngs have reached an all-time high, far exceeding 
heavy production stimulus is due to the constant- 
industrial electrical energy capacity to sup- 
tlon, augmented by the huge volume of orders 
distribution products, as well ms Industrial 
ecord backlog In the capital goods line is 
efsns# business, and as the defense program is 
amount of nqw business is expected to increase.
"In normal times the eleotrloal equi 
suaer of copper, accounting for around 40 
Military requirements will necessitate diref 
normal supply of copper and other metals to
po
went Industry Is the largest con- 
r cent of the total consumption, 
slon of a part of the industry's 
other channels.
ilectrlc energy consumed by industry 
itlng equipment located in Industrial 
ijkllltles. Despite the gain in prims 
using power generating equipment 
1939, a decrease of seven per cent. 
About 70 per cent of the present kilowatt generator capacity is driven by
of the prime mover capacity la maau- 
by reason of repairs or stand-by
"Approximately three-e: 
in the United States is furnl 
plants; the rest is purchased 
mover capacity, the number of 
declined from 193,969 in 1929
the of the 
by genera 
rom public u 
stabllshmenti 
[to 181,000 la 
t i 
10 per centsteam turbines. Approximately 
facturlng establishments is ordinarily idle 
service.
"Power equipment and energy consumption In manufacturing establishments
2 6
it on® index of & nation's productive capacity. Tne United Kingdom and Canada 
are the only foreign countries for whiah comparative data are available. In 
comparison with British manufacturing industiy, the American industry had al­
most four times the horsepower of prime novel st six times the kilowatt gener­
ator capacity and five times the total electric motor horsepower. While the 
British manufacturing situation has greatly changed in the last decade and 
especially since World War II began, the relative position is significant of 
the supreme importanee of United States productive capacity to the British war 
effort. The total horsepower of electric motors in the Canadian manufacturing 
Industry in 1939 was four million compared with almost 46 million In the United 
States for the same year.
1939 was 57 billion dollars and 
kilowatt hours, compared with a
"The value of all product* manufactur'd by industrial establishments in
energy purchased was 45 billion 
of 68 billion dollars in 1929 
>n kilowatt hours.
the amount o 
product value
and purchased energy consumption of 37 Mill m
"As an indication of the trend toward greater use of energy in varloue
manufacturing processes, in 1920 for each dollar of production value, .55 
kilowatt hours were consumed, -bile in 1939 (energy consumption had reached .79 
kilowatt hours per dollar of production.
"The horsepower of elscttrlo motors pe 
American manufacturing Industries in 1929 v 
workers), it had increased to fl.S hp. In majri 
faoturlng Industry had 1.4 hp. |ô  electric mo 
workers).
"Revenues from sales to 
1,321 million dollars. Increased defense p: 
to 75 per oent of total power generation for 
llahmente.
"In 1929 total energy generated wae 9|£ 
with 145 billion unite In 1940 
units in 1941. Sales of energy in 194^ vers 
commercial and Industrial establishments consumed about 82 billion units or 
approximately 70 per cent.
r worker (8,380,536 workers) in 
4.2 hp., and In 1939 (7,887,242 
ked contrast the British autnu- 
tors per worker In 1930 (4,875,333
6 billion kilowatt hours, compared
and an estimated record high of 168 billion
119 billion units of whloh amount
SaatfflL taodaflUfla al  It ad Ini
thou i lands(la
United States 
United Kingdom 
Canada 
Oeraany
Italy
France
Japan
Russia (1937)
comneratal add Industrial customers in 1940 were 
induction in 1941 will require up 
industrial and commercial estab-
Cfl.UBlCl.tft. 1938 
kilowatt hours)
116,691,423
30.700.000
25.999.000
55.238.000
15.108.000
19.300.000
26.714.000
36.400.000
"In 1938 total world electric energy 
hours of whloh 34 per cent represented the
production wae 483 billion kilowatt 
share of the United States.
Comparable detail* for later year* are not available.
"From 1938 to 1940 the Ui 
per cent and production of eneri 
doubtedly lost some plant* th; 
accordingly the United States' 
probably Increased since 1938.
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zlted States generator capacity Increased seven 
iy novel up 34 per cent. Rations at war un- 
roigh bombing aid new plant conetraction deoreaeed. 
Share of world power capacity and production has
cn
"Estimates of new generating capacity 
year are approximately 3,400,000 kilowatt*, 
ment and plant expansion In 194] are approxli 
increase of 46 per cent over 1940 4 The Fedeij. 
plans for the largest electric power expansi 
history. To guarantee sufficient power for 
contemplates placing orders for approximately 
generating equipment for delivery In 1943 than 
addition to scheduled order* piao*d by prlvat 
templates expenditures of billion dollars 
a five-year period. Approximately 13,888,00C 
nation' e generating capacity, which now far 
above the combined plant capacity of all the 
Europe. For initial *xp*ndltur4 the Reconst 
allotted 130 million dollar* to the federal
0O0——
end of article by 0 . W. Backer in Hov. 6 , 
published by U. 3. Dept, of Com.
schedules for installation this 
Budgeted expenditures for equip- 
stately 900 million dollars, an 
al Power Commission hat developed 
program ever undertaken in our 
future defense needs the proposal 
million kilowatts of new 
ougto 1946. This equipment is in 
e firms. The entire program eon- 
in public and private fund* over 
kilowatts will be added to th* 
exceeds any other country and is 
Axle and controlled countries of 
motion Finance Corporation has 
?over Commission."
PxMattr. -----Bar.?.
by te] 
Fed*r*l
jrl"Power has come to be a 
important to industrial moblllsh 
come more Important as our $36,COO 
further into its stride. Already 
have moved steadily upward we hav 
of industry and th* nation upon 
tlon.
1941 issue of Domestic Commerce
aid Olds, Chairman 
Power Commission
S i e s t a ! ? ,  l a a t a *
isime assent
tlon today t .000,000 
as our est 
* come to r< 
electric pow<l;
In modern industry. It Is mors 
han in th* World War. It will be­
ar nual defense effort gets still 
1mates of power needs for defense 
eoognls* the nbsolute dependence 
r for total Industrial atoblllsa-
"For In modern war the ccfuptry or group of countries which can mobilise 
most completely will gain viotoiy. Power 1* essential to thla mobilisation. 
Today it is estimated that the ixls combination by 1943 will command electric 
power resources totaling POO.oOf,000 kilowatt-hours a year. This total le 33 
per cent greater than the United States output in 1940. When our defense pro­
gram reaches the #36,000,000,000 annual rat* it will require 100,000,000,000 
kilowatt-hours ef electric energy of which 56,000,000,000 kilowatt-hour# will 
come from displacement of normal peacetime production. That is the additional
Domestic Commerce, publ. by U. 5. Dept, of Com., Aug. 18, 1941
Mount needed by the defease prdgrnn and we cannot add it to our present
productive capacity in a non tin, 
of the MiHt io aor« readily apprehended whan 
aluminum and magnesium pro$thm glens, 
aatod peacetime load for 1941 for the entire 
trometallurglo&l Industrie*. Fir* years ego 
000 kilowatt-hour* of eleotrle 
•Power acquirements in kleet 
industries,• the federal Power 
ho 17*781.000.000 kilowatt-hour
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ayear or even two year*. But tha magnitude
It 1* realised that this year tha 
call* for nor* power than tha total a*tl- 
group of electrochemical and eleo- 
thaaa lndu*trlaa u*ad 13,324,000, 
or tar annually, la a 1938 report entitled 
ealcal, XleoWometnllurgleal, an killed 
•Mission estimated requlreaents In 1941 would
"Today a* part of tha 
for in tha neighborhood of 18, 
annually. Tha comb load el null 
approximately 21,000,000,00f kll 
defense pro^raa wa* projected, 
eleetrocheaioal and alaotroaal 
It pointed to area* new under 
cal oraa are oleee to region* 
developed. It 1* in these as 
new power resource* are being
"In the north Pacific 
of lew-cost hydro-electric ex 
of aluminum reduction from fore! 
the Coluabia river or on Puget 
availability of iron ore, or ii 
for eleotrle furnace product1« 
installed indicate that electric 
commercially feasible in the
•nse program, aluminum production alone calls 
,000,000 kilowatt-hours of eleotrle energy 
nd magnesium program will absorb a total of 
evatt-hours < f energy a year. Xven before the 
>r, the Commission forecast that the 
lurgloal industry would expend ooasidarably. 
msldaratlon by this coralttee, where metallurgl- 
which comparatively low-cost power could be 
regions that new metallurgical Industrie* and 
ivsloped.
it with it*
, for sxamp' 
ore* deli 
I," the C 
and eteel 
and the rel 
:roluCtlon 
future.
urge and lmediate poeslbllitiee 
e, there 1* definite possibility 
Tered principally by shipment on 
(ral**ion said in the report. The 
icrap, and of coking coal suitable 
i.tively small local capacity now 
Of iron and steel alloy may bo
*'Widespread deposits of aagaaeee, ahioalum, and other ores suggest the 
possibility of ferro-alloy production. Txtez.slve resources ef phosphate rock 
la Idaho, Wyoming, Utah end Montana are available for the manufacture of phos­
phoric acid and phosphates. Mo;*« lamedinto prospects for the development of 
sodium oiilor»t# and of ealoium c&rblde -..re also to bo noted. In the south­
western states, ferro-alloys and especially ferromanganese offer distinct 
poeslbllitiee. £lnc deposits in the region «f Ploehe, Bevade are favorable for 
•ithor electrolytic or electrotaersti production of sine and slno oxides. 
Magnesites in California and alualtes In tftat. may be used for the production of 
electrolytlo nagaesiua and eleotrle furnace potanh. The ability to aako 
potassium nitrate from potassium chloride and nitrogen peroxide (derived from 
ammonia), together with the potential ne*d fer additional ammonia for fertiliser
for synthetic ammonia may be expected,
ai
use. Indicate that new capacity 
utilising power from Boulder Bah.*
"The cost relationship between use of 
these materials Is ap arsnt from the fact, 
mill power,i.e. 0.1 cent par kilowatt-hour, 
the .rice of alualnua, bat five mill power r 
while at ona cant power would have absorbed 
power represented only 3.3 per cent of the p 
power absorbed 16.7 per eent of the price sad 
the price. Similarly one mill power absorbed
perhaps
eleetrlo power sad production of 
shown in the report, that one 
represented only six per eent of 
presented 30 per cent of the prioo 
per cent of the price. One mill 
ifloe of magnesium, but five mill 
one eent power, 33.3 per eent of 
only S.'S per eent of the pries ef
calcium carbide, while five mill 
power 31.& per cent of the price 
shtpe exist in the production of 
and anhydrous annonla.
•The vital relationship 
all of us. However, the place 
again hy the fact that there are 
the average In every plane. It 
of aluminum. Think of the rela 
In the planes we are building 
of aluminum arises the number of 
when an additional 100,000,000 
extra kilowatt-hours must be ue
of aluminum to
Of power In th|e defence effort Is brought home 
between thr<
•In the 1? Western states 
sources which could provide low 
oped water power sltee with a tot 
developed, 304,000,000,000 kllovn 
eltee. Compare this total with 
will control in 1943 If atlll In 
United States output of 145,000,
power absor' 
charged for 
ferroslllconl.
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bed 15.8 per cent and one cent 
the product. Similar relation- 
fused alumina, silicon carbide
the defense program is known to
and five tons of aluminum on 
takes 34,000 kilowatt-hours to produce one ton 
tlonshlp between the ooet of powor for aluminum 
that every time the number of tone 
kilowntt-houirs needed rises tenfold. Thus, 
e of aluminum is ordered, 1,000,000,000 
in Ite production.
pound* 
■eft
there are gr 
ost el«otrie 
al capacity 
tt-houre a y
the 300,000, 
the field.
300,000 kllow i'
The article then has seven paragraphs describing the latent water power
resources of the western states and their protlmlty to mineral resourcas.
•Comparison of priess of power produced by typloal private s'earn and 
hydro plants reveals that steam power on the average costs approximately five
eat undeveloped water power re- 
energy. There are known umdevel- 
»f 33,740,000 kilowatts. Properly 
ear eould be produced at these 
0)0,000 which the Cerman-let Axis 
>r compare the total with the 1940 
tt-houre."
mills per kilowatt-hour and hydro power about 
These power ooete Include operating expenses,
Investment, and are based on groups of aotualty operating steam and hydro
plants of reasonably equivalent 
load factor. Publicly-owned at 
ranging from 3.3 mills per kilowatt-hour when 
kilowatt-hour when uelng $5 ooal
ills and operating at approximately the earns 
plants, however, can produce power at costs 
using $3 ooal to 4.8 mills per 
per cent load factor operation.
-sever ooete In 
On larger pr >,
•Estimated hydroelectric 
rang* from .... 1.5 to 3 mills.
SranA Coulee at low as 1 mill.
•Thus It ie apparent that 
chemical and electrometallurgies! industries
assuming 50
the lew-ooet
f transports
ttii
new hydroelectric developments 
able. This does not preclude, however, the 
plants In oertaln areas, and in general, a car 
and steam power combined will be found to offu 
supply. It is important In planning for defen 
view of eleetrlo power develooment be malntal 
and expansion of existing ones mast be undert 
power production for defense as Quickly as po 
mlnation of the emergency.
•Since the first objectlv^ is paramount
3.5 mills par kilowatt-hour, 
depreciation, taxes and return on
some of the Western states 
Jects such as Boulder Dam and
power required by the eleotro- 
4an be provided most readily by 
Ion and other factors are fvor- 
e of power from low-eost steam 
efully balanoed program of hydro 
r the most satisfactory power 
se production that the long-range 
bed. Sew water power developments 
<ikan with two objectives In mind: 
nelble and usefulness after ter-
today, however, we must see to it
3 0
that equipment firms are kept 
power plants that will be immedi
work
nt
end of Leiand Olds, Chairman of 
Commeroe, August 14. 1941.
dr
* H  may be interesting to 
production of eleetrlo energy f 
kilowatt-hours. Of this amount 
were produced by water power."*
lag at oa; 
sly useful
— oOo—
pacity to produce machinery for 
for defense production."
Federal Power Commission, article in Domestic
add, perhaps 
public use
4,223,328,000
, that during May 1941, total 
amounted to 13,290,609,000 
kilowatt-hours, or 32 per oent,
• from article by Dr. H. A. Mortput, chairman Tennessee Valley Authority, in 
July 17, 1941 Issue of Domestic Commerce.
On this and the followinr pi#e 
background information about elect 
is "The Timetable of Aluminum in 
America, and a pa/re from Busins 
placed on the "electricity" obtained metals.
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a are photostatic copies which five 
ric furnaces, and their uses. Also included 
Defense," released by the Aluminum Company of 
week stages! ae which shows the great emphasis
X the melting and refining of >teel, grey and 
ferrous alloys, electricity is an ideal source (
controlled and offers advantages 
other means.
The American Bridge Comp; 
Furnace since 1910, have been piot 
tions have been largely responsible 
in the iron and steel industry.
iiy, manufactu 
etrs in this field 
for the devel(
In the making of higher grade tpol and alloy 
replaced the crucible process. Its 
heats can be poured from a single 
without sacrificing the quality of the 
controlled that an ideal metallurgical 
at will <md steel free from slag, oxid *s 
Furnaces are practically free fron 
easily reduced to d)05r , if desired
In the casting industry Heron
melting equipment, and it has been 
every way; and, due to the ability tjo 
thin sections can be produced, ant
in a metallur
malleable iron, nickel, chromium and 
heat as it is clean, easily and quickly 
r cal wav that can not he had by any
r̂ *rs of the lleroult Flectric Melting 
<ind with some two hundred installa- 
electrie melting furnace
It
ibtained for the product, with rejections reduced
On a cost basis w ith the power rates now avai 
high grade metal in competition w th aiTv <> 
ditional advantage of finest quality.
Furnaces are rapidly replacing all other types of 
definitely demonstrated that they .ire superior in 
.'(invert poortrj grades of material, the ease by which 
t > the quality of the castings, a higher price can be
[intent of the
steels the lleroult Furnace has largely
vantages over the latter are such that much larger 
furnace and lower priced raw materials can be used 
finished product. Also the temperature can he so 
ondition is obtained where the bath may be changed 
and gases finally produced. Ingots made by lleroult 
Segregation; while sulphur and phosphorus can be 
with complett removal of oxygen.
to an almost negligible quantity.
able the lleroult Furnace will produce 
)ther tope of melting equipment with the ad-
"V:
M o o r e ;
Lectrom elt Steel
U%N/1(TS
Castings
N 1913, there were only nineteen steel making furnaces in use in America. 
This number increased stead ily  until at tho present time there are more than 
1200 electric furnaces in operation throughout the world m ak ing  various 
grades of steel and iron.
During the period of the W orld  W ar  from 1913 to 1917, the L E C ­
T R O M E L T  furnace was being developed! and introduced and its growth during  this time 
was gradual but steady. Its period of greatest  expansion, however, has come since the 
W orld W ar  during a period of com paratively  slow times where new equipment w as  bought 
only after rigid investigation. Today the 'L E C T R O M E L T  furnace stands out as the pre­
dominating electric furnace for steel foundry work.
In the steel foundry industry today 
namely, the electric furnace, the open 
W ith  the latter operation, there are
tfiere are three main types of equipment in use, 
hearth and the converter.
heavy m elting losses met w ith  both in cupola 
and converter, which run from 18 to 24% depending upon conditions. This process in ­
herently requires the use of expensive, low sulphur, high silicon p ig  iron. Furthermore, 
the very nature of this process, in which a blast of a ir  is blown through the metal, resu lts  
in its conversion into a h ighly oxidized state, requiring the use of large quantit ies of ferro 
a lloys as “k il lers” for the oxides and gasses. In contrast, the 'L E C T R O M E L T  furnace 
has the advantage in that a high cost c la rg e  is not required for its operation. It has a 
melt ing loss vary ing  from 3 to 6%. It can be operated at reducing or neutra l atmoSr 
phere as may be desired, with small quantit ies of alio}’ additions.
That the 'L E C T R O M E L T  furnace is rap id ly  replacing the converter is eas i ly  under­
stood when one contrasts the methods of m e lt ing :  the 'L E C T R O M E L T  w ith  its ease 
and certainty of control and clean hearih , the converter w ith  its a ir  b last, uncerta in ty  
and oxidizing conditions.
The open hearth furnace of necessit 
operation, which in turn means a large 
as well as in buildings, together w ith a
to get heats hot enough to pour small.
y involves largo heats w ith  com parative ly  slow 
investment in equipment throughout the foundry 
very large moulding floor area w ith  its  attendant 
flasks and moulding equipment. Furthermore, it is diff cult w ith  the open hearth furnace
such furnaces is practically limited to laqge castings. There is also the diff icu lty caused
by the method of melt ing in the open
contaminating gasses essentia lly oxidizinjg, hav ing like
hearth furnace which involves a la rge  volume of
duce oxidized metal. Here compare the 
heats, which enables foundries to obtain 
ing equipment, etc., with corresponding! 
Space does not permit of adequate
the past five years  increased capacity  in 
la rge ly  been restricted to an increase in
thin section ca stings, so that the usefulness of
1 he converter, a tendency to pro-
'I|E CTRO M E LT furnace, w ith  its small frequent 
rti’ ich more economical use of floor space, mould- 
y  lower investments in cranes and buildings, 
discussion of t f e  various steel m ak ing  processes.
Definite statements regard ing re lative costs in the production of steel w ith  v a ry in g  types 
of equipment should be avoided unless a thorough stud / is had of the local conditions 
surrounding the particular installation linger considerati qn. Suffice it to say  that over 
s%el casting  production in the United S tates  has 
tfJe number of TLECTROMFILT installat ions.
C O L O R
B A C K R O N E  F O R
R C R I E SF O R
T E E L !
\Snh/. •ar ts  pre- 
o m c t  hi ii<r
s tee l  Mi­
lo  In a l  
(I m l i l r
•!-i isa in
^  ( i l i r o m iu m .  I In
co lor  lo 
p re c io us
el. m e n t  th a t  ini l
rul ties. i m p a r l -
to s tee . It fti\ es
■ss a m i res is t  a H<
■s - teel st r< uift. V
I n|>lin. liftllt . 
( r a i n s  ani l
i lo ii lr  hi ria ls . 
•irL-at eontri-
i rc ioin-  
fv niori
'/^/|'\\ c r c i l i l i l c  l ia r i ln  
a n d  co r ro s i on .  11 m a k  
a n d  s h o c k - r e s i s t a n t .
( il iroiniiun is the kc\ that  lias opt
II*: — (treat n c «  l i d d s  ol  a p p l i c a t i o n  lor 
s t e e l .  W i t h o u t  c h r o m i u m ,  the  wl ioh 
se r i e s  ol sta in lrss  steels w o u ld  not h a '  e been  pos 
s i h l e .  Krom t a r n i s h - f r e e  t a b l e w a r e  t > co r ros i on  
r e s i s t a n t  c h e m i c a l  e q u i p m e n t  . . .  f rom • 
weif tht  t r u c k  bod i es  to s t r e a m l i n e d  
a i r p l a n e s . . .  f rom h e a t - d e f i a n t  b o i l e r  tuhi j s  to hijt l i- 
I c m  per  at l i re s t e a m  I u r h i n e s . . .  e h r o m i i  in h a s  m a d e  
poss ib l e  a steel wi t h  p ro p e r t i e s  ol the  
Hut the s ta inl ess  steels are mi l t  one 
bi l l ion of ch romi um .  I bis e l emen t  l ias a 
p rovide hard,  shock-res is t ant  a rm o r  plat 
pierei i i fi  project i les :  lolift-weariii(£ eng ine  \ 
touch  (tears, tools,  ha l l  hea r ings ,  ea r  ti 
sprouts,  and d ie s :  and h un dr ed s  ol oth 
ar t ic les .
W e do not m a k e  steel  of an\ kind.  Mi l for ove r  3" 
year s ,  we have made  ferro-al lovs and alh 
used in steel-maki i i f t .  Anionc these arc 
s i l i con,  mai i ftanese.  va nad iu m ,  tunjtstei  
c o h im h iu m .  and ea l e iu m .
It was ou r  research and dev e l opm en t  that mad e  the 
low-earhon (trades of f e rro -ehromium a' a i l a ld e  com- 
m e r e i a l l v . W itl iout these,  p roduc t ion  ol a nia jor i tv of 
the s t a in l e ss  s teels  would have  been i nnrac t i eah le .
Inqui r i es  about  s ta inl ess  and o ther  a l loy  s leek----the i r
m a n u fact ii re. f abr i cat ion ,  and l i s t — a re cor l ial l\ in vitei l .
•1
SO Ilf I|M‘<1 to 
m l a rm o r -  
al v«*s: >t ron*5, 
i<!ks. shafts, 
r im proved
»\ i iij; meta l s  
ch ro miu m .  
. z i r e o n i u mi.
T h e  p r o g r e s s  m a d e  by H I re tro  \1 e ta llu ru if  a! 
m a n u fa c tu re  a m i u se  of Je rro -a llo y  \ a m i in  th 
a lloy  steels h a s  b een  (treat I  \ fac ilita te d  by m et a 
in  the la b o ra to r ie s  o f  E le c t ro  M e ta l lu ru ic a l C .om y  
C a r b id e  C o m p a n y  : by the a d  ran ee s  in  e lee tr i* fi 
a n d  te ch n iip ie s  of \ a t io n a l  C a rb o n  C om /tan y . i 
b ro a d  e x p e r ie n ce  in  the p r o d m t io n .  fa b r ica t io n ,  
m eta ls o f  H a y n e s  S te llite  C o m p a n y  a n d  T h e  L in  
C o m p a n y . i l l  o f  these c o m p a n ie s  a re  l  n it s  o j  I  
C a r b o n  ( .o rp o ra t io n .
I
I lurk
E L E C T R O  M E T A  L L L  H h l C  A L
l  n it o f  Union Carbide and Carbon  
3 0  EAST I 2 m > s t r e e t
Co l ■/,
o rupnny  in  the
lo p m e n t  of 
ica l re sea rch  
tany a m i I n io n  
trnnee e le ctrod e s  
a n d  Its the  
im  f  treat merit of 
h r  R ntd ucts:  
C a r b id e  an drui
fr .OM P A N  Y
•fdration
E\i \OKK,.N. Y.
T H E  T
1938 Sept 
Oct. 
Nov. 
Dec.
1939 Jan . 
Feb. 
M ar. 
Apr.
Sept.
Nov.
Elec.
1940 Jan .
----}* M ar.
Apr.
M ay
Ju n e
Ju ly
Aug.
Sept
Oct.
Nov.
Dec. 
1941 Jan .
ima
Olh
bas>
Feb.
M ar.
Apr.
M ay
June
Ju ly
Aug.
Sept.
Mun 
Czect\i 
Alcoa 
Alcoa 
a yearfi 
New 
S ta r t  
B o h e  
A lb a n |i. 
'41, a 
m o n t  
P o l an  
procli\  
Alcoa 
F in  la b  
Alcoa 
U. S . 
New
1939 
F irs t  
Alcoa 
Alcoa 
W ash. 
D enni, 
Low  
New 
D u n k z  
Additioi 
C o n g r  
A ir  
a ir  
Alcoa 
increa: 
E g yp t 
F irst 
for adc 1 
R u m , 
Alcoa 
26 bor\\ 
Alcoa 
Alcoa 
O PM  
1940, 
Alcoa 
A lu m i  
L en d -  
Alcoa 
Yugos\l, 
150 
com plet 
C re te  
N ew  
J a p a n  
Alcoa
1940 '
U. S. 
a n d  o/j>< 
m a k i  
Alcoa 
A lcoa  
p o w e r  
pound'p  
Alcoa 
S ites s 
p lan t; 
execut 
Excess 
tained
; io s lo v a k ia  in v a d e d  
in au gu ra tes $26,000 
produced 287 m illio  n 
s su p p ly  on hand. 
Extrusion and tube 
building an  excess s' 
ia a n d  M o ra v ia  
a in v a d e d ; C o n g n  
nd N avy 3 ,0 0 0  by  
hs 1941 p ro d u c tio n  
d in v a d e d ; U. S  
im ed . 
authorizes new meta|l 
d  in v a d e d ; C ash -. 
com pletes $26,000,0' 
p ro te s t s  b lo c k a d e  
r leta l-p roducing  
production 327 millioi 
re q u e s t  fo r  d e fe n s e  
announces $30,000,' 
reduces price of alui 
p lan t.
a rk  a n d  N o rw ay  
u p tr ie s  in v a d e d  
rieth l-p roducing  unit 
rq u e ; F ra n c e  capi 
nal m etal-p roducing 
e ss  l i f t s  p re v io u s  
e n s iv e  a g a in s t  
e$.
reduces price of a lun ji
n g
A L U M I N U M
M E T A B L E
op
O F  A L U M I N U M
to S e p t e m b e r  10, 1941
p lar t
m ill begins operation  at L a faye tte , Ind. 
tock pile of a irp lan e  sheet. 
o c c u p ie d .
?4fs a u th o r iz e s  A r m y  to  a c q u ire  6 ,0 0 0  p la n e s  b y  J u l y , 
44. A lu m in u m  fo r  a l l  th e s e  w o u ld  ta k e  a b o u t  tw o  
I .
N e u tra li ty  p r o c la im e d ; l im ite d  N a t io n a l e m e rg e n c y
-producing c ap ac ity  a t Alcoa, Tenn.
^ n d -c a r r y  a c t  s ig n ed .
expansion program , begins p lans for a  la rger one.
->/ G e rm a n  e x p o rts .
authorized  a t V ancouver, W ash.
>n pxiunds; 215 m illion on hand. 
a p p ro p r ia t io n  in  B u d g e t M essag e .
0|00 more p lan t expansion .
.n in um  from 20c to  19c, sta rts  construction  of V ancouver,
En,
vad ed .
N a tio n a l D e fe n se  A d v iso ry  C o m m is s io n  n a m e d .  
begins operation at A lcoa, Tenn. 
f i l ia te s .
unit authorized  at A lcoa, Tenn.
'im its o n  n u m b e rs  o f  p la n e s .
\gland b e g in s ; 50  d e s tro y e rs  e x c h a n g e d  fo r  is la n d
c t
sjed.
in v a d e d ; S e lec tive  
e ta l m anufactured  
itional c ap ac ity  aut^v 
ia  in v a d e d . 
authorizes another 
6 e r s  o n  c o n t r a c t  
Reduces ingot price 1 
' 940 production 413 
e s ta b lis h e d ; N D AC  
< s t im a te s  o f  r e q u i  
authorizes additional 
n u rn  p u t  o n  p r io r  
'ease b i l l  s ig n e d . 
produces 44,000,000 
Ja\\ia in v a d e d ; U. 
ion-pound-annual-< 
ed and  operating  a : 
/osjf; R u ss ia  in v a d  
(g o v e rn m e n t a lu m i  
rn^Dves in to  In d o -  
produces 53,000,000 
itartjs operation. 
g o v e rn m e n t  a n n e  
e r a te  3  G o vern m ^ . 
a lu m in a
nnounces ingot priefe 
n d  T. V. A. con ch  
s y s te m s  in  th e  Te 
fjo A m e ric a 's  a n  
produces 54,000,000 
elected for one of the 
ra ilro ad , w ater, and
ed.
at
FOR
000 expansion program , 
pounds in 1938; had more than
D E F E N S E
3 4
1938
1939
inum ingot from 19c to 18c; c ap ac ity  for m ak in g  a lum in a
S e rv ic e  B ill  p a s s e d .
Vancouver, W ash ., p lan t and new un its 
orized . 1940
5 150,000,000 for expansion.
'■turned o v e r  to  B r ita in .
om 18c to  17c : ad d itio n a l c ap ac ity  au thorized  a t  B ad in . 
m illion pounds; 154 m illion on hand.
sa y s  a lu m in u m  s u p p ly  a d e q u a te  to  m e e t  O c to b e r , 
fo m e n ts .
c ap ac ity  a t A lcoa, Tenn.
'ties.
1941
pounds of m eta l th is m onth.
. o c c u p ie s  G re e n la n d .  
ip ac ity  p lan t a t V ancouver, W ash., 
c ap ac ity . 
ed.
in u m  p la n ts  a u th o r iz e d ; U. S . o c c u p ie s  I c e la n d ;  
< Zhina.
pounds th is m onth ; B ad in  un it au thorized  N ovem ber,
n c e s  A lu m in u m  C o m p a n y  o f  A m e r ic a  w i l l  b u ild  
n t-o w n e d  a lu m in u m  s m e lt in g  p la n ts  a n d  o n e  fo r
reduction  to  15c, effective October 1, 1941. 
u d e  a g r e e m e n t  to  u n i fy  tw o  g r e a t  h y d ro -e le c tr ic  
n n essee  V a lle y , w h ic h  w il l  a d d  a t  le a s t  200 ,000 ,000  
u a l a lu m in u m  p ro d u c in g  c a p a c i t y . 
p ounds of alum inum  th is m onth.
Government-owned a lum in um  p lan ts and for the a lum ina 
sew age fac ilities prov ided ; construction  contracts being
stock pile of a lum inum  a irp lan e  sheet sta rted  in F e b ru a ry , 1939, being m ain- 
5,000,000 p>ounds.
C O M P A N Y O F A M E R I C A
October 1941
o n e s , Bottleneck
OPM officials and congressmen charg 
arranging plant financing, but the No. 1 
i moves as fast a s  responsibility permits.
e RFC with dblay 
money lender (says
spy c
Kc
Jesse Jones is on the hot seat, lie 's diinn of its
ing to get off and admirers of the ing the defen
hieratic banker bet that he will, the Houston I
ics’ position is not unusual, l ike •  Preparing
ler officials before him. Ins turn has his critics. Jor
me to be blamed for delay in the dc Ins record.
ise program. OPM executives have leeord." Now
d to take punishing criticism for fail more energetic 
: to get quicker, bigger output. Now ing a detai
:v are pointing at Jones, charging that Jones' staten
;ir schedules for expanding proclue feature as a
u of aluminum, magnesium, and summarized in
ter critical materials have been tardily that on princi
lulled bv the chief of the Federal sions only a u
an Agency, which must supply the has elapsed
mev to finance the new plant capacity. OPM has rcc
OPM isn't the only outfit which is the date w
reerned about keeping Jones up with Finance Corp
ensc: the Senate, through the me- tense Plant C
convinced that it's
Kill committee invc .trgat- 
e progr;
anker on the pan. 
Mittal—I n answer 
thus far has stood
led 
lent 
|: ril
le
to all
oil
goodi I
. lie’s going to nuke a 
lefense. lie  is anupil 
rebuttal. Inev table, 
of his own cas: wi 
eipal exhibit the data 
tile table below. sh >w mg 
pal defense plant expan 
mth or so on the a- 
1 >etween the date 
immendcd a project and 
n the Rccons tract ion 
or its subsidiary, tl e De 
arp.. has announced con
elusion of a contract, formally embody­
ing financing terms. That hasn't meant, 
of course, that construction could be 
started immediately -selection of a plant 
site, for example, lias often been one big 
cause of further delay but it has meant 
that Jones has discharged his principal 
obligation—arranging for funds.
Jones' statement of his operations is 
eagerls awaited In his critics, because 
thus far they have been principally 
handicapped In a lack of facts. RFC is 
notoriously close mouthed and that 
makes it difficult for them to find out 
just what happened when. Keen a pains­
taking reconstruction of events designed 
to show Ijoyv Jones and Ins aides have 
functioned in the handling of major 
plant expansions is apt to have some sig­
nificant gaps in it—witness the table bc- 
low—and some doubtful entries.
•  Big Jobs Take l in g e r— It seems reas­
onable to assume, however, that the full 
record of lending operations—if and 
when it becomes available will make 
Jones look Ix'ttcr than the partial record 
of his performance on the big jobs sug­
gests. After all. big projects take longer
B o x  Sco re  on Financing M a jo rD e fe nse P la n t Exp a n sio n s
D ate C on tra c t
D a te a t  D P M .'i n in t*un ceJ bx R I 'C
P r o j e c t R e c o n u n en i la t  i>»n ,»r AuKvi./ujr\ Canocifv MchexhtleU C ost
A L U M I N U M  (production, processing)
A lu m in u m  C o m jw n y  of A m erica .. $52 .(MM) INN)'  *)
A lcoa, A rk an sa s . Iui\ 9 . m i A uk 20 0*41 100 .000  .000 |h
B a u x ite , A rk an sa s . ju i\  is .  m i Auk 20 . I«4I 400 .(MM) .000  |b
M asscn a . N ew  Y’ork . J u ly  '■ |U4I A uk 20. I«4I 1 5(j.(MM),(MM) |b
1  ro u td a le . Oregon Ju l\  n  m i A uk 20  10 4 1 0 0 .0 0 0 .0 0 0  lbs
B ohn  A lum inum  tSl B ra ss  C o iui\ 1 5 m i In negut latu  n 70 .000 ,(100  Ih Not determ ined
R eyn o ld s  M e ta ls  C o . j u h  i s . m i $cpt 10 . I0 4 I 1 0 0 .0 0 0 .0 0 0  lb 1 1 .5 1 9 .5 0 0
O lin C o r p ........................ J u ly  15. 1041 i c p i  10 . p m 1(1 .OOO .OfM) lb * , lMM).r(M)
U nion C a rb id e  & CCarbon C o . 1 ul \ 15. 1041 l|n nego tiation 60 .(MN) ,000 |b Not determ ined
M A G N E S I U M  (metal, a lloys, and labricatlon)
B asic  M ag n esiu m . Inc. (sub  . B asic  R elracton .es . Inc 1 Ju l\  14 1041 A ug 13. m i 1 1 2 .0 0 0 .0 0 0  lb M .1 6 8 ,7 9 9
D iam o nd  A lka li (x » rp . A ug 7. 1041 Sep t 10. 1041 lh .0 0 0  .(MN) lb 1 6 .(MM) .(MM)
D ow C h em ica l Not ava ilab le M a r  X, l'»4 l IH .000 ,<MM> lb 8 .0 0 7 .4 0 7
D tw  ( Chem ical. . A ug 0f 1041 Sep t 10. I‘MI 72 .(100 .(XXI lb 52 .0 0 0 .(MM)
In te rn a tio n a l A g r icu ltu ra l C orp Not av a ilab le Sep t 20. I»4 I » 2 4 ,0 0 0 ,0 0 0  lb 1 2 .1 1 7 .(MM)
M ath ie so n  A lk a li W o r k s . . Not ava ilab le Sept 20 , 1041 l t j . 0 0 0 .000 |b 16 .(MM) .(MM)
T o d d - -C a lifo rn ia  Sh ij>building C.orp ('sub Todd S h ip y a rd s  C orp  I Not av a ilab le -]eh ’ X. 1041 N<>t a v a ilab le 9 .2 5 0 . (MM)
P IG  I R O N
B eth leh em  S te e l (x>rp. J u ly  2. 1041 In n ego tia tio n 1 .692 ,000  io ns N ot de te rm ined
C a rn eg ie -I l lin o is  (su b  U S  S te e l) . Ju n e  25. 1041 j u g  1 . I041 8 6 0 .(MM) tons 1 2 .(MM).(MM)
C o lo rad o  F u e l & Iron O rrp J u lv  2. m i Iri n ego tiation 27 4 ,40 0  tons N ot de te rm ined
In land  S te e l C o . J u lv  2 . m i Sept 20 . |A>4I 9 0 0 .0 0 0  tons 1 4 .(MM).(MM)
R ep u b lic  S te e l C o rp Ju ly  2. 1041 A ug 21. 1041 1 .5 7 2 .0 0 0  tons 5 8 .1 1 2 .(MM)
U S  S te e l C o r p . . . Ju ly  2. 1041 In n ego tia tio n 1.571 .550  tom N ot determ ined
ST E E L
B eth leh em  S te e l O irp  (stee l p la te . J u ly  28. 1041 p n ego tia tio n 7 8 0 .(MM) tons 2 1 .0 9 7 .0 0 0
C arn eg ie -I llin o is  (sub  IJ S  S tee l) 'a rm o r  p la te , h e a v y  fo rg in g s ) . Ju n e  25, mi Ju ly  18. 1041 1 .8 0 0  .(KM) tons 8 4 .9 5 0 . (MM)
S Y N T H E T IC  R U B B E R
F irestone T ilre & R u b b e r  C orp M a y  o m i A las lb . 1041 2 .5 0 0  t«.ns(‘ ) 1 .2 5 0 .(MM)
G oodyear T ire  & R u b b er C o r p . . M av  o. 1041 M av  lb . 1041 2 .5 0 0  tons(>) 1 .2 5 0 .(MM)
H ycar C h em ica l Cxi (su b  , B  I* ( io o d rich  an d  P h illip s  P etro leu m  ( D.) M a y  o |04l une 10. |0 4 | 2 .5 0 0  tons(«) I .2 5 0 .(MM)
U. S. R u b b er C o . M a y  9, m i M ay In. 1041 2 ,5 0 0  tons(>) 1 .2 5 0 .(MM)
T IN . - * t.
Tin P rocess ing  C orn  ( s u b ,  A \ B illito n  M a a ts c h a p p ij ) . r*i Feb 2b. I"4I 1H .0 00  tons 1 .5 0 0 .(MM)
0 )S y n th e t ic  ru b b er p rogram  increased  to 10,000 tons and  $2,750, KM) or each  p lan t su b seq i ept to th is  in it ia l com m itm ent
(*)A tin  sm e lte r  w as recom m ended bv  the D efence C om m ission  in Auji?ust. 1040
(■)E xc lu s iv e  o f lan d
e ss  W e e k  • October I I ,  1941 15
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Chapter 2
What th* Sajplar* Receivsle Working 
In Tala War Plant
w« » r a  definitely not the only thing a nan works for. But other 
important factors such as recognition and J»b pride are nore intangible. So 
this chapter will concern the definite; th<i amount of money received by 
Sharon Works employes, the hours worked, adjusted compensation, insurance bene­
fits, the lncentlre plan, and comparisons with other Industries. Thsre will 
also bs several similar additional topics.
During 1941, more than :.S million dollars ($13,000,983.26) was paid to 
the 5,000 office and ehop employes at Sharon Works.1 Of this amount, 
$2,550,634.11 was paid to office worksrs, and $10,450,348.15 to msn and woman 
"shop" employes.
Transformers are a highly technical product, and the large unite are 
given individual design engineering attention to meet customer requirements. 
Hence out of the 850 office employee thsre ere 175 engineers and 170 draftsmen. 
In the shop there are 200 electrical testers 
lag or technical aehool backgrounds.
are divided into ten classes of skill. Host of 
the men attain higher skill ratings and hence higher pay through experience on 
the Job. This Is aided by the educational mindedness of the management which 
during 1941 offered Instruction and other educational training to 1,100 men and
Sharon Works "shop" Jobs
who have either electrical engineer-
women.
Sharon Works adopted the 44 hour week
1. Total average number of employee at Shan 
sat at 4,000 shop and 860 office; on D»c, 
Wostlnghouss Company has 75,000 employes 
Payroll Supervisor.
for men on January 1, 1941; on
qn Works for entire year 1941 is 
labor 15, 1941 total was 5,500. 
Statistics from X. W. Blair,
February 1, 1941 It went to 46 
a week, tlx day* a week, 34 hour* a day.
During the latter part Of 1941, many 
wort operating eeren day* a week 1 round the
3 7
hours for meii, and on March 1. 1941 to 48 hour*
a  week.
seven day operation heoaae general In all suctions making large power trans­
formers. State and national lnw prevents working of women more than 44 hours
Men working Sunday, April 19, 1942 were as follows:
C-blfig. (carpenters and woodworkers)
S-bldg. (machine operators)
F-bldg. (welders and Iron workers)
H-bldg. (large transformer assembly)
I-bldg, (transformer coil winders azu| tool 
and die makers 
Transportation
of the more Important emotions 
clock. On February 1, 1941, this
Average number of houre worked in Sharon berks shop Including men and
women:
July, 1940
August
September
October
November
December
January, 1941
February
March
April
Key
(sections of the plant that have more of a civilian aspect ere back on 40 hour
week since January 1, 1942 awaiting further
9
119
69
533
74
__1
811
June,1941
July
August
September
October
November
December
January, 1942
February
March
46.90
44.14
44.61
44.32
44.26
44.75 
44.20 
45.04
44.76 
47.7
sonverelou to war production)
laifest at ̂ ndgrti. hami ŷaract Sail aa£ ytaaJj Ksetiz. B&tai m i lafca (Saataa Wai&a)
Total So. Total Tull1 Total Houre Total Money At .Female At .Female At . Male At . Male
Month Employes Tine Snployns Worked Paid Hate( weekly )faka Rate( weekly )Take
fob. 1939 2,105 1,713 274,112 $224,786 .496 $17.20 .868 $28.18
March * 2,168 2,005 368,900 305,600 .496 18.99 .874 32.26
April * 2.168 1,964 314,184 364,425 .525 17.60 .88 32.16
June * 2,106 1.967 346,114 308,148 .562 19.34 .927 34.85
Sow. • 2,972 2,750 440,035 371,508 .508 18.25 .885 32.89
Dec. * 2,950 2,771 554,^05 490,706 .55 18.75 .923 34.45
Jan. 1940 2,950 2,555 418,418 $381,343 .596 $18.44 .942 $33.91
March * 2,629 2,329 465,845 424,044 .586 15.45 .939 34.58
April • 2,532 2,156 344,968 313,486 .577 15.30 .93 33.35
June *
S a n t .  » 2,503 o <%sa 2.3089 ADA 369,413lAi IDA 355,518AQ9 AAA .606M O 18.83DTI .9931 37.32 **70 J A—J » y n  m-----------
Saw ■ 2  Q fta 3.083
----- i  -------------
M S
--------v V « | -------
OOA
------- tW # ---------
A l l
--------- dU n W I----
9 9  AO 1 A le
---------- < N hT 9------------
A A  8*9
Dae. • 3.102 3,163
w i9 |  w O
505,429 500,353
•  W1Y 
.612
<&Oe«7
23.51
X tU w
1.03 42.00
Jan. 1941 3,516 3,536 707,108 $700,765 .61 $22.49 1.03 $41.48
Teb. * 3,820 4,312 639,860 674,687 .56 25.51 1.01 45.64
March * 3,923 4,631 740,923 732,235 .62 26.58 1.01 49.26
_______ April__• __3.999— -----------4.628---------- — 740,491— --------741,938--------------.636--------- ---------87.10— — 1.08--------------------48.17 ♦♦— 1---------------------------
June ■ 4,138 4.779 764,610 883^136 .74 31.90 1.1T 55.06
Sept. ■ 4,374 4,398 783,662 869.168 .721 30.95 1.13 54.25
S o t .  * 4,424 4,961 792,208 887,134 .7276 31.35 1.14 54.96
Deo. * 4,396 4,781 765,065 876,425 .749 30.26 1.15 54.94
Jan. 1943 4,316 4,387 977,441 $1,183,402 .754 30.50 1.24 $60.34
Sab. • 4,270 4,783 765.293 923,042 .726 29.15 1.21 56.75
Mar. • 4,265 4,892 782,773 939,171 .733 27.56 1.19 66.27
1. In short it would require 4,893 sen working 4C hours a week to equal ths hours * 10 - raise
worked daring March 1943 oy the 4,285 m  and wosen actually employed. *• 11^ * 3
3. Sight after Snarl Harbor there was an abrupt letdown on all non-war effort manufacture, while produc - 
tlon of snail distribution transformers m e  slashed, nan-hours and production of big units continued to 
increase. Women were especially effected; total nuaber of wonen on the shop payroll during So tember and 
December, 1941 was around 325, 250 of those were doing regular shop work. By April 1943 total number of OS
wonen in the shop had dropped to 339, with the miaber doing shop work soaothlng owor 130. Statistics 
furnished fron records of Barry Skinner, Payroll department.
Average weekly earnings of all wage earners in 27 manufac­
turing industries regularly reporting to The Conference Board 
were $34.14 in August, 1941, while average hourly earnings amount­
ed to 83 cents. The hourly earnings were the highest in history 
and the weekly earnings were exceeded only by the $34.29 re­
ported for June, 1941. Weekly earnings received during August 
in the machine and machine tool industry were greater than in any
other industry as a result of a longer work week. Highest hourly 
earnings were reported in the automobile industry, followed by 
petroleum refining and iron and steel.
Average weekly earnings are determined by dividing the 
total weekly payroll in each industry by the number of wage 
earners, and average hourly earnings by dividing the payroll by 
the number of man hours worked.
t o  M A PS PREVIOUSLY ISSUED  
ELATING TO TH IS S U B JE C T : 
N OS. 2 4 6  AND 2 7 7
C O PYR IG HT, 1941, BY
NATIONAL INDUSTRIAL CONFERENCE BOARD, INC.
2 4 7  PARK A VENUE. NEW YORK
ROAD MAPS OF INDUSTRY
WEEKLY CHART SERVICE  
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Fhe lovembor 87th, (1941) lesue of i*>me*tic Commerce, putlished by tho 
United States Department of Comoro* report i the national work week for Septem-
tools workers averaged 51.5 Poors a week; 
and firearm, 50.1; engines, turbines, etc., 
shipbuilding] 44.9; brass, bronte, and copper,
her, 1941 as follows; machine 
machine tool accessories, 58.9 
averaged 45.6; aircraft, 45.5;
43.8; astaoaition, 43.7; g H M s l M  asfifciaaou 43.5; explosives, 43; aluminum,
copper, lead, 
39. Sharon
and sine, 39.1; blast furnaces, 
Works was on a 48-hour week at
48.5; smelting and refining of 
stesl works, and rolling mills,
this time with many men putting In additional hours.
Management Keoord, published by the National Industrial Conference 
Bo rd, in its April, 1948 issue reports that the electrical Industry avereged 
45.3 hours a week for February, 1948.
A aan in the shop is paid on the basis of skill and working conditions
Hiring is dons by the aesletant supervisor cf the Industrial Halations depart­
ment. Foreman throughout the shop keep him
and unskilled men. It mast be remembered tint men who are coil winders and
s in the electric field mast re-hmvs other narrow but highly developed skill 
eelvs all their training at Sharon Works, boat of these skilled men are not 
available on the open labor market.
Squally important to the manufacture 
welders, acetylene welders, structural iron 
tors, carpenters sad oraneaen In addition to
skills need not receive all the 
there are other Jobe like tool
Informed as to the need for skilled
of transformers are electric-arc 
layout men, various machine opera- 
lesser Jobs. Men with these 
lr training alt Sharon Works, fhen of course 
and die making where because of their non­
availability It has been necessary to train most of these men right in the 
plant.
When a aan applies for a Job at Sharoln Works he ie given an application. 
It is to hi# advantage to be recommended by an employ# in the shop or offios, 
or to carry the good word of season# who is known to anyone of the plant
11
supervisors or veteran employes
tuds reoelved through formal education, practical experlsno# or otherwise Is to
the Kan* s advantage. Hs is interviewed, and
the shop, hs is seat down to the
physical examination. During its past /ear
•go.
Any evidence of mechanical or eleotrlaal aptl-
s&edical department and given a rather strict
? per oent of the applicants have
failed the piysloal examinations.- Most eomuon causes of failure were bad
eyes and hernia. Percentage of rejections has been rising though physical standards are lower.
The average epplloant is definitely less phyiically f i t  today than he was a year
then if there Is a Job opening in
•b he also remises an I.Q. test, arithmetic 
examinations. Mis grades in these teste.
Before starting on the J< 
aptitude and Minnesota Paper
especially if hs has bsen out of school for h long time, do not have marked 
bearing on hit employment. This Mill be dlemssed in a later chapter.
k man starts the Job at fharon Works 4< 
per ceht of the so-called base fate. Re Is designed to a group under an 
instructor, and Is taught the job. He may be fitting or assembling parts for 
large transformers, and sill be kept on lnetiuotlon for a pre-dettrained time 
until he Is able to do about the average day* e work.2 34 Instruction periods 
range from one week on a janitor's Job to ala months on stsel. lay*rout work. To 
be considered separate are the machinist apprentices who require three full 
years before gaining their trade.
After completing the Instruction period, the man is assigned to a group
The standardas a full-participating member.
is in effect et Sharon Works for all shop jobs except those of a clerical nature
Under the incentive plan the rate department determines how much work the
2. From H.G. Lafferty, plant physician.
3. Obvious situation borne out by plant reco
4. Men already on the job have an economic in' 
instruction as long as possible. A"green 
productive than the average worker. In 
incentive bonus. th'5
wage payment plan "incentive plan"
rds.
iterest in keeping new men on 
' man usually tends to be less 
group once, he shares in the
4L2
average nan should do on the job In one day. This amount of work 1* then 
established a* 100 por cent efficiency. If sh* nan on the Job# do nor# than 
this anount of work, each nenber of the grou;> fete paid more.
She average group at Sharon Work# le now working at 12? per cent effi- 
ceacy, and the nen receive 127 per cent of tiieir base hourly wage. To deter- 
nine the rates, the tine study nen do not hide behind posts to observe how 
such work a nan should do. With the Introduction of more modern machinery and 
battar methods, newer rates of output are established for the given jobs.
Biggest advantage of the inoentlve pl<m le that It gives employes a 
chance to eonowhat determine the anount of nosey they receive. If they do nore 
work, they get more pay. The Idea that their group say ba averaging 130 per 
oent, also gives then job sat is:'a* ion. Benefits to the Company are equally 
obvious.
Objection to this plan in that the groups nay ba eoaewnat hesitant about 
getting the percentage too high, because mansgenent nay raise the anount of work 
to ba oonslderad aa 100 par oant.
Influx of large nunbers of "green* net Into the groups which range in 
else froa four to seventy, and axe headed by group leaders, results In sons of 
ths percentages dropping down to 100. To partially remedy this 111, the 
Instruction period for new nen las been lengthened where necessary.
Adjusted Compensation has bees in effect for Veetlnghouse plants since 
1935. It is popularly oalled tie "bonus". Under this plan each employe In the 
Company receives an additional percentage of 
pendent on the Company* s profits. This adjust
his total inoone, the anount de- 
tad compensation is deternlned by
averaging profits for the previous three months, then subtracting a sum of
$720,000 for stockholders, and th»n dividing 
the total number of employee. The bonus has
the balance by a figure baaed on 
ranged up to 17 per oent, and
tine and a half, and Sunday work 
associated with the manufacture
43
average around %. If the CcMoanjjr has good months, rhe employes get big «r 
pay cheeks.
All men who work on the tarns that start in the afternoon or at or near 
midnight get an additional 10 per cent of the I
law and precedent has resulted in no women working at the plant except on the 
day turn.
Since March 1, 1941, Sharon orka men have been working a minima? of 
48 hours a week, and the women 44 hour is a wee c, Hence Saturday work brings
lr base rate, Pennsylvania state
double time.
Of large power transformers have been on steady 
Sunday schedules since February !L, 1942.
As a result of Saturday a id Sunday overtime pay, an of fice man with a 
base rate of $150 a month rooeiv >a approximately $200 a month. (Saturday over­
time alone will guarantee this. In addition
firured on total earnings for th* month. Thin has been averaging seven per cent.
In the shop, a 21-year-old electrio-sru welder may ba on 84 cent a an 
hour rate; hie group is producing 135 P*** cent on the incentive plan, and he 
works two Sundays a month. 3y tho time his ad; 
this man makes at least $250 a month.
Sharon ’"orka has attempted to stagger
off
Moat parts of the shop that are
there is adjusted compensation
posted compensation is figured,
schedules. Hence sore men are 
in an occasional Sunday and get double time, 
have been working straight through seven days 
off.
When the Airbrake Company
larger, the custom changed to Mr.
/
.is shifts when it corses to Sund y 
every day, rtnd they all have a chance to put 
Sore of the higher skilled sen 
a week with just an occasional day
took the entire staff of 15 men cut for Thanks giving dinner. As the plant grew
Thanksgiving. Finally whole corlciads of turkeys were needed. Mr. Meetinghouse
wto less than a year old, George Tiestinrhouse
If® sting house giving each ewploye a turkey for
44
than adopted a suggestion that the money uaoi for turkey* be set aside to pro­
vide pensions for employes, Francis S. Leupp in hi* biography of George Vest- 
inphouse, comments that these advantages wero later duplicated In the main by 
the Electric and Manufacturinp $onpany* *
the Electric
with capital advanced by the Company, At Sharon ’orks 98 per cent of the 
employes belong to this voluntary insurance organisation. The Industrial Hala­
tion* department assumes responsibility for local clerical details. Monthly dues
classes depending on income. For employes making
The Relief department at Company was established in 1907
are divided into four different
more than 195 a month the dues are Cl.50, and
195 it is $1.25.̂  The othsr two
at Sharon is affected. Dues are asually autoai rtically deductod from the paycheck*.
Benefits are likewise in 
f95 « month, but who have become
clas.es are
for those making C75 but less than 
Tor smaller incomes, hence no one
bur classes.
workman's compensation, the Relief department
For persons who make more than
unable to work for reasons not covered by
pays $16 a week for 13 weeks, and
$10 a week for 13 additional weeks. For the $V5 a month class it is $13.33. In 
event of death the Relief department pays $17J, which sum is matched by the 
Westinghouse Company. Benefits ate not paid for the first seven days off, unless 
the illness lasts more than 30 diys. If an employe has belonged to the Relief 
department for more than five years, he will receive illness benefits until he 
is pronounced cured or able to work.
Office jobs at Shrron are completely classified Just as are the Jobs in
the shop. There is a salary classification botk that lists all office Jobs, 
their range of duties, and salary. For examples Office messenger is 1-C-l, 
and he or she receives between $6; > and $83 a month (for AO-hour week, not Inclu­
ding adjusted compensation). Duti.oe are "Rsnditr messenger service. Run errands.
Check, sort and distribute papers. lull papers from file. Operate airaeo and
duplicating
# F,E. Leupp, Geo. Testlnghouse, Life and Achievements, pp.2A9j Little,Brown.
4 5
maohine. Occasionally atton* desk and *phone supervisor while he is temporarily 
absent. Make rueh trips.* This job pays up to $110 a month on the 48-hour 
vosk basis.
Then there is copy typist l-C-4.5. "Misoellaneous typing from copy, the 
finished work being simple reproduction. This olaesifloation may also be used
receiving instruction as involoe typists, 2-C-2. 
are from $65
raises it approximately 30 per bent.
Secretary-stenographer 2-C-10 pays frbm $95 to $145 for the fire day 
week. *Care of routlno of supervisor’s office. Take and transcribe dictation. 
Examine and route correspondence. Reply to
where required, for individuals 
Pay ranges on the 40-hour week6
Routine inquiries. Maintain super­
visor’ a filee. Receive incoming telephone culls and personal visits. Proper#
and forward routine or special reports. (In 
work of the character of 2-C-4, 
le to be used only for secretary
to $89 a month. The 48-hour week
addition, the position may require 
3-6-1, and 1*6-4.5). Rotes This classification 
ee to departs tent heads.*
Posting olerk (female) it 2-C-ll and pays between $85 and $122 for tho 
five day we**k. “Coat simple shipping reports and prapara for posting. Prepare 
simple routine reports. Help sake up monthly statements. Prepare billing and 
ooet distribution. Operate office machines necessary to mechanically post 
ledgers which are an Intagral part of the Cos; any* s financial control where
such operation is mechanised."
Purchase follow olerk le 2-C-20.5 and pays between $140 and $205 a month
for the five day week, and not Including adjusted compensation. 'Follow pur­
chase orders planed with supplier, follow clearance through inspection. 
Clearance of papers for proper approval. Routine correspondence with supplier." 
Manufacturing Information writer (olaas A) pay* between $140 and $205 a
■oath, "this classification applies to work
largo power transformers, ' OSF* transformers
4 6
on largo transformers, such ass 
» power regulators, unit «ub- 
Satorpret orders and engineering 
into component parte and dispatch parts. Cheek 
location. Oneok orders with drawings for 
speoiflsd. Choate instructions Issued by Order 
insuring detriments to keep abreast with any
stations, tnp-changing-under-1oad equipment, 
information. Break down orders 
style records for stock sad its 
eorreetnsss of part or notarial 
Berries, Shipping, Sales, and 
changes la their routlas.*
Pries elsrk (Class B), 2..C-33, pay rsujige from $85 to $132. "Pries 
standard catalog apparatus and simple orders 
Price a line or apparatus or notorial in which the pricing problem is elemen­
tary.*7
Fries clerk (Class 1) pay fangs from 4115 to $180. "The duties are
1similar to those of the Junior nrloo clerk, position 2-C-22 except that the 
pricing work inrolres complex assembly apparatus, nixed contracts and non­
catalog ltsns, etc."
salary rangeJunior Beginner, 3-S-15,
elementary position upon which an inexperienced recent engineering student
enters on coupletion of a formal
a step toward positions 4-1-1, 4-1-3, 4-1-3,
4-B-9, The position is applied
course or it'
to Design, Ap llentlon, Research, Equipment or Materials A Process work. It is
from $150 to $230. "This is the
s equivalent. The position applies
t—B—5, 4—W—1, 4—W—4, 4—v!'—6, and
until the work can be dons is beyond the routine 
day to day technical supervision of an engineer, or until the work can be 
classified at creative and within Group IT."8
7. Job held by women.
8. Upon graduating from an engl 
Company, young men are usual 
for four months at $130 a month.
searing college, and hired by the Meetinghouse 
If put into t iff Meetinghouse graduate course
Contact Engineer 4-1-6 salary rang**
manufacturing difficulties. It
o&tlons, and system. Occasionally the work
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fron $200 to $365 base rat*. "The
position Is that of contact between an Engineering department and the Works on
correcting discrepancies in manufacturing Information, drawings, test speclfl-
sltloc requires a higher degree
involves smoothing the way for adjustments, and
calle for elementary design of
parts, especially for renewal parte for non-meetinghouse apparatus. This po­
of oreatlvs ability In solving manufacturing
problems and of responsibilities than 3-1-6.*
Xn all there are already 145 office job descriptions like the above.
They psy from $65 to $405 a month for the fi re-dey week. In addition there are 
the top dosen or so supervisors.
Westlnghouss is among th» foremost corporations in the nation offering 
its employes group insurance through the old* 
on February 1, 1943 there was $>,290,795 of
-line companies. At Sharon Works 
neurone# on employes (bought
through Company auspices)9 in force. After ilx-months service an employe auto­
matically receives $500 of free life insurance, the Company paying the entire 
premium as long as the man is employed. Klmty-eight per oent of Sharon Works 
employes take advantage of the opportunity of buying additional low-rat# life 
insurance with the individual puyla-j 60 oentti a month per thousand and the 
Company 17 cents. This is deducted from the pay checks.
Tula voluntary additional life insurance allow* a man with $3,000 income 
fron the Company to buy up to $3,500 Insurant)*. The maximum allowed la $10,000. 
Amount of tnis insurance that cun be carried i* in ratio to lnoome.
WesMaghous* also encourages group hospitalisation insurance which at 
Sharon la sponsored by the Sharon Westlnghoun* Employes Association whose bene­
fits are underwritten by the Benefit Association 0f Railroad -aployes.
9. Including the $500 policies bought for all employee with more than six 
months service, and paid for by the Company.
4 8
Her* again payroll deductions ekn bo arranged, and 90 cants a month covers a
nan for hospital care and surgical naod. An 
protection allows a nan to insur* his family 
The Vestlnghous* Company
additional and rather unusual 
and self by paying $3.46 a month, 
has had a suggestion plan tinea employes wake
suggestions me to better manufacturing procedure or matters effecting general 
plant efficiency. These are submit tod to a committee of throe Sharon Works 
nan who dlaouaa each individual suggestion and than turn tha ideas over to 
persons qualified to go into doiall as to thn worth.
Payments to employes who 
are hated on 10 per cent of the
The following stories aro from tha plant newspaper:
"During 1941 the average suggestion award paid at Sh.ron Vorka was 
$33.80. Xn all 13 Sharon non received award: of more than $100 during the 
past year, and one local Wsstinghouse employ: had the 'host idea.' He topped 
the entire Company and gained $1,070 for a suggestion. Sharon Works' average
tubalt suggestions range froa $3.60 up and 
not savings vhleh eons fron the "idea."
award of $33.80 was second only 
Division was ahead of all plant4 with 60 per 
minima® of $3.50.*
to Baltimore which had $34.69. The transformer 
cent of Its awards abovs the
49
f
•With 65 paid suggestions March (1948) vac a record month for the sug­
gestion plan at Sharon korks. Highest Individual award vac $75. The suggestion 
committee urges that in this tine of war need, men give some thought to hotter 
ideas for utilising machine toole. A new way to show patriotism - get an idea 
that will increase the output ff a machine to help America win.*
The Meetinghouse Company maintains a savings deposit system for its 
employes. It formerly paid four per oent or all employes' sonsy left with the 
Company. The plan le to have the employe arrange to have a fixed sum of money 
deducted each month from hie salary or vsgsb and put into a savings account,
(for all practioal purposes it 
oept for the deduction plan), 
for amounts under $500; two and
works Just like a savings aoeount in a hank ex- 
Intsrsst rates are now three and a half per cent 
a half per ojent for amounts between $500 and
$1,000, and two per cent from one to two thousand dollars, the maximum. A
total of 1,370 Sharon employes pee this ssrv 
making to the Company.
In ordor that this information may ho
os. It is definitely not profit-
included in the thesis, the follow­
ing data on Defense bonds is listed hers. During October, 1941 Sharon Works 
employos started to have regular weekly or monthly payroll deductions for 
Defense bonds and gave $18,884. Deductions in foveaber were $34,037; December, 
$34,177.50; J*uraary 1048, $35,8(1.50, and fslruary 1948, $35,549.50. Bo pres­
sure is put on the employes to toy bonds; it is purely voluntary.*0 Many em­
ployes buy their Defense bonds and stamps through their ohildren at school, etc.
The Meetinghouse Company grants paid vacations of one week to shop em­
ployes and two weeks to office employes sftsr they have completed a year of 
service. Shop employes with five years of service are entitled to two weeks
1C. Defense bond figures from E. W. Blair, Payroll supervisor
there le * seniority system In
5 0
paid vacation
throng agreeaent with the Sharon Meetinghouse Employes Association
the plant. Exceptions arc made In the eeleotlon 
of sen for supervisory Jobe, or where superior eklll or educational training 
definitely overshadow the natter of length >f eervioe
On March 1, 1942, there were 2,120 a m  and women In Sharon Worka with 
more than five years eervioe with the Meetinghouse Oonpany. Included In this 
number were two men with more than 90 year* servicej 13 with more than 40} 108 
with more than 20; 745 with n o n  than 15 ani lees than 20; 451 with acre than 
10 and lees than 15; 756 with acre than flvs and lose than 10.
Of the 5,517 employes at this tine, 1,017 had lees than a year's ser­
vice; 1,209 had a year's service; 436 had tvo years service; 324 three years
service; 408 had four years.
*O0O-»-
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KIND OF DO YOU
WORK HAVE A WHAT
DESIRED TRADE? TRADE?
YEARS AS 
APPRENTICE
SPECIAL
EXPERIENCE
YEARS OF GRADE TRADE HIGH
EDUCATION SCHOOL SCHOOL SCHOOL
NIGHT BUSINESS OR
COLLEGE SCHOOL CORRESP. SCHOOL
P E R S O N A L  R E F E R E N C E S  (o t h e r  t h a n  r e l a t i v e s  o r  p r e v i o u s  e m p l o y e r s )
NAME ADDRESS BUSINESS
It is understood and agreed that any misrepresentation by me in this application will be sufficient cause for cancellation 
of the application and for separation from the Company’ s service if I have been employed. I also agree to abide by all rules 
established by the Company.
SIGNATURE _____
SPACE BELOW FOR INTERVIEWER
REMARKS ________________________
PROOF OF CITIZENSHIP SUBMITTED:
BIRTH r—, BAPTISIMAL
CERTIFICATE LJ CERTIFICATE l_l
NATURALIZATION
PAPER □
I N T E R V I E W E D  B Y _ D A T E
5 2
?»estlnrhou3e .job application (back).
NAVAL OR MILITARY 
TRAINING OR SERVICE
F O R  W H A T  
G O V E R N M E N T
R E A S O N  S E R V I C E  
T E R M I N A T E D
WHERE WERE YOU LOCATED AND WHAT ACTIVITIES WERE ENGAGED IN DURING THE PERIOD 1914—1918?
T O  A S S U R E  C O M P L I A N C E  
W IT H  D E F E N S E  L A W S
ARE YOU A YES □
MEMBER OF: COMMUNIST PARTY NO □
GERMAN- 
AMERICAN BUND
YES □
NO □
HAVE YOU EVER D A T E P L A C E
BEEN ARRESTED?
C H A R G E D I S P O S I T I O N  
O F  A R R E S T
NAME OF
BANKING CONNECTION CITY
DO YOU OWN 
REAL ESTATE?
DO YOU CARRY 
LIFE INSURANCE?
R E L A T I V E S  IN THE E M P L O Y  O F  L O C A L ,  S T A T E .  F E D E R A L  O R  F O R E I G N  G O V E R N M E N T
NEAR RELATIVES FULL NAME WHERE BORN PRESENT ADDRESS IF LIVING
FATHER
MOTHER
WIFE
OR HUSBAND
[ 
c
h
il
d
r
e
n
 a
n
d
 o
t
h
er
 n
e
a
r
 r
e
la
t
iv
e
s R E L A T I O N S H I P
EM PLO YM EN T A P P L IC A TIO N -H O U R L Y  w e s t i n g h o u s e  fo r m  5023 L b a c k
T O  BE U S E D  W H E N  C H O O S IN G  T H E  PROPER O P E R A T O R  FO R  T H I S  JO B  
. W H E N  P O S S IB L E  F IL L  BY P R O M O T IO N
occupation__Layerout____________ no — c l a s s — iob n o____
D E P T . M a d *  _ B » __X .  T a n k s e c t i o n  n a m e .
t h e  w o r k e r  Assembly
s e c t i o n  n o . . F-61
A GE  LI M i T . 25-45 M I N I M U M  VIIEIGHT. 135
CHECK ONE SQUARE IF QUALIFICATION IS DESIRABLE AND TWO IF ABSOLUTELY NECESSARY.
XX MAN
□  □  WOMAN
□  □  TALL
X □  MEDIUM 
V] □  COLORED
XX SPEAK ENGLISH 
XX READ AND WRITE 
XX GRAMMAR SCHOOL 
X  □  HIGH SCHOOL 
□  □  TECHNICAL SCHOOL
XX STRONG 
X □  QUICK 
XX CAREFUL
□  □  PATIENT
□  □  OBSERVANT 
XX ACCURATE 
XX THOROUGH
t o o l s  o p e r a t o r  s h o u l d  o w n  RuI q i__square f dividers*
T Y P E  AN D SI  ZE O F  E Q U I P M E N T . _______ _________________________________________
M A T E R I A L  U S E D ______ S t e e l  p l a t e  . _______________________________________
N U M B E R  E N G A G E D  IN W O R K ______________  I N S T R U C T I O N  T I M E ____________
R E M A R K S
□  □  GOOD MEMORY 
XX READ PRINTS 
iT T  READ SCALE
n □  USE JIGS 
GAUGES
X X  TEMPLATES
□  □  MICROMETER
T O  BE U S ED  W H E N  C H O O S IN G  T H E  PROPER O P E R A TO R  FO R  T H I S  JO B  
W H E N  P O S S IB L E  F IL L  BY P R O M O T IO N
O C C U P A T I O N -  L a y e r o u t ______________________ n o . _ ? 0 l  c l a s s - D r i - j o b  n o ________
d e p t . .Med. B. X. Tan^ECTioN n a m e _____________________ s f c t i d n  n o  F—61
T H E  W O R K E R  Assembly
AGE L I M I T ______________ _______ 21-45___________ M I N I M U M  W E I G H T _______ 1 3 5 ________________
CHECK ONE SQUARE IF QUALIFICATION IS DESIRABLE AND TWO IF ABSOLUTELY NECESSARY.
T T  MAN
□  □  WOMAN 
X □  TALL
X  □  MEDIUM
□  D COLORED
XX SPEAK ENGLISH 
T T  READ AND WRITE 
XX GRAMMAR SCHOOL 
X  □  HIGH SCHOOL 
□  □  TECHNICAL SCHOOL
XX STRONG 
X  □  QUICK
XXI CAREFUL 
□  □  PATIENT
X  □  OBSERVANT 
ACCURATE
T O O L S  O P E R A T O R  S H O U L D  O W N  
•JTYPE A N D  S I Z E  O F  E Q U I P M E N T .
M A T E R I A L  U S E D ----------------------------------
N U M B E R  E N G A G E D  IN W O R K _____
R E M A R K S  -
fX  THOROUGH □  C_____ ,______e and dividers.
□  □  GOOD MEMORY 
[XX READ PRINTS 
(XX READ SCALE
□  □  USE JIGS 
(XX GAUGES 
(XX TEMPLATES
□  □  MICROMETER
__ I N S T R U C T I O N  T I M E .
T O  BE U S ED  W H E N  C H O O S IN G  T H E  PROPER O P E R A TO R  FO R  T H IS  JO B  
W H E N  P O SSIB LE  F IL L  BY  P R O M O T IO N
O C C U P A T I O N . Layerout NO. 90 . C L A S S C-l - J O B  NO.
D E P T .  Med. B. I. Tank S E C T I O N  N A M E  
T H E  W O R K E R  Assembly
25-45AGE L I M I T . M I N I M U M  W E I G H T -
S E C T I O N  NO._ F-61
135
CHECK ONE SQUARE IF QUALIFICATION IS DESIRABLE AND TWO IF ABSOLUTELY NECESSARY.
T T  MAN 
D □  WOMAN 
X □  TALL
X  □  MEDIUM 
D □  COLORED
T T  SPEAK ENGLISH 
XX READ AND WRITE 
XX GRAMMAR SCHOOL 
X  HIGH SCHOOL 
J  □  TECHNICAL SCHOOL
ITT; STRONG 
X □  QUICK 
T T  CAREFUL
□  □  PATIENT
□  □  OBSERVANT 
XX ACCURATE 
XX THOROUGH
□  □  GOOD MEMORY 
XX READ PRINTS 
XX READ SCALE
□  □  USE JIGS 
(XX GAUGES 
XX TEMPLATES
___ __  _ □  □  MICROMETER
T O O L S  O P E R A T O R  S H O U L D  O W N  R U l 0  y S q U a P 6  f d i V j L ( j 8 P S » ____________________
T Y P E  A N D  S I Z E  O F  E Q U I P M E N T  
M A T E R I A L  U S E D -------------------------------
N U M B E R  E N G A G E D  IN W O R K .  
R E M A R K S
I N S T R U C T I O N  T I M E .
J O B  S P E C I F I C A T I O N  C H E C K  E M P L O Y E S
W E S T I N G H O U S E  F O R M  18741
Job classification cards for steel layerout men
S K I L L  8c E F F O R T
P O I N T S
A L L O W E D
P O I N T S
A L L O W E D
W O R K I N G  C O N D I T I O N S
P O IN T S
A L L O W E D
8
5
4
5
5
6
BLUE PRINTS 
SET-UPS 
DIFFICULTY 
ACCURACY
ACCIDENT HAZARD 
FATIGUE
0  EYESTRAIN
 0  HEAT
RESPONSIBILITY Q  COLD
TOTAL POINTS ALLOWED 46
0  ACIDS
g  DIRT OR DUST 
3  WEIGHT 
0  FUMES
0 W E T -
C L A S S I F I C A T I O N  B — 1
M E THOD OF  
P A Y M E N T
DAY WORK 
STD. TIME
INDIVIDUAL 
IN GROUP
d e s c r i p t i o n  OF w o r k  Laysout tank wall 3  and other parts for
.ons. such as drilling, punching and
bending* Develops tank walls and parts by means of tri- 
angulation * Most accurate layout work in department*
SSL™ 3-30-58
5 4
S K I L L  8c E F F O R T
P O I N T S
A L L O W E D
W O R K I N G  C O N D I T I O N S
P O I N T S
A L L O W E D
P O I N T S
A L L O W E D
2  BLUEPRINTS 4  1 ACCI DENT HAZARD
SET-UPS
DIFFICULTY
ACCURACY
RESPONSIBILITY
VARIATION
^  FATIGUE 
Q EYESTRAIN 
Q HEAT
0  ACIDS 
_ 2 _  DIRT OR DUST 
g  WEIGHT 
0 j  FUMES 
fl WET
M E THOD OF  
P A Y M E N T
DAY WORK 
STD. TIME
INDIVIDUAL 
IN GROUP
TOTAL POINTS ALLOWED 24 CLASSIFICATION D*“1
D E S C R I PT I O N OF W O R K
simple pari
Assists B-l layout man in laying out 
other parts. Uses templates. T.aysout 
This is a beginners classification.
D A T E
. E F F E C T I V E  . 3-30-1
T I M E  S T U D Y  S U P E R V I S O R C O > * D E N T  > t ) C A  R A T E  COM
S K I L L  8c E F F O R T
P O I N T S
A L L O W E D
W O R K I N G  C O N D I T I O N S
P O I N T S
A L L O W E D
P O I N T S
A L L O W E D
5  BLUE PRINTS 4  ACCIDENT HAZARD
g  SET-UPS 4  FATIGUE
3  difficulty  Q  ey e  strain
§  accuracy  Q heat
3 RESPONSIBILITY 0 COLD
4  VARIATION
TOTAL POINTS ALLOWED
ACIDS
DIRT OR DUST 
WEIGHT 
FUMES 
WET
M E THOD OF  
P A Y M E N T
DAY WORK 
STD. TIME
INDIVIDUAL 
IN GROUP
36 CLASSIFICATION C*"i
D E S C R I P T I O N  O F  W O R K  Straight layout work from blue prints 
on small tank parts, not head walls and plates for bend-
ive 3-30-38
Job classification cards for steel layerout men. showing skill gradient 
n<1 retirements
£mpl«yes in  C ecil S e c tio n  by Jo b  C/c i a  ft i /i c  o f  i o n s  7 - / 5 -  V /  n
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_ Y l._ 2 0 56 _J>2 53 7(9 Z 7 b
3aa
332.
_s2L._^L. 2 _ J2. /££. / / / /Y6
5 2, ,9V (ok 7 9 7 / ,5 / 33
CA2. /,y 2 !  «
C2£ /9 /2, /5 // / / 62
9/(9 66 F 27 26 3 /3 7
n/?. / 33
/<p
/ 3F
9/Y ,T 2 F (a IP
920 ( 3 7 / y 39 FO
939 / 33 / / P.S
D50 / f V _22/ 3 _______6(3__
r/r? (& 2 3 9(9 6 X?, 67 / / / / 7 / 2 0 9
rpo F 6 V9 72 5 7Y 3 2 /2 6
r/c? V /F 9 7:2^22 /(f / / / /RF
rr
r n 3 / /F X 2?/; / IP. V
E1L5. 3 2 // T/? 2 / Y2.
r z a , / y 3 ? y y /Y V 7 / / /3 9
FbO V V7 7 70 26 •V 2, 3 // r 23/
EhL. ,9 .yy 7 67 3 s?9 7 IP P
FhZ / 65 7 $3 / 362. / / /6 7
t i t o — /Y ,?y y/? . 3 / / PP
u z a 2 /p, 5.3 ■ 7 y 7(9
H8Q ■V /Z. yy /
F6Q / 3 /.T 3/ s? / 2 0
HSti // «7r 2 3 . 3 / 6 2
\
f
rzF ,9 ■̂ y i f 3Z, ? / / / / / / 2
r,3? s 7 ,77 T ZPr / / IP. 2.
TUn / 7,7 7,y .?,P 37 l 7 IF /
SKL / / 2 y 13
5 (' F  «
FZx y Y
f f 3 X 3 _& / _______Z7___
RHK /r? IQ
fi/x 2 6 7 3 3.7
BZX / / /7 7
B$x ,9 3 /“/ 3 2 3
F/K 2. ,/r? / S
F2X 3 <P 9
FIX y ,T y F /F
FFX /<? 3 _ 6. / y ____
P4X y / 7 ,3 1 3 / 2 Z
F&X /C y / 3 7 y 3 3
F7x 6 X / Ẑ. _______ZJZ__
Htx y / i s 33
H<e>X n 3 _______/ y ___
Z3X / y
/ y 5 “
li/al 73756
OQl
V7 vyh
. . C '
!/35
? 7 _
' I2&H'20/ 102o /n 3 5
../a-:
/33
3/9-hi
2 ^ 6 /bo /5V /7 V SR Y 2 V 7
u T i topsktn ririis low Tor men; dvr are women's jobs; ebw are boys etc.
5 6
always^ r e a d y
d e fen d
Cod g r a n ts  l i b e r t y  o n ly  to 
those  who  lo v e  i t ,  and a re
to gu a rd  and
-Daniel Webster
ADJUSTED
COMPENSATION
JANUARY
PROFIT (L IN E  27 OF S T A TE M E N T  2 A )
O c t o l je r . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .   .$1,919,030
N o v e m b e r . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .   1,840,531
D e c e m b e r . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  3,497,696
3 Months’ T o t a l . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $7,257,257
3 Months’ A v e r a g e . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $2,419,086
D e d u c t . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  720,000
$1,699,086
Dividjj by $177,888 =  9 .5 5 %
Th is 3 months’ average brings employes a 1 0 %  
adjustment in January wages and salaries.
January23, 1942 R0SC0E SEYB0LDVice President and Comptroller
- f - + -------------------------------
Chapter 3 
The Men Who Wald, Fit 
And Assemble Tranis
5 7
Drill, wire 
formers
At Sharon Work* before the Vattonal Defense boo* the average age was 
estimated at 35.1 Vow on the haste of a 10 per eent sampling of shop sen it is 
31.62.2 Since the factory le only 18 years old, the average age of aen is 
thought to be five years lower than at the ljong-time established Veetinghouse 
plant in Pittsburgh.3
Young men apparently acquire skill much faster than do oldar men. In
comparativelyAmerica's greatly expanded and
ages are reported as in the early twenties.
Works that young men require much shorter instruction periods and are able to
enter full production sooner than older aen.
aleo better, and generally the
on the open labor market ready
young men wil
The health and safety factors are 
1 esquire "our" way of doing things
fatter. To be considered le that •successful* older men are not usually found
for hire. Xs
older men as there it of youngir.
Of 889 awn surveyed at the Transformer Division, 602 were married and 
28? single.4 Of the 602 married men, 433 had children. The average married 
man had 1.48 children, It should be remembered that the average shop man's age 
Is under 32. Of these 889 men surveyed, 18C
20 per cent. Most of these 180 lived in seiii-rural residential dlstriots on 
the outskirts of Sharon. The average married man at the plant le 35.5 years
1. Estimate by JT. T. Burke, Sharon Works I
2. Survey by Ruder of 406 men (every tenth
3. Estimate by J. T. Burke.
4. Survey by Ruder of 889 men (every f i f th
new alroraft factories the average 
It has been established at Shares
short there is sot the plok of
listed rural i.*ddresses or nearly
»dustrial Relations Supervisor, 
card from file).
card In file).
5 8
old. The 433 mon with families averaged 2.094 children.
Ia another survey of 204 sen with fanLIlea there were 2.28 children for
eeoh family. In this ease additional surrey 
children.5 6
About half of the 5,300 shop and office 
or Sharon rural outskirts. The town itself 
with adjacent cities the total
service with the Company. He' i 
Conneaut lake, 40 elles from tfc
*ood years, and an existence on 
The number of part-time
the 274 married men averaged 1.889
employes or 2,680 lire In Sharon 
has a population of 27,000 together
le around 60,000. In addition to the 2,680 ia 
Sharon, there are 1,500 plant employes living in the immediate adjacent town* 
of Farrell and Sharper!lie, Pennsylvania, and Maeury, Ohio. This leaves about
1,000 employes who drive varylag distances up to 50 miles each day to reach the 
factory. Oldest commuter at Sheron Works Is
e pleat. At
has been driving for the past eight years. Hie 75-eore farm has 12 oowe, three 
horses, one pony, and is completely modernised. This oase le not typical. Many 
of the part-time farmers are men who have mill Jobe at they call them, during
Bob McGowan, who has had 42 years1
commuted since 1924 from a fara home near
first it was by train, but McGowan
five aeres after the layoff coses, 
farmers at Sharon Works, other than those who 
just live in rural districts, Is lees than five per Cent.5 Mot Included it e
somewhat similar percentage of
help out with the work especially during th« busy seasons. Outside of the
Shen&ngo Valley, Mercer county
5. Survey by Ruder of December
6. 1stlasts based on survey of
farmer's eom who still stay with the folks, and
la agricultural.
1941 shop census cards. 
889 men.
LOVELAND \
JA M tJTO W N  lO  '
v MERCER COUNT
•uAoi.ev 15
5 T O W B B O B O 7 3
0 *L.»«K.SV U-LC lofc ?̂.vapjvau 6S6 
I, 5HACON 2 .6 8 0  
f« mu. 722
WMIATLANO 4 9
WC»T MlDOLCie* ISI
WARREN
MASOKY
1 7 0
GlC ABO
Y o u n g s t o w n*2
-  where Sharon Works
EMPLOYEES LIVE —
OHIO
Utro-sv/iiue 2
0MCAOVII.V.C 5 
.AOT l-AKC 2
0,L2cn7^-
C«y Cock. II
B o rv .e c
Kfcflx* H a m  (ihfln office) 7aplro:» U « 7
Sharon
Farrell
Sfaarpsville
Wasury, Onto 
Greenville, Pa. 
West Middlesox 
Mercer 
Stoneboro
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A survey of the birthplaces 
of the more than 4,000 shop 
Works shop employes were horn
of 438 
loyes) reveal 
Vithin 30 mil >
7. Survey by Stevens for Indus 
survey by Ruder of 10 per
8. Survey by Ruder of birthplaeee.
(on a 10 per cent sampling baele 
e that more than half of Sharon 
a of the piant.8 Such is
trial Helati 
Cent of employ
ms  department. Also sampling 
ee.
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definitely not the ease for the office employes that includes more than 300 
engineers, who eoae from nearly every state In the union.
the survey Indicates that 630 shop esployes were horn In Shat on; 390 la 
the adjacent city of Farrell; 170 in the adjaoent city of Sharpsvlllei 60 la
In other parts of Mercer County. This totals 
1,890 horn In Mercer County. Birthplaces It neighboring Ohio communities ac­
count for 110 nore, and the nearby Pennsylvania city of Bow Castle and other
neighboring Wheatland, sad 610
oloee towns another 310.
Considering that Sharon 
280 or about one nan In 20 glvWs an Ohio hi 
population influx from Ohio hank across the 
from other states on a 10 per cent sampling
30 frost Mast Virginia! 30, Indiana; 20, Michigan; 20,Kentucky, and scatterings 
from Texas, Virginia, Massachusetts, Vehrasta, Hew Jersey, forth and South
Carolina and Connecticut.
There it comparatively 
The sen. In the neighborhood of 76 per cent 
Pennsylvania.
At Sharon Morlcs are 269
horn outside of the United States, or about
ployas immigrated at an aver
whom are European technically
fron Croat Britain with 18; Oermany with 6;
9. Survey by Bader; somewhat 
than In the shop.
le on the Ohio line, It Is noteworthy that only 
rthplaoo* Definitely ther- Is little 
Pennsylvania line. Contributions 
basis Indicated 100 fron Vow York;
little to show Sharon Worka shop labor as aoblle.
of then, were born in western
shop enployes and 39 office employes who wore
elx per cent.9 The 39 shop em- 
ago of 18.794 years, and the office men at 
15.814 years. The 269 shop perRons came over at an average year of 1910, and 
for the 39 office persons It is 1918.
The 39 offloe people, including many] engineers and draftsmen, some of
trained, and a few refugees, eo»o noticeably
Borway and Denmark 2 each; Sweden
smaller percentage of foreign born In the offleee
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4, but only 1 from Italy and nohe froa Cs«ehi Slovakia.
Among the 229 shop foreikn born, S9 a a« Italian; 48 Cseohoslovaklan,
and 58 Austrian, Anstro-Hungnri in, aany of tltea Slovaks. Definitely the offloa
foreign born cons froa oountrieis of adueatlo: 1* 1 privilege, and the shop foreign
born froa tbs lands not so fart'mate.
?orolirri Baca at Saar. S& Works*0
Italian 56 In the silop 1 in the office
Austrian 29 2
Auatro- ungarien find. Slava) 27
Hungarian 26 1
CsechoSlovakian 48
Scotch 13 8
English 19 8
Walsh 7 3
Irish 1 3 North Ireland 1
Swades 2 4Danas 2
Sorveglan 2
Swiss 1 1
Polish 14
Yugoslav 31
Bussian 3 2
Roumanian 5
Du t er. 2
Oraak 1
Chinese 1
Japanese 1
Finland 1
Argentlnlan 1
Canada « 5 2
Thera is no accurate dat a on the natleual origins of Sharon Works ea->
ployas. Beat that is available gives only tbi* nativity of the parents. However
the following sentences are assentially e o m ict. A large group In the plant,
though a minority of the total
10. Ibid.
, are parsons two and three or aore generations
are comparatively few Oseehs.
To » marked decree the office pertonne 
college trained men, hare national origins in
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from British,Irish and German imsigrants, thoigh parents of most men at Sharon 
Works were horn in Europe. There are large numbers of Slovak descent, followed
Yugoslavs anl others of the old Austro- 
Hnngarian empire, including Hungarians. Undoubtedly half of the shop employes 
at the Works have some speaking knowledge of Slovak, Italian or Polish. There
1 at Sharon Worke, especially the 
the so-called »A* cultural
countries of Europe. The supervisor! and foremen in the plant are generally 
second and third geaaration British, Irish anl German In etook. There is only 
one foreman among the 35 of Italian descent ajftd not one Slav. Thera are a few 
night supervisors and instructors (who rank 
of Cseohoslovaklan, Polish or Italian origin,
larger percentage of men who have their origins 
in the Olaet "0* cultural lands of Europe. To a less m&rktd degree this earns 
correlation may he applied to thje more skills! jobs.
in the plant.
group leaders Include a somewhat
Among the younger persons
irrsspootlvs of national origin 
population. Snglneere and other
broken this. Typists, clerks, draftsmen and machine operators are placed
■re or less as assistant foremen) 
but this is the exception. Tho
, education and opportunity has
and represent a arose section of the local 
technical Jobs adhere generally to those of
north European origin. The combination of being an immigrant and lees conscious
of education results in the south and central 
solous or being able to afford the expensive
European not being oollege con- 
schools of this area. There is a
mill Job for the eoa when he get|s through high school, and in poor times when 
there it no Job at the mill there is no money.
Though the tendency is breaking down, girls from the eo-oalled American 
homes were prejudiced against working in the shop, much more to than the so- 
called foreign girls. A natter of white eolljar prestige.
An interesting sldaltgnt
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lc th t the iiuparvlsor* of the feeder end 
assembly divisions (the two part* of the pl&ft) were both majors In Trane* dur­
ing the lest war.
A thought producing question as to whir sore Italian-stock sen ere not 
need as group leaders and foremen, especially considering their numbers, brings 
the following answers: Ken stooped in the dimocr&tlo tradition sake the best 
modern day foremen and group leaders, they load.. Men from the autocratic 
countries of Europe that carry the heritage Sf being stepped on, are too ln- 
ollned to order instead of load,
It r„uet also be considertd that ths Italians are comparatively reoent 
arrivals to America. She second generation is just approaching th* age where 
they would be old enough to have the experience to become foremen and group 
leaders. She foreign born and jraised Italian dots not acquire the mechanical 
skill or other conditioning factors that will. lead to a highly skilled Job In 
this country. At Sharon Works are a number of Scotchmen and English who came 
over after th* World War. On* >f them is a foreman, and the other a group 
leader. Mr. MoVsy was shipwright on ths Clyde.
''or should one forget th i clannlshnesji of men. Batumi preferences or 
prejudices eater into the seleoftion of group 
account are the likes of the top supervisors 
lar men other men will work with and under.
Ll&neoek wereThe Depression and Joe M
In a drafty cabin up In the b erkon wastes of
about the Depression that Joe 4 
Finally during July 193? 
first It was as a resistance we
the two got to know each other laach as do tw> gold prospeetors winter-marooned
, he got back
lenders and foremen. Taken into 
and the knowledge of what partleu-
buddles. Sot through ohoelng, but
north Canada. There was little
da’t know. He found out the hard way.
to work, and the Job beoame steady.
der, and then on a steel processing furnaoe as
the guy who did the lifting. The Jobs paid m i l  enough that it if you didn't 
drive a ear, hut they didn't lend to suah. n March 1939, Joe got a break, and 
vat pat on ae a slitting m&ohino operator. Hie pay soon got around $90 on the 
48-hour week, and when the drafn oaae along, 
few jobs In the eeetlon with enough skill to
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on wo occupational baele.
Joe had been old enough 
that would sake It possible for 
his life there was job security 
But Joe sade a slip, It
■ o get married for 10 years; now he had the job 
him to afford marriage. Tor the first time In
res no more than a pencil-scrawly &, and Joe le
out of a job. Joe's application of 1936 read* birthplace, Bremen, Germany, 
March 2, 1906. On October 22, 1940 all the fellows in ths section were handed 
little yellow National Defense cards; *?ou < jet things like that pretty often.* 
There were three questions; •Ace You a Oltl ien of the United States? Are You 
a Member of the Communist Party? Are You a Meaner of ths Geraan-American
there wae aBund?" On the back of the card 
something about Imprisonment anil a fine of $: 
Tor sure It was Xo for being a member 
to be a German. Zn fact it was 
ware German-born rather than Po 
over in the last years. But th 
•Yet. Are you a Citlsen?* tvex though your 
out citixenshlp papers when you
Joe had one of those comparatively 
be deferred from military service
ot of words in small type. It said 
0,000.
of the Bund. In 1936 it was OK 
apt to be a bit easier getting a Job if you 
ish or Italliin-bom like most of those who ease 
s was 1940 and it was better to aark an X after 
Dad had not got around to taking 
you had been here most of yourwere a child
life, school and all, and now you Just didn't care to have your name listed 
among the "greeners* who wore taking out eltlsenship papers, talked broken 
Xagllsh - foreigners.
Go Joe may be walking this streets, peirhape he tried to Join the army.
Tha 3avy had been investigating tha 33 enemy 
appeared to ha la tha clear. flere wm* tha 33rd, a man who had been aaohinlng 
a vital hydrogen-processed steal used for transformer corse, and a man who had 
falsely claimed American oltissashlp when he «aa an enemy alien - and the 
unusual, a Slav. Joe didn't realise that It a plant that would soon ha making
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allena at Sharon Works, and they
rvg your word as to cltlsenship,
Germany.
mill, Sharo^ Works Is a plant with many skilled 
It's fitters are not plumbers, 
jobs require at least a year1 a 
transformers Is rather exclusive, 
right In the plant. With the excep­
ted skills.
electric-driven torpedoes, they versa11 takl 
especially If you were horn in 
As contrasted to a steal 
men. It Is a plant of special 
though they work with pipe, an: most of the 
experience, tinea the sanuf ad ;ure of large 
most Sharon Works men reeive their training 
tton of welders, electricians and a few otlutr fields, the men are "good* only 
in a transformer plant. A coll winder le o;‘ little worth In the skilled labor 
market, except for winding coils
the following is a sampling of the Jhbs men had before they ware hired
at Sharon Workst also service
EcuftOl sLShk S k ill
Lathe grp ldr Ai
Material cutter B1
Layerout Si
Moveman D1
Mounter SI
Storeroom attendant 01
Machine turning 01
Mounter 01
Material cutter BW
Cell winder XI
11. Survey of 428 employee by
12* (b) stands for broken service - layoff
fop skill Al than A2j next Bit
and present 
Service
ob.n
1926
2/43
i / 4 1
6/41 
3924
3/39
10/40 —
4 yrs.(b)12' 28
5 yrs.(b)
1933
ler. first 110 listed here.
for more than one month, 
(b?) for two different layoffs of longer than one month.
1ftwent alrtll Si,
get the highest rata.Pay correlates with skills ganerally Al men
lo s ski
&*ft
43
38
36
31
43
21
91
35
83
lQUB.tr. Iabi
truck driver 
atael worker
own business carpenter
bowling plnboy
unemployed
laborer
housework (female)
Mounter
Go11 assembler 
lleo. tester 
fitter 
Inspector 
Mounter 
Charge builder 
Acetylene welder 
Coll winder 
Ooll winder
Tack welder 
Mounter 
Tube former 
Tuck welder 
Hydrogen furs.
Reelstance welder 
Handy nan 
Titter 
Welder
Storeroom attendant
Mounter
Hoc. Tester
Production olerk
fitter
fitter
Layerout
Copper worker
Storeroom attendant
Mounter
fitter
Shipper
Storeroom attendant 
Cleaner 
Turret lathe 
Crane repair
11eo. Inspector 
Storeroom attendant 
Packer grp ldr 
fitter
Woodworking nach. 
Cleaner 
Checker 
Arc-welder 
Core builder 
Ooll preeeer
Resistance welder 
Material handler 
Projection welder
Cl
02
A1
01
em
Cl
D2
31
Cl
31
Cl
D1
D1
01
A2
DBW
ci
Cl
Cl
Cl
D1
B1
Cl
01
H
B2
01
Cl
Cl
Cl
Cl
Cl
Cl
Cl
01
31
Cl
Cl
Cl
01
Cl
01
31
B3
02
Cl
31
01
7/41
l/41
1937
2 yre.(b) 
1929 
1937 (b) 
ll/39(b) 
1929
1936
1937 (b)
1937 <b) 
6/41
2 yrs.(b2)
1936 
3936
l/41
3/41
>/41
L936
>/41
L934
>/39
lf,41rf41
1937
LO/39
?/41
yre.(b2> 
Ll/41 
»/41
3/41
L/2S
Ll/40
'24
k m .
[I*>/41
1/36
3/41
1935 
yrs.(b)
r4i 
Ll/40 
1925 
1929
yre. (b) 
1.0/41
1936
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welder helper 
auto aechanlc 
oollege trained 
burner helper
etore olerk 
CtfA laborer
factory laborer 
apprentice eabaloer
assistant janitor 
country teacher 
none
eerrlee station and welder 
oollege etudent
none
service station attendant 
truok driver
none
student
olerk
garage oenager 
factory
telegraph operator
steel mill
none
none
eleetrlolen
gas station
coal miner
theatre usher
store olerk 
A A P stores 
forming
plumbing assistant
Jr. Ohaab. Com. 
welder steel mill
grocery clerk 
steel mill 
laborer
Machinist 
Office boy 
Fitter 
Coll winder 
Wireaan 
Carpenter 
File clerk
front* dip and iat. 
Checker
Resistance welder 
Layerout 
Craneman
Arc-welder 
Bloc, teeter 
Coll bender 
Production clerk 
Painter
Cleaner
Machine helper 
Arc-welder 
Mounter 
Coll winder
Stockman
Coil aesonblor
Cleaner
Coll wlndor
Material handler
Fitter
Boring mill grp ldr 
Moodworking mach. 
File olerk 
Hook-on crane 
Laborer 
Punch press
Core builder 
Shearman
Insulation assembler 
Sheet metal worker 
Coll assembler 
Caulker
Layerout
Fitter
Shearman
Flee, truck drvr. 
Water tender 
(power plant
32 7 yrs. (b) 0
m 4/41 0
Cl n/41 44
SB X/41 19
B1 9/41 39
B1 1937 27
SB 2/41 L9
01 1/41 18
BW 1936
DW 1938 (b) 26
B1 1924 18
Cl 4/41 54
B1 8/41 39
01 7/40 30
Cl 1928 (b) 13
Cl 1937 ■
Cl 193? 32
01 2/41
D2 1939 ’•a
B1 1938 36
Cl 3/41 31
01 •36 off 33
01
8 years 
8/41 S3
03 4/41 38
01 0/40 38
xw 10/40 0
SI • 2 7 - 6  yre. SO
01 10/41 32
B1 1937
Cl 12/40 0
SB h / 4 0 19
01 * 2 8 - 4 S3
Si fe/41 9
01 1936 14
01 11/40 S6
C2 i2/40 38
01 1927
BW i0/39 31
Cl • 24 (b4) 16
Cl f37 (bS) 36
Cl 3^ (b2) JS7
Cl :i/4i :'9
01 t/«i K01 fat (b) 59
02 3? (b) >8
A2 37 54
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offloe boy steel sill 
auto mechanic
CCC
steel mill electrician
crane follower
none
trucking
none (female) 
waitress (female)
steel mill
welder steel oar co. 
power company
Janitor
railroad track cleaner
steel mill 
truck driver
steel mill - bueinets self
steel mill
clerk
dime store (female)
natural gas co.
pattern making 
errand boy
palntor - laborer 
steel mill
shoe cobbler
none (female)
farm hand 
machine operator
CCC official 
stool worker 
truck driver 
salesman
fireman steel sill
70
Fitter
Oxy-acet. turner 
Sheet Iron worker 
Ooil winder
»2 1926 t
01 1/41 J9 burner
01 1929 Ai9
SB 10/40 j i9 none
Very evident is the foot that 
previous skill that is readily
tone..-a.
this being a steel nlll area, 
workers.
few nan who ai 
adapted to
e hired at Sharon Works have any 
ir new Job of manufacturing trans­it a
there are lar<e numbers of former steel mill
erodes, and the plant average 
shop and the office personnel.
Shop men over 35 at Sharon Works uslig selective service questionnaires 
as a basis, average Just over nine grades of schooling. lounger men average 11
,s 10 exoludlig the 200 electrical testers in the 
dll of the testers have technical training, 
many of them are engineering college graduates, and their average age le con­
siderably below the plant avenge of 31.62.
It le difficult to evaluate a man's Education from his application, 
since the question was grade school High school . The applications
have since been changed, but formerly the mom would often check high school, 
even though their intimacy with the institution was confined to a few months.
for checking 
his beat foot 
A more trustworthy source for edueatl
reasoning teste given to persons put to work in the shop during March, April 
and May, 1942. These show that a sampling of 100 men had an average education
of 93 • Se! active service pressure has finally 
resulted in the hiring of older men, and those 100 Individuals avsraged 
years old. Slsswhere in this thesis are figures that definitely Indicate that 
the longer a nan is away from fohool, the l^wer is his I. Q. kt least this 
holds true for factory labor.
Again there le little occasion
tlon blank, and a man will put
back on this phase of an appliea- 
forward.
on are the I. Q. and arithmetic
Of course la the officer 
high school diploma. Ia addlt 
of then engineers, and another 
or otherwise. he to business < 
and shorthand in high school, 
typists, stenographers and a
almost the 
on there are 
160 with soaui 
allege, many 
There are 
tarlee.
---0O0—
of the girls picked up their typing 
perhaps 75 business college trained
entire 860 hare a minimus of a 
300 college graduates, two-thirds 
college training, extension course*
71
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Carlton Hutchison h«a boon employed at Sharon 
torka since 1936. He's 25, and an electrician. 
Married the daughter of an employe. "Hutch” is 
his toes and capable. How he’s coordinator for 
the labor union, and a member of the plant War 
l’roductlon Coraaittee.
Tea McDonough doesn't need a pillow to take the 
part of Santa Claus onco a year at the Social Cors- 
Etitteo-eponBored party for employe's kiddies.
Half Century Veterans
These three nen, each have more than 
50 years service with the Westinghouae Co* 
and ere still on the job at Sharon ‘Marks, 
Normal retirement age Is 65. ;»ith the war 
and shortage of skill, men who desire, may 
stay on. And they do; men usually dislike 
retiring* when the time comes. The three 
50-year veterans are all working six days 
a week, and holding op their end. -
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Jinuny Burke has 52 years service.
At one time he was a foreman; he's 
now In the large collassembly dept* 
Jimmy's face usually reflects his 
contentment. He has a large yard,a 
few pet ducks.
Henry Bert is oldest Westinghouse 
employe in point of service still 
on the job. Mr. Bert is a group 
leader in the large coil winding 
dept. On his lap is hie 57th 
grandchild.
Youngest 50-year veteran is J.ft. 
Stevens, group leader of saw fi­
lers and grinders in the t e n L r o a r u  
Jimmy started to work for the Ca 
in 1892 at & cents an hour. He 
was 14 then, and cme of 300 em­
ployes. Mow there are 85,000.
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Chapter 4
The Organised tabor problem
One of America'• greatest losses on Industrial front and something 
that is plaguing the war effort, is the apparent absence of job loyalty. This 
evil stems in part from the not-forgotten depression with men haunted by eyee 
of hungry children, and in addition the large billion dollar and impersonal
A»*rloan scene.corporations that dominate the
Why is it that the Industrial worker at a time when America is taking it
on the chin with defeat following defeat still appears to quibble over working
other (to the
Home burns.* The ooungry grew 
end various polls showed as
return* for the *elmo« snsel
non-laboring man) seemingly trivial
America's apple. "The men who 
labor leaders who fiddle while our 
the labor issue during March 1943,
hours, union Jurisdiction, end 
natters?
Irate editors end pool room assemblages grow apopleotle with self-haloed 
righteous indignation at this rotten oore of 
place self above an American victory, these
red hot over
as 80 per dent of American editors favoring 
the abolishment of all overtime pay, knocking out the 40-hour week end generally 
giving labor a good boot, fhlq would be th« Amorloan public’s "something In
elow down strikes end Jurisdictional walkouts 
that wasted millions of man hours, and dragged down the production of airplanes, 
tanks and guns.
"1 understand that the 4-day strike in captive coal mines coat the nation 
80,000 tons of steel - steel needed for defense goods and civilian goods.1 As
a result of the ooal strike last April there 
steel production. That is enough for 10 bat
1. from address by W. D. 
Commerce, 11/13/41.
Fuller, president,
was lost forever 370,000 tons of 
tleshlps; for 800 medium tanks.*
Mat. Astoo. Mfgs. Domestic
boiling over labor had gone on
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By April 1, 1942 the proas became strangely silent. The rumbling pot
make sacrifices, only one said 
But suddenly last fortnight 30
for months, n1th the March eruption all became
13 reported: “three weeks ago 79comparatively quiet, fine magnates on April 
per cent of United States editors demanded Ih.t the 40-hour week be scrapped 
for the duration. Some edltorit even came oi.t simultaneously for a profit 
Incentive for Industry while arguing that, for labor, patriotism should be 
Incentive enough* For every hnlf-dosen editorials declaring that labor must
that all citi sens must share the load alike, 
per cent of I hi ted States editors piped down on 
the 40-hour week. Chief reasons: l) news of the Jack A  Helnts profiteering 
case (fine,April 6) and Assistant Attorney (anersQ. Arnold's attack on Standard 
Oil; 2) Delated recognition by many an editor that the 40-hour week is not 
compulsory, that the real issue was overtlao pay above 40 hours, last week a 
bare 13 per cent of United States editors skill held out for a change In the 
40-hour week.*
When America became a nation of largo factories, It lost something. You 
no longer worked for Jones who made stoves, or for George Meetinghouse, young 
industrialist who gave you a turkey on Thanksgiving. A Meetinghouse worker 
today, you work for a large corporation owned by Marshall Field, Mortimer 
Schlff and other names identified with the nested family Interests. Ask the 
ordinary man In the shop who owns the Company, and he will say “bankers in Haw 
York.* And this is a man employed In a plant that has been strike and slowdown 
free for all 18 years of lte existence.
In this sentiment le a big reason for leek of job loyalty, and apparent 
raadlnaet to strike. You didn't strike when you worked for George Meetinghouse, 
the man who gave you a turkey for Thanksgiving. You talked it over (though 
labor did little talking In th®se days). Anyway you knew that George -ssting-
house, a farmer’s kid, had something on the ball. It is different with guys
I
Ilk* the Mellons or Fields, who 
of the land.
Another pr i m  reason for laok of Job
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Inherited evrrything and are living off the fat
ooree of the Acerloan industrial system Is the fluctuation of the American 
industrial market which results in seasonal And periodic layoffs. "After all, 
they use you aa long as they osju get something out of you, and then you get laid 
off, the minute business slows down. Big business uses you for what you are
worth. They didn't give a d a m  
couldn't help It. But now when 
make tone too, and wo don't got
when your kll.e were hungry In 1933 ; perhaps they
big business
You'll see big business always <lakes oars of
crumbs they'll leave for ue. It's our work 1feat makes transformers. Their 
dollars to keep the wheels turning, come mosHly from the government, so its our 
dollars that sake up a lot of the capital or
about.'
After all Mr. Putman works for
70 hours a week to get stuff to
Sundays for tins and a half, ami have Putman
as high pay as any Industrial
"Sura Mr. Putman3 wants us to work Sunday for time and a half Instead of 
double time. But if we do It, nil it will bo la another feather In hls hat.
;h* Company too. If he gets us to work Sunday 
for time and a half, It will m a n  more bonus! money) for Mr. Putman. We're Just 
as good Americans as the other fellow. Our kids are In the arny. We'd work
MacArthur on
oyalty, and perhaps the greatest
la making money, wo'ro going to
ah extra conti, If we don't go out after It.
Itself, end wo don't want the
Investmnt they keep hollering
"Meetinghouse is a good sotnpaay and Sharon Works a good plant. We get
Bataan, but wo don't want to work 
and management take the credit.4
and our working conditions are good, but
Si. During depression Company ehd employes at work contributed $611,000 to aid 
lose fortunate 7,000 Meetinghouse families. Through spreading out the work, 
an estimated 8,000 wore kept on the rolli. Meetinghouse mogaslne.Jan. 1936.
3. H. V. Putman, manager, fr neforaer Division.
4. Those preceding paragraphs represent a definite field of opinion. Satorally 
they are not ascribed to any individual working man.
there's no reason way ve should 
wo*11 give up our double tin*.* 
If Sharon Works ware a p 
would bo paying time and a half
lay down llko eattle, and say, 'yes, Hr. Putman, 
What'o ho clwing apt*
ant of 2,000 non, owned by Sharon people. It 
for work on Sunday*. Old John would have hit
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office In the plant, and the oiler nen, especially, would be dropping into hie 
office to straighten out whatever wae bothering the nen in the shop. But a man 
working for a hone-owned transformer plant would be receiving a much thinner 
pay envelope, fhe hone-owned Company would not have the advantage* that cone 
to big corporation*, for example, capital afforde brilliant engineering talent, 
nationwide sales organisation and promotion, hurried expansion when necessary, 
interchange of techniques, and [better procurement of raw materiale.
A hone-owned Sharon Works would not serve society or men nearly as effi­
ciently as doe* the banker-controlled Meetinghouse transformer factory, fhe 
product, efficiency of nanufaotiuro, and economic welfare of the men working for 
a corporation-owned factory making transformers is better than would It be were 
the plant owned by a paternalistic, wealthy
boy a.
America, a country of 133,000,000. in
large factory with Its benefits 
almost represents the horse and
old follow, who wa* Just one of the
hind the Individually owned email factory, and has moved into the area of the
Its industrial growth has left be-
aad ills, fhe paternalistic old factory owner 
days of Industry, fhe mere else, prosper­
ity and population of the country tends toward mass and large production.
But America has a lot of problems to 
that produce more efficiently, 
that are a product of the big factories. Be 
part of large corporations, are the answer, 
personnel department and local
llok with lie mamsoth corporation*
It 1* Just starting to lick the labor situations 
shape plants with 3,000 men, still 
At least with 2,000 men the 
management would know each individual worker
after he had been around for awhile*
It is apparent that the ill-will felt by the laboring sen h&e been grow-
watery-grave three-foot coal ve 
trailon, labor wee the underdog
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lag even before Carnegie started hit big steel sills and sen worked In the
Ins of Wales. But until the fiooaevelt adsiais- 
. labor peeped onoe In a while during the 
hoover and Coolldge administrations. Bow with labor having a voles, America 
te the most effective Immediate tool he has. And during these past few years, 
sen were striking for somethin,j that has been sort or loss suppressed for 
generations. America le just finding out the labor ills that ooae with big
business. The Hay market riots
With the passage of the
of 1886 that
eelebr&tlons were In the pre-midleval days cf American labor.
America le Just finding out the labor lilt that come with big business. 
The working sen, right or wrong In his various grievances, has just got his 
voice.
— oOo—
possibly anesstored present May Day
Wagoner labor not, there arose competition be­
tween two unite representing the working man at Sharon Works. On one hand was 
the successor to the old Joint conferences between the manager and employee, 
the Independent Union, and on uh# other looul 61? of the CIO*s United fleotri-
oal — —  »  - r . -  -  -  * • «  « •  “  -
at Sharon Works, and before they could gat ill their guns working, the Sharon 
Meetinghouse Employes association, the Independent Union, was granted sole 
bargaining right* by the national labor Be]ations board.
CIO's United Electrical Is not a gooc loser. They set up headquarter* 
across the street from the plant* * main gate, and before Pearl Harbor conducted 
an intermittent bonbardment over loudspeakers and with handbills. All during
of shifts In1941 at noon hours sad changes the afternoon, the CIO organiser
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intone over
bald
the loudspeakers "Westinghouso 
something! to do with the CIO not carrying
with a Brooklyn®** aeoent would 
wolkars." that “wold wolkers"
Sharon Works.
Xt Is fairly certain that parts of the plant favored the 0X0. Sentiment 
for the national union was oartloularly strains among the structural Iron workers 
end welders. Definitely the 010 never had enough strength to carry the pleat 
and become sola bargaining agents. The plant management felt the CIO pressure,
their dealinge with the Independent Union, theyand it ie also certain that In 
realised that if labor demands wtre not sati 
swsll the CIO membership. Sharon Works was
fight rivalry that existed in other plants share one union was In, and the
other had considerable support 
accusing the Independent group
specifically prohibited the Company from bal 
tussle. But there is little doubt as to whl
the 0X0 at
Independent union was smart, and seldom mastered CIO blasts. The Wagoner act
though X h vs seen men with 0X0 membership buttons in their caps who had been
sfled, the dissatisfaction would 
completely free from the flat
Sharon Works grew hot In words,
of being a "stooge" union. In the saddle the
ting the CIO, er mixing in the 
oh group the management preferred.
employed at other factories, hired at Sharon 
the rest of this chapter on labor will
Works.
be taken up with the history of the
Sharon Weetinghouse Employes association, and a number of interviews with labor 
leaders on both sides.
In the early part of 19.18, a group of salaried and hourly paid employes 
of the Sharon plant met to dlsouse and plan the organising of an Independent 
Labor Union, in line with the privileges granted workers under the Wagoner 
labor Act.5 At this meeting a committee, cillad a “nucleus committee,11 wee 
formed. Its duties were to obtain members m d  formulate plans for a permanent
5. From S.V.S.A. banquet program, Fob. 38, 1942, eto.
organisation. The committe# was successful
the first eleotlon of the Association was hold. The sen elected to guide the
Association through Its first jrisar of operat
Merle Sutton, vice-president; 3
first aestlng of the hoard of dlreoto
Attorney Leo McKay was engaged
capacity. On September 1, a letter was sent
Westlngbous* plant, asking for
September <?, an answer was received from K.
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n its work, and on August 5. 1938,
r. W. Zlllott,
Directors sleeted were Bay Goldstar, B. 1. McConahey, Charles Miller, Harry 
Deal, R. C. Brannon, J. T. Meroereau, Charie|s Cole, F. J. Callahan, Michael 
ferry and William Cameron. Members of the grievance ooaalttee were Miss Mary 
fablan, C. I. Wall, A. 3. Maslin, Glenn Daubach and Sidney Lloyd.
on were: Ralph Marble, President; 
secretary; Carl Cants, treasursr.
rs was held August 10, 1938.
as legal adviser, and still serves in that
to the management of the Sharon
sole bargaining rights for all employes. On
L. Fawcett, Transformer Division
manager, recognising the Association as bargaining agents for Its members only.
from August 6, 1938 to April 18, 1939, the first officers, directors, 
grievance representatives and coma!ttees worked planning for the future of the 
association. By-laws were draws up and April 15 was set as the end of the 
Association*e fiscal year, from September 1, 1938, the Association, although 
not officially certified by the Rational Labor Relations board, bargained with
the Sharon management. On Ootob r 25, 1939,
Rational Labor Relatione board for an elect1
the Association petitioned the 
on to obtain sole bargaining rights
is the Sharon plant. Hearings were held, and the Rational Labor Relations
board set fsbruary 6, 1940, ae the date for 
the Association received official certlfloat 
winning out over the 0X0*s United Electrical 
employee were included in the certification, 
hat accomplished ouch "In the way of benefit
the eleotlon. On fsbruary 27, 1940, 
Ion ae an Independent Labor Onion 
Both salaried and hourly paid 
Since that time, the Association 
s for all employes In the Bharon
plant."
On June 1, 1940* th* Benefit Association of Bailway Inployos plan of
hospitalisation was negotiated
non and tholr dependants. The hospltallsatl 
plants does not prosids for degendents. By 
succeeded in haring their JB.A.h.E. hospital!
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•*ith the Sharon management by the Association.
This plan's biggest advantage is that it prorldas for single sen and married
lsation Insurance available foi Sharon ampleyes. The Company had bean sponsor­
ing an "old line* policy protecting Just the
Aaong the accomplishment* listed by the Sharon Wsstlnghouse employes
association are the following: 
by which a study Is mads every 
Review Committee, to determine 
mend lnereaeoa shore Justified, 
hourly employes.
’Establishment of an *qu 
Central wage increase for both
BStabllshaenl 
alx months, » 
proper class
on in force at most ftestinghouse 
June 1, 1943 the Association 
s&tlon made the only group hospital-
employe.
of procedures for salary reviews, 
anuary and July, by th* Salary 
floation of employes end to reeom-
stabllshmeiit of an annual rat* review for
table percent age basis for the shop *X" groups.
salaried and
during April 1941, and was 11 per cent with
Separate, signed contracts, for salaried and hourly paid employes. Pro­
cedure for rate Increase*. Procedure on trmsfers of new and old employee. 
Setabllshaent of a plant rolling lunch-v goa service. (Iota: It was more the 
union's approval.) Efficient liandling ef grievances, of ahlch 94 per oent have 
been completed satisfactorily. Xstablishaebt of better labor relations between 
employee and management. Steady increase in Association membership, and pur­
chases of Association office equipment which will help in giving better services 
to Association members. Participation in various community and national fund 
raising drives.
hourly paid employes. This was 
a minimum raise of $18 a month.
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It cost 50 to Join the Association, ajnd monthly duos ars 25. Employee 
art rather lax in keeping duos fu|.
— oOo—
Recently elected president of th* Independent Union Is B. 1. Thomae.
His father was a Walsh coal alter who later worked In an American steel Bill. 
Bare also started in the steel nlll. Sow 41, largely self-educated, and an 
office worker with 18 years seivlee at Sharon, Bare learned to type hy Massif 
and achieved a speed of over 100 words a eltute. Definitely not a "buller* he 
gets to the point quick. Ke was general grievance representative for the 
union.
Weaknesses of the Xadep^ent, lone, eaall union "mistakenly called
local union" are desorlhed
body which brings about favorable labor Isgi 
tion programs to equip and train labor lead«:
>mae to inoludet lack of national lobbying
elation; lack of capital for eduoa- 
r*. Perhaps the most 1 tuned 1 ats
grievance to the union, and in
on employes alike, all employee 
As it is now a m n  will present a 
will say, "if you fellows oan*t do
difficulty facing the Independent union, The mas believes, is the need for the 
closed shop. Union men state that since benefits received through arbitration 
with management favor both union and non-unl 
should contribute to support of the union.
defiant mood
something about this, 1*11 go across the et#»et and Join the CIO." This hap­
pens with grievances that no union, 010 or Independent, would want to take up.
Tnomae is of the opinion that the tisie will come when all labor unions 
would be nationally organised, lie view Is that some day management and labor 
would ait down side by side and formulate factory policy. When this day comes 
the eontlnual bickering and manual distrust would greatly diminish.
In an independent union] a dosen or no men give of their time gratua to 
the benefit of the group this service is non particularly appreciated. In the
CIO men with these duties are piid deoent salaries
Thomas told of organised 
M t  one* a week with a f*w empl
labor** Inf a: icy at Sharon when th* plant manager 
Dyes to thrati out mutual problems. The employes
with sole bargaining rights for
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1940 as an Independent labor union
had no authority or power whatsoever. With the passage of th» Wagoner aot 
slnoe this group was not a certified bargaining agent, they had to discontinue 
the meetings. Otherwise the las would be vibl&ted; "company unions* are taboo. 
Henoe the organisation of the Sharon Westingtouse Xmployos association In 1938 
and 1939 and final certification In February
the plant.
Thomas views the Roosevelt administration as definitely pro-labor, but 
says th t It is Indecisive In i|t» relationships with labor. Re holds no 
grudge against the 0X0. Feels that John 1. Lewie has hie faults, but will go
Lewis has a combination of guts
Industry, full of management abuse*, 
to new empleyes. (Hia reasons
down In history as a "great* labor leader 
and brains. He sprang from th* ooal mining 
Thomas views I.Q. test* as definitely unfair 
agree with mine.)
Though he dislikes the idea th it Negroes trill be hired into the plant, 
he said that there's not much you can do abnst it. He hopes they'll hire the 
better negroes. Cited the Instance of where
toilet for the negroes who completely man this section. This Is th* cleanest 
toilet in that end of the plant, and the white men have started to ut* It.
We discussed the bringing of negroes Into this distrlot Just after th*
th* steel mills. Their loyalty to the govera- 
it of this right to live and to work, ami 
general satlsfaetorlness a* employes. Also their lack of independentneee to­
ward management la labor disputes. Reno* po»r organised labor material.
just past were labor's "great days" until after
World War as strike breakers In 
ment, service in th* army, dee
Thomas thinks the months
O . ©  ^  0  t zo' kJ
the war and the coming of another Industrial 
industrial retrenchment after the war, labor 
only hope is for labor to gain 
problem, to keep men on the job 
He believes that Defense 
power for the procurement of automobiles and
upturn. With the prospect of 
will face severe problems. The 
sore sa in the conduct of the factory. The 
when this war boom le over, 
bonds are a good ldaa and will provide buying 
conveniences after the war. It
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may be a big factor in saving the day for the factory worker.
— 0O0-—
Secretary of the Independent union is Bill Mack of the receiving floor. 
With the Company for 17 years, Hack Is not as communicative at Dave Thomas.
The local union has 4,200 Beaters.6 Held its annual election at the and of 
March. This wee the first time! that the election was held by mall, and brought
a larger vote.
Mack's father vat a nail maker in a steel and wire mill, but the family
was raised by the mother. Conversation covered the advantages of the Independ­
ent union including no outside or foreign Influence, thus a real democratic 
organisation, and the absence of racketeering and family payrolls that charac­
terised many large labor bodiei. There is not one lota of disrespect in till 
Mack's makeup toward the CIO or ATI. Sitting in the receiving floor office, he 
feels that labor ocuse of age with the Wagoner act. Thus legitimised labor must 
no longer duck its responsibilities. "It meat forego fly by night aspects, and 
sot maturely where damage through work stop*age or loot of material is concerned
turn againstIf it doesn't, ths people will
capital.*
A dosed shop would help the looal union, Mack declared. He agreed with
give much ofThomas that a dozen men had to 
ment moving here in the plant.
6. die figures.
labor Just as they have against
thsir tins to keep the labor move-
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Sharon Weetinghouse ha* never had. a eltrike. Bill Mack hadn't thought 
much about it. Perhaps good working conditions, an Intelligent management, ths 
depression and seal-rural location aspects are the causative factors. "The 
plant started in 1924, kept going uphill until the 1930 depression. In a plant 
going up and new, with work for everybody, there's not apt to be a strike. A
with no otheij places for sen to work, also won' t 
be strike-ridden. So It was up the lill with work for everybody at Sharon 
vatil 1930, and downhill with lot enough wosjk and no other Jobe from 1930.
"Moat of the labor leader* at Sharon Works have their roots and envlron- 
nents in America. Many of their parente worked In the 'hard and hot' steel
plant that goes downhill fast.
■Ills. A transformer factory was conducive 
skill was store Important than it strong back.
to good working conditions, and 
Ths plant has also been free of
agitators, and management has ilvays been willing to listen.
"The Sharon tfestinghouse Employes association is one of the few inde­
pendent unions in the country, it le the oily Weetinghouse division with both 
wage and aalary people organised into an Independant union. The Sharon group 
maintains an lntarchanga of Ideas relationship with the seven other Vseting- 
house 'local* unions that rsprsssnt office mployee. The rest of Weetinghouse 
Is CIO with the exception of the Baval Ordnance plant at Oanton, which being 
an AFL town, adhered to that roup."
---oOo---
hi chard Harrlff must hate been an all-round American boy. bow at 29, 
married with two children, he'* a handsome specimen of an American Industrial 
worker.
He's been m Westinghous* employe for 12 and one-half years with never a 
complete layoff. A material cutter (lnsula<;lon), he hae a Job that barely 
ranks as skilled. Re makes ISO a week In a section that has few skilled men.
Harriff belonged to the
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Sharon Wsstlnlg-house Explore* association until
thinks veil of Save Those* and
eat union, but feel* that It 1*
a rear ago. Sow he's joined the 010 local, and was elected secretary. Me
has no particular grievance toward the Independ­
ent the solution to the labor problem. HI*
reason* for Sharon not voting for the CIO are: the vote ease at a tlaa when the
CIO vae in disrepute for sltdown strikes and
tlons and vagas at the Sharon tiestiaghouee plant were and are relatively satis­
factory, the best la the district. At the
near future for the reaeon that 
Sharon management generally has
time the vote was taken, the de­
pression had just terminated and men were glad to get back to their jobs. There 
was no particular reason for disturbing the status quo so the vote among office 
employ** In the 1939 eleetlon conducted by the labor relatione board was 480 to 
12, and In the shop 1160 to 540 for the Sharon Veetlnghouse Employes associa­
tion a* the sole bargaining agent. Bey Pope) (paternalistic) le hi* Idea of a 
foreman.
Harrlff admitted that the CIO would njot carry the plant now or in the
there le no 
been fair.
opportunity of a seven day week for time and
Sunday. The suggestion was made by the plant manager, and the employe* f*lt 
that his main reason for wanting the seven day week was aa a feather In hie cap
t had adopted
aspects of salesmanship, and the plant 
the past, thinks and le of the office and la 
shop alnd.
Harrlff* father was a at*el mill worker. Dick vae born in Oil City, 
about 70 miles from here. Re’* always worked for the Transformer Division ever 
since graduation from high school
general raueity. Working oondl-
partloular Issue or dissatisfaction. 
Che present management muffed the 
n half instead of double time on
It. Th* proposal also lacked all 
, more so than th* managers in 
not strong on understanding of the
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He has no particular issue with the .ndependent union. And together 
with the local CIO unit, he believes they both lack leadership. The independ­
ent union has had to get Its leadership frou the office workers. Finally when 
this became too apparent, the Independent union picked an old-tiae but rather 
ineffectual shop nan as president. Bow they've gone back to Dave Thomas, an 
office nan. But the CIO is little better.
To criticism that the CIO brings in outside influence, Harrlff replied 
that at Mansfield's Vestlnghouie plant, the*e was a provision that under no
CIO representative enter into negotiations.
The national CIO didn't like this, but it was a way out.
Tha Boosevelt government is the firs’; pro-labor administration in Amer- 
ioan history, Harrlff believes. The end Is
int.
circumstances could an outside
voice in plant operations with
not rsallts its responsibilities. The ordinary sun joins tha CIO to gain Job
security and more money. Most of the so-ea:
tha CIO, but generally the wording man is not fertile with ideas. As long as 
he is making a living and has n job, he's fairly content. Threaten the Job and 
he becomes union-conscious, bun then lt'e too lata, for management ie laying
The depress!off and doesn't fear a strike, 
man union-conscious.
Again the labor man doe* not realise
strike and property damage. But then the strike le labor's only weapon. Some 
day tha government will offer constitution*! labor arbitration basad on study 
of the oost of living, job worth and preoedont.
Education is the hope o:' labor, but Harrlff agreed that education does 
not give a man the ability to ^ink. labor unions are sparked by a very few 
Individuals. The mass la doing nothing. Tke idea of labor*a responsibilities
to hare labor have a definite 
labor ie still teething; It does
led agitators at Sharon belong to
on with its layoffs made many a
the penalty placed on society by a
It held by the higher-ups, but
by a few spark plugs, this wee 
But this seas criticism can be
that 0X0 sen are highly paid, 
lag expenses. 0X0 Sharon dues
ntlfftUi at labor in flm  aiUi m m  1 hssM
Harriff says he has no anti-negro prejudice,
given relatively unskilled and 
Harriff said he used to
tlon materials he thinks of evoiything else
not the rank
start from the bottoa. At lab*r meetings generally ideas must be planted in 
order to be carried.
Harriff had no answer to the query that If labor unions were dominated
not democracy, but rathor an approach to fascism, 
leveled against our government groups.
He sees no future for tits local independent unions. Agrees that they 
have no lnfluonoe on national pro-labor legislation, and would bo loss potent 
than a national organisation during tlaes of layoff. He counters the argument
Says US top non got $4,200 plus mediocre travel­
ers $1 a aonith with a $2 joining fee. All
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and file. To be effective it must
Women are OK in the factory as long us they don't leave men out of work.
everybody, men in the plant would get used no negroes, providing that they wore
unrssponslblo jobs that they could do.
like his job
father-in-law in West Virginia, spotted a Wostlnghouse transformer on the pole
In front of the house, and thrilled, told hl.i 
was made. A guy does his job in order to II.’ 
would havo pride la a fine piece of work, but this doesn't carry over to 500 
stampings of Insulation material a day. Junt part and parcel of the mass pro­
duction system which gives us our high living standard.
Whan the Sharon Westing!one* Hews cane out, the 010 viewed It as balm 
to the aassos whan It contained no argumentative material. This was the same 
view aa was had toward the last-spring-starned Wednesday noon movies{ It was
taltofl b iU tig  l a  a  closed jiifltt.
and as long as there is work for
Vow when he prepares his lnsula- 
A few weeks back he visited hie
s father-in-law all about how It 
ve. Under the craft system, he
had 6,000 reprints of this pagt 
ployes. This reprint was Just 
shop sen. After all a foreman
Harrlff believes that
estimating the mentality of shop men. They
hard to find fault with the paper or the ehoVe, management wae throwing any 
•hull."
Before their expose, thal Jack A Helntk Company ran a full-page ad In the 
Cleveland Plain Dealer: "new men coming to oar plant soon learn that the boss 
is Just another guy doing hie work like everrone elee." Sharon*• management
run off In Sbaron and distributed to all 
coneldared more "management hull* by Sharon's 
Is like the boss of a labor gang. The moro ho 
oan got out of hie men, the better hie pay and stand-in with the plant owners, 
commented Harrlff.7
of management' a biggest mistakes Is Its under-
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telling them what la right, and 
gifted with superior talents, 
bulletin boards with the "holl than thou*
consider the executive his equal even though
himself as well. He's got an Inferiority complex toward the boss
Big blook toward friendlier shop-management relationships Is the shop­
man's Inability to sxprass himself In the pr
tongue-tied and blurts instead 
front offloe bosses. This will 
but he Is havino, a tough tima unimottlng hla 
Ing respectfully. Hence the bravery of the 
of his fellows and on the eoap 
table.
7. Conversations with Harrlff presided by 
Hslnts' bald methods of evading excess
dislike the idea of management 
and think, or that management Iswhat to read
Hence the worker'e distrust of management*s
slogans. The workman would like to 
he lacks the a b ility  to exprees
box, and his
esenoe of management. He gete 
of ealn reasoning whan In the presence of the 
have to be overcome, and the shopman knows it,
tongue after generations of llsten- 
ladlvldual worker In the presence 
limitations around a conference
few days the expose of Jack A 
profits taxes, "big bonuses”.
harriff had little to an 
an&re in plant control la ordar
•war on the query, now If labor and management 
to Kira labor a larger share of the profile,
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a blaser and black woolen ekirt
what will happen to the lneenttranees that has been capitalIsa'a beet bleaelng.
Harrlff' e reaeon that Sharon hae relatively high wages le that CIO-gained 
wage boosts at the other Meetinghouse plants are passed on to Sharon aen and 
women. When last Pittsburgh gets a raise through 010 negotiation, Sharon men 
end women soon get an up, for management woujld Just as toon keep the independent 
union in good repute among the employee, and if they did not give the raise the 
employee would then have "the motive* for go|ing 010.
— oOo-—
There is no trace of feanie doubting 
Murphy. She hae the apple-cheeked freshness
laintlneee in the walk of Mary 
of a husky 30-year-old farm woaaa;
she walks to definitely oovsr ground, and most of the winter oomes to work In
A widow el nee 1927, and now 42 and a grand- 
narrled and one in a sanitarium.mother, she has raised three daughters, two
Mrs. Murphy is Sharon Works* outstanding woman. Born in C*echoSlovakia,
and brought to this country when two, Mery
energy le undlmlnlehed, and an 
child because she was born under Aquarius.
Mary's first day at Meetinghouse was 
as a coil winder at 25 cents an hour. From
astrology believer, she calls herself a problem
port, and was glad to be one of
and sponsored a recreational pr). 
committee members and backers, 
need to meet with the plant
»8 aas worked most of her life. Her
building and lifting heavy transformer cores; she had a family of three to eup-
Baok In 1936 and 1937 when the transformer division management started
During these
8. Everybody calls and refers to Mrs. Mnrphr as Mary or Mary Morphy
on August 18, 1926. She got a Job 
1932 to 1935 she did a Ban's work
those fortunate Job-holders.
ogram for employee Mary was on® of the first
same years when a group of employee
r ones a week in a purely advisory capacity,
Mary wag there and let her opin
•ducatlon less than night grades. 
attempting to organise the Sharon
• bo fear in the woman, and she has 
ndependent union, because they'd
one be known
ganlsatlon of the Sharon Westinghouse Employee association (the independent 
union), Mary wag a prime sorer.
Her husband had been a machinist; her 
In 1939, Waiy joined the 010 local which was 
plant. She is financial secretary.
There are a number of nugors about Mary. They are persistent enough to 
be aentloned. One is that she vas a woman wrestler in a circus, though the true 
•tory appears to bs that the accepted a wrestling challenge at a carnival given 
to all comers. Whatever the stories, there 
stood for what she believed. Mary left the 
give la to management when it erne to a showdown.
She believes the weaknesses of the Independent union are first, lank of 
ideas. The 0X0 profits from the experiences
trlcal industry. A local independent union has no direct way of getting ideas 
Also there is a lank of training for independent union leaders, and the inde­
pendent union has no influence Over favorabi* labor legislation.
Mary absolutely refutes the idea that the GZO brings foreign control.
She says that with the CIO, Sharon workers would find themselves having men who 
knew the whole picture for the industry fighting their battle for wage increases. 
After all a mas who knows prevailing wage scales for the sans job of transformer 
building at General Xleetrle and Allis Chalmers, has something behind him when 
he sits down with management.
She is eritieal of management, and has adopted the 10 national policy 
toward labor representation in sitting in wl ih management on factory control 
and conversion during the emergency. This w
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With the Wagoner act and the or-
of membership throughout the elec-
give labor a permanent wedge in
th the idee that perhaps this will
determining policy for the factory.
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Share have been about 200 persons laid off at Sharon Works because of the 
United production of snail transformers which up to now hare had United war 
use.9 She is critical of Meetinghouse’s conversion to the war effort. Believes 
that in this tine of national need, the Company shouldn't have say persons out 
of work. She had Just returned fron a trip to Harrisburg to see her daughter 
in the sanitarium, and had talked with several people on the way about the boost
aspects of oortaln Defense towns with no ons
back will have to be terrlflo.
Mary believes that if thi jftQ-hour week is abandoned the battle to get it
She is afraid of six days a wosk now, and In
three years after the war, it will be two days a week. Her view of the Roose- 
velt administration is that It Ls the firet pro-labor government, though she 
has few ideas on national politics,
She le definitely not communistic. Ojrer naar tha railroad tracks in 
Sharpsvllle, she pointed to her old-f»shloned house where she lives with her 
son-in-law, daughter and grandson. Conannisn to hsr meant the loss of that two- 
story dirty yellow frame house on a olnder street - her home, that would be all 
hors after eight mors years of Bulk payments.
Mary is not a thinker. She loads with hsr ohin, sad doesn't hesitate to 
speak. She1 s not particularly figured out host things for herself, but if they 
sound logical and fit Into the pattern, aha sticks by them. Xn this she con­
forms to the human raoa, except 
pick up ideas.
out of work.
unlike most lumans she has the mental energy to
The spot of women in Industry Is depressing to Mary. That Is if she can 
ba depressed. First of all at Bh&ron Works Women work for 80 per cent of what 
the men get for the tame job. (Labor unions ire dominated by men, and they fear
ba9. Small transformers (dlstri 
the hugh home developmente 
for domoetlo consumption of
tlon unite) 
sear Detroit 
electricity.
nay have war use in such areas as 
for war workers. Primarily used
women on jobs at less per with
wider use of woven In factories for their oJn selfish bread and butter reasons. 
The supply of wonen is plentiful. Hence management finds Itself able to use
the tacit agrc
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Mary feels that at least In Sharon Harks much of the work is too he&sy 
for cost woven. *1 know, I did a van's job
core Iron.* She also believes 
and another in the afternoon fc|r the girls, 
plenty. She reported that the 
quartern, the paper vests with her approval 
it emerged was that the CXO had been having 
fault. Disliked a flag waving 
seemed to have a backhand slur 
tlon even in times of national 
assigned to Sharon by the 0X0 US la too doal 
himself eaa have an idea that*«
X point blank asked her 
management had discriminated
there should
sement of the labor unions.
for three years working with heavy 
be a rest period in the morning,
Six days work for an individual is 
Sharon Westln|ghouse Mews is sent in to CXO head- 
The CIO thought that the reaeon 
a looal paper. She found little 
article by one of the men in the shop which 
at the CIO and men interested in labor org&nlsa- 
eaorgeney. Vary believes that the organiser
noting, and "he thinks no one bat
good.•
Mary is confident tb t the CXO will and could e-rry Sharon Works. But 
the order earns down from national headquarters to not hold a vote during the 
present emergency especially sines the race would be oloee.
if she knew or suspioioned of any place where 
against a man ci
avoided the question, finally 
man who got a good promotion. Perhaps in he
would bo harmed if employee felt that Joining the CXO would hurt their chances 
at promotion, training or wage lnoreasee. Mm both realised that such would bo 
against ths national labor relations poller*
Hor only note of discrimination was that the foremen would toll her and 
the others to not attempt CIO jropagandislng and signing up in the shop, and
r woman beoause they were CXO. She
gave me an example of where a high ranking CIO
r mind wae the problem th#t the CIO
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the same foremen would stand by and let the 
liked.
She told of a ease of a 
ribbed by the other girls, and 
"X lore the German people, and 
story is that the Independent union nan got 
about the suspeoted "lacl spy 
"gejumped" accent found out sh» was being * 
other girls in the section verp lead to bel 
fellow was working for
tions.
After a year* s service 
management's problems and need 
sympathetic to the other side, 
eapable labor nan on the board
capital, and beooning a oonserratlre.
Mr. Futaan gare several
Independent union aen do what they
foreign girl In 6-10 who talked brokenly, was 
in serious dosperatlon aade such remarks as 
I an proud to bs a German.* Finish of this
wind of this: quitted all the girls 
(this was last fall). When the girl with the
estapoed" she started to ory. The 
ere that the independent union 
t on the ca ie. End was that S&aonds^ came 
down, said Mary, and "bawled hbll out of thf union fellow."
----- OOO—
Labor doee not really wiwt a say with management in the conduct of n 
factory. H. ?. Putman, Transformer Division manager, recited several oases 
where labor men had been appointed to the board of directors of largo oorpora-
On the board, 
for caution, 
and hastened 
of dlreetors
these labor men became aware of 
They found themselves beooning 
to rejoin the ranks of labor. A 
soon found hlnsslf defending
examples. Ho showed where he had sent data
each aonth giving the plant's profits to th» labor union heads. This was in 
response to their demand to know more about the business. When he stopped 
sending this data on profits, he heard not ft work, and assumed that the plant 
labor sen were evidently not interested. 1
11. M. M. Hdaonds, Assistant jiuperrleor. Industrial Halations.
J. f. Burke, Industrial Relation* supervisor, remarked that In the days 
of the old management-labor company union conference, labor representatives 
averaged less than two years on this board because they became too sympathetic 
to management.11
Labor is effective opposition to management when it is on the outside. 
Once it gets its representatives sitting in 
come conservative. Often the ran* and file
This it not beeanee management 
to eay and another to do. the
Mr. Putnam commented that Washington 
price freesing legislation before the war e 
Be told that transformer prices were frosen
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During February Sharon tforke paid out $57,000 in Sunday overtime wages.
with management, the leaders be- 
of labor disown these leaders, 
has bought them off, but rather it's one thing 
other fellowt* problems always seem simpler.
oust introduce some wage and 
fort would really get into swing, 
to nearly five per oent below the
level of December 1940. Cost of materials tad gone up. War Production Board 
and previous pressure had resulted in seven day operations with time and m 
half on Saturday and double tike on Sunday.
"Bo business is going to go insolvent for the war effort. What good 
is a bankrupt business to the war effort, or anyone sleet0
Mr. Putman is in favor of giving labor no more than what the 40-hour 
law calls for. 71ms and a hair for everything over 40, and complete elimina­
tion of double time. He also proposed that where Weetlngnouse now pays more 
than 75 per oent of Its profits to the government In taxes, that with the 
freesing of wsgo levels, corporation profiti bo eot at five per oent. He 
added that was two per oent more than we ar» getting now. Profits should come
as they do n »w.out before taxes and not after
11. Burke's background include 
Definitely has employe vi
s number of 
ewpolnt in ml
;rears as a steel mill worker, 
id.
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An additional result with perhaps son* good would be the lowering of 
the price of transformers perhaps as much as 30 per oent. for the Company 
would not he particularly interested in paying a large tax* and would strive 
to make Just five per oent abojre the oost ol
the product.sales prloe east cover oost of
f the product. 4s It is now, the 
Immense taxes, and what Is left
makes up profit. The benefit would be lowered prices for transformers, all
for the war effort anyway, andj a resultant 
eto. Hence the publie would have a smaller 
This would have definite worthj in curbing 1 
Mr. Putman is not agal 
see time and a half for all hours over 40. 
in wages, for when business sbbs the men w 
straight time; It is harder to
On Mr. Putman’s desk wss the new War 
creating factory output. Ho vehemently o 
Washington for mors raw materials, and only 
mediate future. And th y want 
damn fools propagandising for
the aisles on the other for lhck of raw material.*
Sharon Works during the
take away a
reducing of the oost of airplanes, 
bill, and have to pay less taxes, 
eflatlon.
t the 40-hour week, and Is perfectly willing to 
He prefers this to a blanket raise 
ill go back to the 40-hour week on 
relee In wages.
Production Board* e program for ta­
inted, *ve crted our ef«* cut la 
had 55 per cent enough for the 1 Bl­
ue to inorea|ee production. We'll look like
more production on one eide, and ehuttlng down
of 1941 operated at 235 per oentlatter part
of rated capacity. Definitely one of the better records among American 
factories.
Mr. Burks's suggestion for a work wslsk was the Delaware and Lakawanna 
system of the 1930's where a & roup of threi
sides, got together every month or so to determine how many hours should be 
worked each we«k in view of existing factois. When there wae need for SO hours 
a week, men worked 50. When there wae lesi work to do, it was down to 30.
high type men, trusted by both
• Ml
▼1 *
Discussed was the annual meeting b*t’» 
Company officials In Mew York earlier in th» 
cent raise on lower incomes; vacation pay 
the establishment of a fond for the army 
over, etc. V. a. Marshall, Meetinghouse 
relations, countered with the following! ab 
tion of all double tlae and the 40-nour week 
Chrletnae; dropping tho Incentive payaent p 
ditions oeaee giving a month's pay to Meet! 
Sessions at this Mew York meeting were seer 
labor was shocked at Mr. Marshall’ e 
It revolutionary In a retrogressive way. 
posals submitted by the Company since Booeejn 
the time wae ripe though labor
thinking the Company would be put on 
tipped off a Pittsburgh paper about Marshal 
editor called up the Weetlnghmee publicity 
just now was in the ill graces 
of Congress, the Company saw the complete 
lag.
the result, the reading
and the Company in the reactionary suggestio
not figure it out. the public 
heat for the lack of equipment 
1943, two months after the above incidents 
CIO demands have been maintained, and are
men CIO* s US and the Westlnghouse 
month. The CIO demanded a 13| 
h year for men in the armed forces; 
to be given them when the war wae 
e president in charge of industrial 
illtlon of group insurance, aboil- 
; abolition of holidays except 
lan, and because of existing con- 
iighouse men entering the army, 
it through mutual agreement, 
proposals. One of the men tensed 
see were the most reactionary pro­
sit c&me in, but Marshall knew
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Tin
was in the dunk
Of the publi 5
public for t
was "agin" t 
with which
the spot, one of the labor men 
** reactionary demands. The labor 
chief who realised that labor 
with the 40-hour law in the broil* 
picture, and gave it* OK for prlnt-
he most part agreed with Marshall 
us. Organised labor just could 
ism, and it was labor taking the 
fight. At this writing. May 11, 
the status quo bstween Company and 
it to continue.
t»
Through those giant transformer 
bushings *111 flow huge quanti­
ties of electric current that fi­
ve America such vital materials 
as aluminum, magnesium and fine 
grades of steel. On the job are 
Phil LeS onno and Albert Shields,
Pearl Harbor was a very fresh memory when 
Sharon '.orks hurriedly developed black-out 
cape for the overloading signal lights on 
transformers. Iron© Hopko and Loons Uarek 
arc stamping out the copper shields. -
"Playing ban;*’ this opening of the 
season picture of Sharon ..orks Mana­
ger, I.?. Putman, and frmk Callahan, 
then president of the labor union,had 
a kickback. It seems that they should* 
n't be seen playing ball!
Half a million volta of electri­
city flashes over this big trans­
former bushing under test.
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VOLTAGE
Short Circuited
In an attempt to again put over the program that would eliminate Saturday and Sun­
day as overtime days, Mr. H. V. ( “ High Voltage") Putman was given an emphatic NO by the 
Wemco Sharon Workers who voted by more than 7 to 1 to reject Mr. Putman’s work week 
plan. At the same time the Wemco Sharon Workers voted unanimously their desire to oper­
ate the plant 7 days a week in oirder to defeat fascism. The meeting also brought out the 
necessity of getting afternoon and night shifts in operation to the same extent as the day 
shifts. The meeting pointed out that if the shifts had been made equal months ago, “ the 
large backlog of power transformers urgently needed for the war effort,”  would 
not be so acute today.
To the leadership and to the members of the SW EA-
You are right, a satisfactory solution should be reac hed in order that we can give full 
attention to defeating the enemies of our nation. W e  have our High Voltages in other 
plants, and they would like to do the same job on their workers, that M r. Putman is try ­
ing to do at Sharon. But these workers organized in the U E  have teamwork which com­
mands the proper respect from management. You recognize the need for such teamwork 
when you say - Sharon plant shall not be used as an experiment and an agreement 
should be reached for all Wemco plants/7 W r© 3 g F 6 6  1 G O  .
We of the UE invite and urge you to join with us and become a 
part of the U E  Wemco Conference that represents 55 ,000  Wemco W orkers, so that 
we can work together and short circuit all those employers who don’t care how much 
lowering employees' standards hurts the nation * or how much it weakens the country 
in time of crisis.
Together We W ill Win!
Wemco Sharon workers, eonne into the Union w ith us!
Work side by side with us Jo r that teamwork aud cooperation which 
will mean victory fo r  the United States!
Let us help you to receive those essential wages and working con­
ditions on the job which you must have to contribute effectively to the de­
fense oj our Nation.
We need you -you need us.
Don’t let it go any longer. The time is right now!
J  ogether, we will win this war!
A ll together, we will keep our Nation safe from  the Fascist Powers 
that attack us.
We oj the UE invite and urge you to join.
Issued by Local 6 17  United Electrical Radio and Machine Workers of America - CIO
a boss job with the constructs
14 negroes were promised jobs 
Tom was the only negro
j - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Chapter &
.Negroes in the Factory 
Back in 1923, Black Ton Robinson, farmer Briggs-Seabury asehinist, got
on gang that
generally prepared for Vestlnghouse*s occupation of the plant. Ton's gang of
to get a Vaetl
hauled ashes froa the power plant boiler heuse, was laid off at the start of 
the depression, and soon died.
r, a Virginian and foreman of the 5-buildlng 
, etc.) hired
In 1937, B. T. S. Bowls, 
(milling machines, copper shoe
Flarson, former auto mechanic and son of a pioneer negro minister and steal
■ill worker of the walley. Fl| 
and the negroes might haws to
They wore forced to have their
100
dug ditches, laid foundations and
in the new stinghouse plant.
laghouee job. For elx ye irs he
fellows vers told that one slipemon and hie
go. They were assigned cadmium and silver 
plating, and caustic soda metal cleaning jobs in a segregated small building. 
The negroes early adopted a policy ef not speaking to anyone until spoken to.
own toilet, which has become one of the clean­
est In the plant, often used now by the whlkoe.
In all about a dosen negroes work la this plating and metal cleaning 
section. The work Is not particularly hasajrdous, and the black men have made 
good.
With the start of national Defense hiring, Meetinghouse Sharon was in 
urgent need of men to operate sechlnes. Competitive I.Q. and Minnesota Board 
tests were given prospective young men. Vh.A ever their soore, negroes would 
not have been allowed the opportunity of this training. In all about four 
young nogroos took tho toots. I helped give them and aldad in the grading.
throe negroes including Carl
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Management has no reason to dislike colored workers. Captain X. V. Keen, 
plant protection chief, emphasised that the negro is th» least likely saboteur. 
Labor relations with negroes hays been excellent, and generally management has
job for lies money. They are not oomplalolng 
allows negro is as neabers, and officially does
been able to hare then do the s< 
worksen. The Independent union
not bar their entrance as workers, but in th» past disliked the idea of their 
being employed. They got used to then hawing their own snail building.
During February and Karon, Sharon Worts hired three negroes as material 
handlers and janitors. In April and May a few sore were hired, ^specially at 
first they were handpicked negroes. They were automatically assigned to ssnlal 
jobs.
Ths Severend X. F. FIsnob, father of 
Sharon Works negroes, is 83. R» le a leader 
the district when there were only fire negro
the night turn group leader of 
of the colored community; case to 
families. He got a job as yard
boss in Buhl's north stool mill. Then the mill workers were Irish and German, 
clannish, and ths negro was seldom given a jpb that lead to the acquiring of 
skill. He was always paid lass. Tet he had a job. In 1910, 1917 and 1933 
negroes flowed into the Shenangjo valley. First for lack of workers. In 1933 
freight oarloads of them wore shunted in fros Georgia to the mills to break 
strikes. There was bloodshed. Bitterness developed that carries to this day. 
The mill worker, chiefly Italian, Pole and Slovak by 1933 (in this dis­
trict) saw ths negro as a competitor. As a 
able plant in Sharon had 1,800 
Unions wouldn't go along with negro employee 
Malice le men, reported Reverend Fleaon, was
result of this the national Mallt- 
employes and hired its first negro in 1943. The 
, aad mouth-to-mouth orders among 
to strike with the eomlng of
negroes. Io one wont out on strike.
Carl Fleaon's mother told of her dauditor that finished high school and
tt the
vo-ullaw that 
liquor store* 
runbull coun ,y 
onn
hour* of ooai i
business college training at  time of the 
replies, finally had to do house work. Oar: 
of Pennsylvania* s equal rights 
privileges as whites in oafes, 
that in 40 years of living In 1 
for Jury duty until he complained at the c 
called for Jury duty twice In a row. There 
negroes in the oouaty (across the Ohio line 
The negroes view the war as their gr 
to get industrial jobs, their chance to ftgk 
After all, we*re only 80 yearf froa slavery 
Carl Pie®on In the four 
value of color. Perhaps the fundamental rea: 
a better ohanoe at getting a job. Re is no 
Re said, "I could get *nd when a whit' 
aeke for directions to a dark 'eat* house 
asked hi® for direotlons to a white 'o f  h 
downtown, little white children grab on the 
bogey men. Sven before they can think, read 
learn negro prejudice.
"I was brought up on a tar®, and all 
basketball, and we'd bobsled t< gases. I'd 
prejudice there. Sonetin<*s I* stay a week 
hi® and all."
Very evident In Carl’s 
especially some whits sen, accepted hia. To 
black nan. He viewed the ignorant black fel
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World War. Answered ade. Oct cold 
and his sinister father, talked 
d allow colored folk the sane 
and hotels. The Reverend said 
, a negro had never been called 
ty seat. I mediately his son was 
are between 700 and 800 adult 
fron Sharon).
#at opportunity. It's their chanoe 
t elds by elds with the whites.
(Sud) makeup
is
creation demonstrated the negroes' 
son Is economic; a whiter negro has 
like the man who has one. 
e nan approaches me downtown and 
What would a white man do if 1 
(fuse? When ay kids or myself go 
r mother's skirts and duck. We're 
or write, white children here
ay friends were white. I played 
elt next to white glrle. Ho 
with a white friend, sleep with
was pr&de that the white nen, 
him education was the hope of the 
low from the South as the race's
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griatiit cure*. His sister hod been to college (Wllberforce), and her tinted
red-lipped too light photograph graced the
The black man from the
piano.
South came Barth and relatively unshackled,
were present of Bud's pride lahurst and became obnoxious. Hany Instances
being northern born, living among whites, {laying ae a kid with whites, and 
hie kids playing with whites. A typical second generation complex, though 
more acute.
All of the Tlemone were Incensed about the Detroit negro housing riot. 
White cope never protect the negroes when whites are on the other side. Iven 
in Sharon a negro can expect no Justice from a white cop when the other fellow 
is a white.
The Roosevelts, especially Mrs. Rooslsvelt, is OK. But they're still 
Republicans. Toted for Roosevelt once. "All the Democrat* are trying to do 
1* to weedle the negro vote with faint promises. After they get us, they'll
have. And the whites in the South are Demo-for^et us llks ths Republicans 
crats, and ths nsgro don't vots there."
I talked with Bud for two hours on a
Into the caustic soda cleaning 
fellow. I don't speak to him 
handler. He don't like the ldha of negroes
R-buildlng. Work was light, aid occasional Ly he would dip tome metal castings
Jobs. Foreigners are our worst enemies, especially the second generation
that often is ashamed of their own parents.
Saturday evening over in the
solution. "He* that little skinny Italian 
He don't speak to me. He*e a material
getting more than whites, on any
X'vs had toms whites under me.
But I'd never ask a man to do s o b s thing I wouldn't do ayself. If it was 
dangerous I did It, so we got along. These Italians, Slovaks and Poles cam* 
over hers. They get the chance to do machine Job*. They can't speak ngllsh. 
W* become the Janitors, if w* can get the J«ba. They learn a skill.
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"We're healthy man. if ve didn't havr to live In poverty, va'd outlive 
the whites. We got to live too. and wa want to work to lira. There are 15 
allllon of us (his estimate high). If wa got educated wa can lira side hy side 
with tha whites. We don't vanli segregated nehools. Wa want to live and work 
among tha whites, anew a fallow In Pittsburgh who passed as a white. Got a 
job in a clothing store. Soelttlised with tie negroes. One day a white fellow
negro got filed.
"We have pride. When wo buy a cult ve have to pay as ouoh as a white 
aan. We like to dresa well; Hi's for our pilde. Our hones are just like a 
white nan's. You ever eat In i.he Sharon Gomtry olubt Good wasn't it? Two
black aen cooked the fo^d.
"Worked as a driver for a private fanlly la 1931 and 1932. Are in the
kitohes with the two girls. <tye of then left, and a foreign girl took her 
place. This foreign girl told the other on# aha was Baking a mistake. So 
they served ae first and ate loter. This Purnell Phillips beoaae group leader 
of our day turn buaoh. He carries blueprints from the F-bullding and sobs of
iselvss 'What's that dsan nigger think he Is.those 'hunkies' ̂ eald among the 
carrying blueprints.' Purnell
said it was none of the neighbors' business."
1. 'hunkies* for Slavs like vcp It for Italians.
has got to wi.toh his stsp. The rest of us neves
talk to white girls in the office. Purnell le nice looking, an athlete. Women 
are always crasy about athleten. and there* t something about a black thlete. 
The white girls will throw thehselves at hln. Had a ease over in Farrell. 
Vaiedletorlan last year waa a negro boy. 'More this had a negro star athlete. 
He courted a white girl. A.11 the neighbors 
used to sit in the parlor with the girl and
raised hell, but the folks, they 
the negro fellow, sad talk. They
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Consent by a white aen who has worked for the Company for 15 years: 
"that 1-35 negro wae put to work ae a material handler. It's damn degrading
has to pull nhe wagon with bushings from X-35 
side of the ir*gon tongue from the colored
for that poor white fellow who 
to the H-building on the other 
Bad enough to do a Job that a negro does."
— -oQo—
V. J. Harrer, who otartod to work on 
tho 1890* s said that in thoso days only tho
East Pittsburgh's tsst floor in 
Irish, British, American and Ger­
mans were eoneldered able to work in an electrloal factory. With labor short­
age and expanding Industry, the 
emerging into the skilled jobs, 
progressed much from there.
— oOo—
leKoy Green was ▼alsdlotlorlan of his 
He has never been out of a Job} 
old, and has bson married for five years. Green is alert and has an excellent
than average
Slav was brought in for Janitor work, finally 
fhen the negro became menial, but he has not
high school class of 38 members.
Is ft* 11* tall, weighs 185 poun’s, Is 29 years
In the I. Q. tests given prospeo- 
pushes a broom and cleans men's
personality. He scored better 
tive employes.
Green was immediately given a Job; he 
toilets in the offlees. His skin is black.
Born and raised in Darlington, South Carolina, Green was of a family 
where the father died leaving four children, 
he was two. Green's mother took In washing; 
from high school, a colored high school. Ho
n her olass,of his slstars was second high 
*¥e didn't have nothing, 
We mixed only with tho right fo 
10,000 was about 40 por cent
throe eisters and himself when 
all her four children graduated 
topped hie graduating olass; ono 
and another sister was third.
negro.
but my mother had prldo. We were good stoek. 
ks. Darlington with a population of Just under 
There was a cotton mill in the town that
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eaployed negroes only ns Juniters, sad n tobacco factory that had a lot of 
black people working. Our tows wasn't too hard for colored folks to lire in. 
"When X was in seventh gride, I got a
neat market operated by a white 
do his statements and later his
Job working as errand boy for a
man. As X got along in school, Z started to
After a while Z made sausage inbookkeeping.
the book room. When X got to high school thi butcher needed more help in front, 
end X bee gee a meat cutter. Most of our trad# was white. At first eoae of the 
old white famlllee wouldn't let me wait on them. 1 was all business, newer 
talked about the weather, and did my job good and fast. They coon didn't mind 
me waiting on them.
"Down in the South a black man can get a skill, but he don't get paid
you won't lot a black man got a skill. If he 
only a janitor.
much for it. Hore in the Korth 
goto a job you pay him pretty good, but he's 
"My high school principal told us that 
X'm doing ay work as good as X aaa. Some day 
bettor.
"X was cutting moat down in Darlington
day a colored preacher from the Korth who o
dropped in. Xt was Saturday ni«ht, and X was
proaohor, told as ho had a store 
like to work for him. X thought
enough. Ho wrote mo later, and that's how X , jot to Tar roll whore I managed the
store for the How. Samuel Delano 
the walley.
"I put sy applications in
and butcher
whatever you are, bo the best.
X hope X got a chance at something
until X was 24, got married. One 
from Darlington originally, 
moving sround pretty fast. This 
ihop in the forth, and how'd X
he was firing me a line, and told him euro
who has the
at Veetlnghouse and at the Malleable a while 
back. Oot a job at the Malleable the first part of March. Worked as hard as 
1 could. The whites near me told no in a friendly way to 'don't work all the 
time, screw around a bit.' After X was there three days, got a call fron the
largest colored-trade store in
Meetinghouse. Since X liked tho kind of pla^t better* told the Malleable 
people I vented to quit, end heirs X mb.
"I don't know whet the answer to the Colored problem is. Sometimes Z 
think that maybe the oolored people ehould here their own plant*, aponeored by 
colored capital.
"Almost vent to aollege Myself. Had si. four year scholarship with e 
chance to stay in the dean's house. Didn't levs the $90 for clothes, and didn't 
like the idea of getting something for nothiig. Knew I'd bo broke all along. 
Many of our boys who came back from eollage, veer It like a chip on their 
shoulder, and are all out for thenselves at the expense of the ordinary negro.
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"Many of ua southern negro** hare more
cane froa the South earlier. Tfejeie early feljlove often ease fros the baok sec­
tions, and a lot of than still don't read and! write. Xn the South tod%y we're 
getting nore and sore educational opportunities. Something the negro who ease 
Xorth earlier didn* t hare.
•We think that e white wckeaa who aarrl|es a negro Is trash, for ths sane 
reason th t if you married one of our girls
education than the negro who
don't go for the 'high yellows.' 
as X an. Vent ones with a girl 
than ne. Her mother, nost folks 
"Tou're right about us 
log on tha whita nan's standards
you'd get the best. X personally 
X'n rather lark, married e girl 'bout as dark 
that was lighter than you. Hor Dad was lighter 
thought was shite.
es thinking of our folks as being good look- 
Ineteed of our own. X never thought of it
negro
exactly that way, but the negro with thin lipji, narrow noee and lighter skin le 
usually thought the best looking by our peoplb.
"Many of our rape oases start like thl i one that happened In Darlington 
two years before X left. Some girls ohase not, and they'11 chase colored fol­
lows. This particular girl got a case, one way or the other, with a black
fallow. Ho used to oobo to h o i 
w i th  h o r .  On* n ig h t  he oam* tc  
So ho opened i t ,  and w ent In. 
ow e/ . But th e y  c a u g h t  h ln ,  and 
Her folks and t h e  w h i t e s  h ad  i t
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house, tap an her window, and spend the night
her window. ta p p e d , h u t  sh e  d i d n ' t  h e a r  h ln .
fling with a colored hoy, then
She woke up with a start, screamed; he dashed
after a short hurried-up trial, 
rape.
he got life 
as attempted
"She died about a waek after the trla|l. Had an abortion to got rid of 
his b&ty* but It klllsd her.
"Some whit* girle - now the oases areh't all this way - will hare their
tire of hln, ]Let out a scream, and he' e up for 
rape, That's the end. Again you hare a east of whore white girls art decent 
to blaok follows, and the oolorjsd boy misunderstands ths attention, and tries 
something.
"I believe that wo'd bo »ottor off with our own eohools in ths North 
than the way It it. In the South wo had our 
as auoh to run then, but our teaohere wore b: 
white school exclusively taught by and for whites.*
To ns Qr**n didn't have '.he infsriorl y  complex that X had found in the 
few northern negroes I talked w'.th. There was none of that "I live among 
white folks, ay kids play with whits kids" stuff a .out him. Though ha dselarod 
no particular attraction toward the "high yellows.• still his identification 
badge photograph had eons out fAirly blaok, had this concerned him. Green was
own eohools; they didn't give us 
aek. Hare the negroes go to a
verted enough to know what was wrong with th<
developed or exposed negative. Or perhaps the use of too oontraety paper.
There are very few people in this plant th&t know as much about photography*
— 0O0— >
I talked with big, 200-pdunder R. T. H. Bowler, one-time E-building 
foreman, who it credited with bringing the first negroes into the plant. With
ploture. He'd figured an under-
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his Virginian spaech, h« dasorlbed how a n*gio worked. "During the last war,
I was at a stool mill. V# had Jolos, Italians and soao other Slaws out In the
and Iron oreyard loading the oars with ooal
In time. Finally Z told the bons, lot's got
black hoys on the job, and they'
would stretch that work out, and wo had to kaop riding then to got the material
from the stock pllos. Those guys
sobs 'nlggsrs.' We got those
s load the Iron aao ooal In half the tiae It
they'd all lay down and be soundtook those whites. Work like hdll, and then
asleep, snoring away In flee minutes. Blow the whistle when we got close to 
the end of our supply of iron and coal, and those blaok boys would bo baok at 
the Job putting everything they had to It, a |cl hour lator with the Job done, 
they'd be baok to sleep.
*4 good n- gro stakes an excellent worker. This young Oreen Is doing the 
best Job we ever had done in keeping the toilets on this floor clean.H
— 0O0—
WOBSA
Industry is on the receivin end of a
and the press are flooding the
Chapter 6 
in the Factb;
more women. Government publications, magasiis articles, news reels, the radio
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high pressure campaign to use
nation with: 'In Caldwell, Row Jersey, a uiss
Just out of high school carefully, quickly smoothes the edges of hr*s® propel­
ler fittings. In Dallas a brides champion's
which raise and lower land gear
wife asssables hydraulic devices
In Fling, Michigan, a Polish girl carefully 
fastens the bolt of a 1.50-eallb#r machine gun in a grinder, adjusts a machine 
which smooths its face. War fetor has removed the social stigma from factory 
work: many women enlisting for Industry are nurses, teachers, saleswomen, eten 
Junior leaguers, who would not hate dreamed of factory work a yaar ago. White 
collar girls in plant offloes auk transfers 1a the shop where life le 'more 
exciting.'"1
With the need of an army of from six to nth million men and huge quanti­
ties of equipment, it must be admitted that the greatest untapped labor supply 
in the country is America's women.
Sharon Works records indicate that ths largest number of women on the 
shop payroll was 326 Just before Pearl harbor. This included about 280 actual­
ly engaged in manufacture, the rest were shop clerks, charwomen, eta.
in the use of women in the factory, even in 
hlgh-neoked dresses and a few feet of lace, 
where light bulbs are made, use more women than
Vestin^touee is a pioneer 
the days when factory girls word 
Many of its plants, for example
1. Time magaslne May 11, 1942.
In spite of the propaganda flood, rather liked by the public because of
+-+
the novelty of It all, 0. S. Labor Dapartment statistics at the tins of Paarl
female employs* in 937 Amerloan Defense plants.Harbor shoved only 7.5 per aent
In Britain at the seas time, one large aircraft plant had 40 per oent of Its 
eaployes women. In tve British light caliber munitions plants, almost 90 per 
cent were women, and in a heavy munitions plant 20 per oent.
Discussing the employment of women lmut December before a management 
committee, <1. T. Burke, Sharon 1'orJce Industrial Relations supervisor, mads the 
following points: "It Is a reasonable conclusion th t with the Increase la 
our armed forces, induetry will have to tap reservoirs of labor hsrstofors con­
sidered impracticable. There are four general groups la this category:
1. Men 35 to 65, who vijl be displaced by a reduction in consumer goods 
and strvies and luxury trades.
2. Vs shall have to employ larger numbers of the colored group, both 
male and female.
3. Physically haadloapoed, whose usefulness will be limited to those 
Jobs in which there le no physlaal strain or
4. A group composed of Women, and this 
any extent that the situation suar demand.
"inert are special problems involved. Libor oodes restrict the hours 
and stipulate the conditions under which women oaa work. More hygenlc and
sanitary equipment Is required.
minimum wage for women is 44p and for men 6?f£ 
ential on ths basis of the additional expanse
accident hazard Involved, 
s group can be utilised to almost
There must b» sufficient rest room facilities,
etc. The problem Involves our wage differential. In our present key sheet the
higher labor turnover and expense of additional supervision. However, thie
has been seriously questioned by 
charges of discrimination have
labor groups 
in aids for
W* have justified this dlffer- 
stated above, and also on the
all over th* United States and 
s number of years. Any widespread
problem* involved. On# ie our 
Another 1« the increased health
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lnduotion of women into men’a Jeb# will brini; this controversy prominently into 
the foreground.
"there is also social ami supervisory 
traditional policy regarding married women, 
hasards. Our Relief Association has taken oegnltano* of this matter and excludes 
married women from membership in the Relief Association. Much closer super­
vision will be required to minimise emotional
larger scale contacts and greatsr intimacy of men and women. X believe that 
whatever we do to meet the situation should be done only after sufflelent con-
factors Involved and that a conelstent overallelderatlon has been given to all
Meetinghouse policy should be developed."
At the present time (May
sections that employ large numbers of women.
has decreased from 336 (Pearl Harbor) to about 350. There are two Sharon Works
than men in winding the smaller
15) the number of shop women at Sharon Works
It Is found that women are better
coils for distribution transformers, and in
preparing of the necessarily small parts for breaker mechanisms. Roth these 
sections are associated with distribution transformers, the kind on the light 
pole in your alley, end the production has boon severely out with the war. Xo 
cop er is available for anything but direct wir manufacture.
When Mr. Burke mentioned labor codes restricting employment of women, he 
was referring to the Pennsylvania state law tliat in effeot results la women 
working only on the day shift, fhe law definitely forbid* their working after 
midnight, and of courts the sections now operate 34 hours. Their employment is
also forbidden on such things as
insulation materials for large transformers
electric-arc
Since Pearl Harbor there has been lnornaeed uee of women in preparing
apt to be a oourse for training girls as production clerks.
wsldlng.
And within a few weeks there is
The distraction created by women walkl
still holds. I© women are or wore allowed to visit the shop. But with the 
introduction of sore women this situation should ease itself out. for the 
moment the biggest obvious change lo the worn* a situation at Sharon Works since 
Pearl Harbor, Is that the shop girls have started to wear slacks, this of 
oourse presents less of a safety hazard than
tanglement In aaehlner.
Undoubtedly Sharon Works 
some of the jobs right now. As
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ng down the aisles of the plant
skirts. Smaller ohanee for en-
become necessary to break down jobs so that they oan be handled by -omen.
Where four awn did the job, in 
one veteran aaa, on hand to care
will employ sore women. They oan take over on 
the supply of available men diminishes. It will
will be done by three women andthe future It
for the weigit and other elements.
Xuoh of ths reason for the absence of women in the Transformer Division 
is associated with tradition. "Women don’t make anything but toy transformers." 
Of course Sharon Works builds large unite that sometimes tower over 30 feet, and 
with the weight element, mechanist and craftiman requirements, and climbinb, 
it will not be indue!vs to the uie of women workers. Though their eventual use 
even on these "big fellows" is entirely possible.
Up until the present time at least, fchir* is no appreciable trend toward 
hiring more women in this factory. The aircraft factories started from near
scratch} some of them employ large numbers of 
Division was an established business before H
has 3,120 employes with five yesjrs service, "here will be no rapid change-over
in the hiring of women here. It
The Company officially doos not permit
girls do not announce their marr
3. May 15. 1942.
women. But the Transformer 
tier started building an army. It
will come, but it will come slow.
ago, even though it often is common knowledge, 3
married women to work. If the
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ / / 3 *
aha often continues with her job for & few urnths before resigning. A few take
advantage of the C<rpany*a tolo onco, and co
labor union is letting its dis*spiroval of tho situation be known. So policy is
on. At the present tine the
young former employes whose husbands are in theformulated yet in the matter of 
armed forces.
Of course there ore largd nurafcea of girl clerks, typists and stenographers 
in the office. Ho women are draftsmen or enj inccrs.
V m  do not particularly < nro for the caployrent of women in factories.
They view them as economic competitors, and are ofreid that after the war when
around, the woenen will be keeping the men out ofthere are not enough Jobs to go
work. At Sharon Works there would be little
over the issue, for the *nf>loynopti of women hjaen't changed with tho war. However, 
the men ere apprehensive} they kherw that with pressure for increased production 
and labor shortage* more wojtsen will enter industry, and there ia little that they 
can do.
reason for the men to be aroused.
Manag<
Chapter 7 
hi and lie i roblems
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for
*nd Washington 
Just won't 
■mrray" patr:
©OBO
i>ti
MacArthur takes command in Australia* 
asleep, while the beooming indignant populace 
retreats," storm congressmen with letters, 
at the helm." Both the people 
hip, hurray" patriotism of 1917 
The reasons" "Hip, hip, 
spiritual blight created by the hot-forpotten 
most literate people in the vrorld^re somber* 
sacrafice and misery to millions of rut-lov: 
Joe Doake, Mrs. Joe Doaks and their two and 
fingers grasped new-found secutity. They 
that the way of life and living standards that
* that ia among major nations.
Washington believes the people 
in frustration of 11 strategic 
to them " Washington appears dead 
fail to understand that the "hip, 
to the 1940'a.
ism may be out because of the 
depression of the 1930*s, or the 
d into the truth that war means 
John Smiths, Mrs. John Smiths, 
one-half children. Their mental 
red through thin shoe solas 
we seek to save had just gone
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through domestic crisis. Drowsily aware tbit 40 psr cent of our own people are 
undernourished, they #yspielon d the right about face that sew billions of 
dollars worth of material sent to what fire oonths ago was a land of the dammed. 
Ifitt ssaJA LMa&jk 11 fill fitii, kit. lasXn wus-hard is> follow.
By March 1942, America's frustration at chin-sock after chin-sock needed
an outlet. On the surface people were o tin.
mass of bamboo and paper. Hong
but foklo had not become a biasing
Kong followed Pearl Harbor, then came Singapore, 
Rangoon and Jara, while German mbaarines sank an American cargo ship a day. A 
people who boo reforeoe when th>lr teams loso were on the lookout for m scape­
goat. Mr. Docks and hie neighbor were told no expect Iceset until snow started 
to float down In the fall of 1942, and they professed to talk and perhaps be­
lieve It. But before they lapsed into the nnnch&l noe of expecting a fallen 
Corregldor and Mandalay, a cocky people who have never known defeat looked for
a referas to boo, and boo good.
The 010 and API had waxed big and f t
tratlon. In the Industrial sections labor organisations and their men were 
supremely self-confident.
Though exploited, the farmer has an independent wey of life. In the 
eastern cities It was Just yestirday that mer wars kicked around. Vhea steel 
mills had 12 and 14 hour days, neVen days a week. When the broken man from the 
mill wae thrown onto his children or society 
Management felt little responsibility or had
Only exception wae the paternal 
Government In Industrial
dustrlal worker for all past generations. Fcr ten years of Roosevelt the pendu­
lum definitely swung to the left. Working eceditions and wages became the 
province of the laboring man through his union. But the pendulum reached Its
under the Roosevelt labor admlnls-
for support - pencil sellers, 
any conscience toward sweating men. 
management (hence master-serf carry over), 
areas wae for the industrialist, not the in-
furthermost left (for the time being) and la 
tha rafaraa to boo, for the Anerloan public 
it la.
7or tha flrat tlaa since
evincing right. Scapegoat of 1942, 
a organised labor. 4 big scapegoat
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it beoane legitimised, organised labor la faced 
by a united front. The leans that the war effort la bogged down because of 
organised labor's selfish interests. The 40 -hour week, backbone of present 
labor legislation, almost yielded under attack. The people boo, the National 
Association of Manufacturers boo, and for thp flrat tine since Roossvelt en­
tered office, labor is on the defensive. Lkbor pulls In Its horns, voluntarily 
abandons double tine for Sunday* and holidayi in an appeasement attempt
Organised labor has never enjoyed any
skirts were left snirohed by such publicity hnvies novas ns the epllt between 
the AJX and CZO, the stand of j W i  L. Levis
Levis' defying the president at the tine of 
other strikes, especially those 
knew she was just short of open 
found and righteous privileges
Only the Roosevelt administration ret 
urged that a free and responsible organised 
life. Rig business' attitude In the natter
labor objectives, losing rale of the roost power and the denting of profits. At 
that taxes, perhaps even more than labor, hairs cost big business mere.
And just as the people found their scapegoat and ware bombarding congress­
men with anti-40-hour week letters, billion
management connitteea In all war-producing factories. Kelson*e plan was inno­
cent of taking side In the 40-tyour Issue; it only proposed to provide a medium 
for reducing suspicions between nanagenent
degree of favorable publicity. Its
toward Roosevelt'a re-election; 
the 1941 ooal strikes, and the 
of a juried!itlonal nature, at tha tine America 
war. Orgaalled labor had abused their new 
at the expensi of the national welfare.
kined the look ahead viewpoint, and 
labor was necessary to our way of 
sue controlled by suspicion toward
and labor for the on* purpose of
increasing production.
Kelson' s Idee was to orginlse a oomol 
tiree from both management and labor. Funot 
ooBBltteee who would have chr-rge of potters, 
fire prevention, transportation
Sharon Works immediately 
Manufacturing (So. 2 job in the
past president, vice president.
study, supervisor of industrial
viewed by big business as an attempt to give
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(eave tiree),
on the gaining of euggeetione ffon employee fn how to lnorease the yield of 
machines, eto.
adopted Mr. Kelson'e plan. The nan ger of 
plant) beoano chairman of the Joint labor*
management committee; labor representative uere the past president, immediate
management members In addition to the chair*ui were the supervisor of time
In other oentsrs. Mr. Kelson's plan tossed into auspicious laps, was
faotoriss. and by labor as a milksop to thair real idea of having Joint control
with iaanagsment in all matters affecting the
¥et Sharon Works' management and labor were intelligent. It took Mr.
Kelson's plan for what it was, s means to at tain good feeling between menage-
tee in the factory with represents* 
onlng under these men would be sub* 
Slogans, safety, good housekeeping, 
with other similar groups working
and coordinator of the union, while other
relatiohm, aid a shop division clerk.
la nor a control in operating the
security of individual workers.
sent and labor, and boost output. And Sharoja Works management realised that it 
would be "holding the sack." On one hand it wee urging Increased out ut, and 
on the other it knew that the raw material situation was such th t man could 
work themselves out of e job.
following is Manager H. V. Putman's 1«
March 2d, 1342:
stter to Donald M. I*leon on
"On Saturday, March 38, hhe following
liahad to carry out the Product
"A Tory complete Product
Works with tha aid of Fuller, Snith and Rosa
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•Boar Sir:
"A group representing management and labor attended the Oleweland War 
Production Board meeting on Monday, March 23, to obtain first-hand Information 
relative to the plans of the Wa? Production for the Productive Drive in indus­
trial plants.
on Drive program:
(names listed and their
"The personnel of thie onwnittee was ueleoted in a joint mooting of 
management and labor personnel and hat the aiiproval of both groups.
on Drive program developed at our Cleveland
Ohio, will be used In a number of Weetinghouue plants. A complete outline of 
thle program will be available io us April 1, on which dUte the main committee 
will decide whether thle program should be u*ed at the Sharon Works, and will 
appoint sub-committees to carry 
of this plant.
out the plan
"Our most serious production problem nt the moment Is the securing of
necessary raw materials. The plant priority
only 55 per cent of our current 
Washington at loaet once every
production.
'ten days for the past elx weeks trying to clear 
this situation with WP*, but without definite results to date. Unless thie 
materials situation can be taken care of promptly. It is obvious that our
product the ileelred results."Production Drive program cannot
special pep-arousing meeting in 
silk flag, too heavy to wave in
"Very truly yours, 
H. V. Putman 
Manager,
permanent committee was estab-
poeltlons)
advertising firm of Cleveland,
If it appears to meet the needs
pattern will give us materials for 
W# have had our representatives In
Transformer, Division"
So Sharon Works labor-management committee started its activities. Six 
sub-committees vers appointed covering publicity and posters; suggestions;
iskeeplng and
partition. April passed and Mar limped alona* and to the ordinary workman in 
the shop there was little evidence that Mr. Selson had ever proposed such a 
plan. Of eours# there were stories in the plant newspaper that the War Produc­
tion drive front was getting active.
Finally on May 13, the committee and mb-committees were called into a
the auditorial*. A big electric fan stirred a
the artificial breese. Two super-salesmen from
the Pittsburgh office c o m  up with a typical canned promotion program. *A«erica* 
end the "Star Spangled Banner" were played over the loud speaker system win 
phonograph. A 19-minute film of Meetinghouse* e part In the war effort inter­
spersed with the Arison* sinking and MacArthur pinning a nodal was projected 
on the eoreen. leery minute or so, a "let* a 
soreen. then "Anchors Aveigh*
Meetinghouse pep-talk wording, 
are they trying to convince. Some day those 
will get wise and step treating as like Aunt 
ourselves.*
This is a topsy tarry time. Man art 
duetIon, wage*, labor conditions; the national debt, factory expansion.
With the government virtually confiscating all profits above six per 
cent, it haa become expedient s or industry 1o increase its costs.; The more 
money you spend, the bigger thi» profits, fit every dollar you spend, you make 
an additional 15 oenta. Another way to figure it, for every dollar you spend, 
you spend actually only elx cents, fuy 100 too many chairs for the auditorium, 
buy nation picture equipment, ]«y $1,000 for a photographic darkroom to develop 
two negatives a week; buy technical equipment that some day might be used, and
enn get; buy
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iawpgraiiow* was flashed across the 
and "field Artillery March* were played vlth 
The shop man' a reaction wee "who in the hell 
shiny pantses in the head office 
cattle. Crap, we can think for
gaining new perspective on pro-
aaythlng for the shop that you
at the country club; never be ntopped for wnat of money.
—— oGo---
* In fairness to the plant war 
on Thursday, June 18, 1942, the
weekly banquets for the supervisors
opened. Though I was back in Nprth Dakota ao the time, it appeared upon my
return that the opening program
there had been a recruiting agent there, he could have signed up 150 men." 3
3. Time n&gasine, May 11, 1943, p. 85.
production committee, it should be added that 
war production drive in the plant was formally
was definitely a success. I heard this: "if
Taxes for tli* Satire Weatinghouse C>mpany are a* follows!4
1935
1936 
1927
1938
1939
1940
1941
Taxes for 
th* Tear
$ 4,937,193 
8,946,753 
14,046,475 
7,095,787 
10,390,874 
92,533,313 
61,537,295
Per Shar 
of Oaplt 
Stock
ft
tl
* 1.85
3.36
5.26
2.65
3.89
8.43
19.19
120
Par Employe 
(Av#rag* 
Ihimber)
8136
215
269
167
238
427
866
Two alllioa dollar* worth of new bull&ln ,s w*r* n**ded at Sharon Works. 
Males w*r« blocked and steel transformer tank* were rusting in the yard for 
want of rooa. So structural steal was available, finally 35 per cent enough 
wa* wangled and reinforced concrete wae used.
Sharon York* paid th* highest wage* la Its history. Bolstered by six 
and a half days' pay for six dtps' work, Shsron Works men averaged $56 a week 
during the winter of 1941-43. Prices of tnnsformers wsr* essentially stabil­
ised at five per cent below thn December 1940 level. After Pearl Harbor th* 
government and War Production Board took ovir control of your factory. They 
told you whose order to get oui. first, and they allowed you not on# ounce of 
copper to maintain peacetime markets. They demanded and got a complete listini 
of all your business with the <Lellvery dated.
Aggressive, your plant bad the blggent Increase in business of any 
transformer factory in the country. Vow thn government was siloing your back­
log. They were encouraging th* movement In1o large transformer buildings by 
the third-rate firms that had Specialised lit email unite for toy trains. Be­
fore the war there had been oriLy three firmu in the big transformer field.
plants wouldAfter the victory, the new big
4. Annual Report, W*stlnghous» Electric & Manufacturing Company, 1941.
cut Into the pie.
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Priorities required one : “un-time specialist and a secretary In addition 
to the '‘best Ideas'* of a half dosea supervisors. Ivery order had to be listed, 
its v<aue, Its priority ratine broken down to the eight types of business at 
Sharon Varies. feu listed your Jobs, the material requirements and suggested 
priority numbers, and sent the data on to thn War Production Board in Washington 
they always changed it* Eighty per cent of the Transformer Division* e business 
was in the A-l grou down to A-:i-J, and SO pur cent in the W 3  group. Bated. 
A-l-\ was 34.5 per oent of all business. Bui even though favorable priority 
ratings cams, prompt delivery vise something lies.
Veetinghouse is a big company, and it has systemlsed its handling of
more aluainuii for bushings, but all In allprloritlss. Trus, thsrs was no
there had been no work stoppages and little
lei shortage - lucky. When there was no one-Inch copper wire, they used two
of half-inch stuff? it got by the test. But
shipment of a $100,000 unit for
Islay In shipping because of mater-
Especially during the months before Pi 
The rumor of material shortage threatened fastory shutdown, they heard, and the 
010 snapped, up the issue for selfish Interest, and men got more Jittery.
After Pearl Harbor, no mor copper or steel for non-war production. Die-V-' h - :\
tributlon transformer output was slashed 60 per cent. Three hundred were out
of work, and on the other side of the plant
lack of one fitting could hold up
a week, and most of the Jobe oarrled penalties.
sari Harbor, some men got Jittery.
Management wanted a eev< 
the war. The backlog was nine months. The
gost share of the transformer business during the war, would likely have the
largest part after the fight was over. Then 
pressure from utilities, pressure from steel 
wanted transformers.
-day wssk on largo transformers, all needsd for
factory that oould corner the blg-
there was too much to do.
there was government pressure, 
mills that gave you steel, all
Bat the shop m m  wanted
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doable tine for Sunday. Re voted five to one
were men. A foremen asked for 
days, and another foreman, and 
the same time.
There was picture takin,
presented the ease. But doublefor It even after the manager fca* personally
time costs money, with the pride of the transformer stabilised, it would be 
too expensive.
There was green help. Iwo thousand sen hired in 1941, and this wasn't 
a steel mill, but a factory when most men bed to read blueprints. Mass hiring 
resulted in you couldn't tell vhat you brou|ht into the plant, just so they
Sty men, 30 awn, 40 men. He wanted them In two 
still another, wanted 80 men, 30 men, 40 men at
for ldentif
detection, and parking lot overcrowding. And the draft. Three hundred men
into the army by May 1, 1941.
even had to give up taking the
¥$uny of them
■
to the point where after Intensive training
skilled job. There wae plant protection again. But the men wanted overtime 
to take first aid courses. Oniy 13 turned <j>ut when they found it was on their 
own time.
Home life was nsar ruined for men. forking the first or second shifts, 
they had to sleep during the djty. The klde made too damned much noise, no 
sleep, and everything went wroig that evening in the shop. Sunday work and you
pockets full of money and a ne* maroon ford
p.m. six days a week, including Saturday - no dates. Sunday and church, but 
you opened one eye and went back to sleep, the only morning you could sleep.
of negro la&lis, dressed in Sunday negro finery, 
in the plant, both men and women. There were
There were delegations 
who wanted more colored people
sons, c&ughtere, nephews and f.lends of friends, all wanting jobs.
Cation, finger printing, plant
with just a year's service; just 
and breaking in they could do m
family out fur a ride. Ton were 2P,t your
but it was work from 3 t3d to lit30
Sharon living coats vara
only war* up 11.s Sven though their wages t<pped the district, Sharon non won­
dered where the none? went; the
the phone to one another talking about the cost of heef.
There were Red Cross, Community Fund,
products, new buildings or even
Sharon transformers wsre
up nearly 30
r partners ai home had houeewlv*'s anguish over
all wanting a part of that same dollar. Defense bonds. 10 psr cent of your in­
come. And what an income tax.
Then there was plant morula. Xavy censorship6 prohibited storiee on
number of employes. let the tier Production 
Board said, pep your men up. OeH them to knov what part they pi«y in the war 
effort.
Sleotrically-driven torpedoes will be 
secret says the nary. The enemy knows you only as a transformer factory. Mrs. 
Soaks' husband is working on torpedoes, Eve; y  body in Sharon and Ksrcer county 
knows that estinghouss is making torps&oes.
put on the refitted destroyer. Kearney; Sharon 
transformers were shipped over the Burma road to Chungking. Shhhhh. Someone 
might put iron filings in one of them, and the damage wouldn't be discovered
1 2 3
per cent, but base wage rates
O . S . O .  and now a hospital drivo,
mads at Aharon Works. It is a
But it's a secret, anyway.
until the unit reached Chungking.
5.
6.
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Management Record, April 194:!.
War plants are divided; Sharpn Works Is under the Xavy Intelligence bureau.
Sharon Korko has a well-rounded 
safety program.
Electric trucks In the plant 
weigh more than two ton.
Happy goggle wearer is John 
ilson. His eye was saved 
when the safety goggles fend­
ed off a bit of steel.
It is not unusual for a sec­
tion to have all its men wear­
ing steel toe-capped safety 
shoes.
''illiara irarolf an erc-welder, cleans his 
goggles at one of the new safety-first Na­
tion* in the plant. Dirty goggles are 
an accident hazard.
Xffor
GE
Sharon Works Aid not need a Pearl Harbor
transformers. "Urgent” was the
and power unit that oould he manufactured an!
relatively 
average of 48
>n
An aggressive management 
able to get men working on the 
electrical industry hovered around 40. Shar 
Company and all other major electrical produo 
The Rational Defense boos had already 
1940 when there were 3,456 Sharan Works empl 
1941, there were 5,544, a gain 
plant were 11,496,210 as compared with 1940* 
of 71 per cent.
Pressure for production
in an increased number of accidents. Lost t
Chapter $
te of the War
Health and Safety
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Speedup
word need for
if 2,080. Tot
to awaken it to the need for 
every inetrument, distribution 
carted out the yawning doors, 
unhampered by labor pro leua was 
hours a week while the rest of the 
Works leed the Meetinghouse 
Ing factorise in this respect, 
nffooted hirings by December 31, 
>yes. A year later, the end of 
al man-h'-urs worked in 1941 at the 
figure of 6,729,725, an increase
mid hiri
boom will 1 
the Industri
sav
il
Works in the one year. The war 
broken men and women beoause of >
Causes for increased accidents during the paf 
Irons, Sharon Works safety director, as foil
1. failure to properly instruct, trail 
make sure that they understand iind practice 
short, too few trained supervisors
2. Overcrowding of both
3. Shortages of j roper bools and equ
work and storage areas.
pment.
igs of untrained men has resulted 
Lee accidents doubled at Sharon 
e  its share of ortpples and 
speedup to get production out. 
t year were studied out by A. X. 
♦we*
n and obeerve new employes, to 
the safe way of doing a job. In
6. faking shortcut* to 
incentive pay plan.
7. Failure to take time 
increased pressure for production
8. Drinking alcoholio bever ge* befo 
Mr. Irons also lists fire reasons for
be called "mental." 1. strain
4. Lowering of physical standards for new employes.
5. Substitutions of materials of unknown toxic properties.
save tine and
1 2 6
to sake more money on the
to get and use safe equipment because of
re going on the job. 
increased accidents that should 
lue to pressure for deliveries. 2. war hysteria.
3. hone troubles and worries. 4. financial ferries. 6. more working hours per 
day or week.
During the winter and spring months a; Sharon Work* there were at least 
six known eases of men having t> jyilt their Jobe because of mental strain or 
breakdown.
The rest of this chapter on Sharon Works safety is gathered from the 
Gener a  Safety committee reports, lar ely prepared by Mr. Irons.
During 1941 there were 39 lost-time accidents at Sharon Works as com­
pared with 17 in 1940, an lnor*nse of 129 per oent. Humber of employee was up 
71 per oent. Four men were injured fatally during 1941, two by electric shock,
lale.
Days lost la 1941 due to
pared with 3,03b calendar days lost In 1940
lng orates. The outstanding die-one by a falling crane block, a; one by fall
ablins injuries were as follows) four men each lost half a finger and one man 
half of two fingers; six men suffered fractal*d foot bones from falling material; 
seven had major eye injuries, one resulting j&rtial loss of vision. Twenty- 
four of the 29 accidents resulted from handling, storing or transporting mater-
accidental injury amounted to 25,884 as ooa-
Sharon Works was charged with
6,000 days lest for each fatal accident, white accounts for 24,000 days, leav­
ing a balance of 1,884 days charged to non-fLtal eases.
The number of estployes on December 31 
3,926 on Deoeaber 31, 1940. The average for 
for 1940 It was 3,456, an average Increase o 
hired In 1941. Total nan hours in 1941 were 
was 6,729,725, an increase of 71 per cent.
accident in 1941 was 294,776 as
medical and surgical expens to
with all its aen wearing the saTe shoes. ?h\
through the wearing of safety shoes was also
127
- H
1941 was 5,544 as compared with 
each month for 1941 was 5,151 and 
49 per cent. 2,080 parsons were 
11,496, 210 and in 1940 the total 
The total man-hours worked for each
aoapared wits 395,866 in 1940, a lots of 26 per
cent. Minor eye cases requiring first aid attention but involving practically 
no lost tiae amounted to 1,775 \Ln 1941 as compared with 725 oases in 1940, an 
increase of 145 per cent.
Sharon borks has enjoyed
plant's 1941 ssverity rate for accidents for ench mishap was 2.2 as cornered 
to .45 in 1940. The 1941 frequency rate was 3.4 as coapared to 3.5 In 1940. 
Stats compensation expenditures in 1941 amounted to $19,399.36 and
a fine safety record in the past ysars. The
»5,690.90, a total of $25,090.26, or a cost of
$4.87 for each employe. Coapentation payments, outside of hospital and medical 
expense in 1941 was $.0020 for each $1,000 paid for salary and wages. This is 
43 per cent greater than in 1940.
Xn all 3,248 pairs of surety shoes were sold in 1941 as compared with 
1,087 pairs in 1940, an increase of 200 per dent. Actual lost tiae foot accl- 
dents were reduced 100 per cent in one year because of an energetic safety 
shoe program with sections vying for placques that designated honor sections
s reduction of foot injuries 
achieved through consistent
publicity in the plant.ha all 4-Sharon Works nan escaped Injury because they 
were wearing safety shoes when heavy materials (some as much as two ton) fell
onalon their feet. Based on Sati 
43 ease* eared the Westinghouse 
are eold the employee at oost 
ing the ehoe store and salesman
Sven In tine of Defense 
outside of the plant than In di
Safety 
Gowpany $4, 
With the 0
Council statistics, safety shoes in 
9(88 In condensation oosts. Shoes 
oapanv paying the expense of msintain-
1 2 8
speedup, store 
[tiring the past
employ a had lost tine accidents after working hours, light occurred in ths
while riding in automobiles, 
there is ths possibility of a few
hone, seven on the street, and 
Two of these resulted In death.
stora non-working hours lost time accidents.
hen Sharon Works was in 
and this resulted in reducing the 
1926 to 40 In 1927. The followl
Average
dumber Employes Tsar
2,775 1926
2,403 27
2,125 28
2,703 29
2.420 1930
2,034 31
1,746 32
1,434 33
1,449 34
1,577 35
2,193 36
3,427 37
2,676 38
3,043 39
3,456 1940
5,151 41
ured23 ware inj 
In addition
employes had lost time accidents 
year. In all 40 Sharon orks
Its second ysar, a safety program was started, 
number of lost tlms accidents from 396 in 
ng tabls tolls the story:
loit Time 
Accidents
396
40
29
35
24
12
8
0
2
5
21
150
11
?
89
Number Man Hours 
Worked par Accident
12,800
137.000
180.000
185.000
205.000
290.000 
2521000
1,663,298 
1,014,179 
549,225 
200,897 
225,532 
390.363 
478,190 
395,866 
294,776
Total 
Man Hours
5.130.000
5.480.000
8.220.000
6.475.000
4.920.000
6.380.000
2.016.000 
1,663,298 
2,028,350 
3,746,125 
4,218,837 
6,765,960 
4,293,988 
5,667,382 
6,729,725
11.496,210
During ths 16-ysar period bstwem 1924 and 1941, 10 fatal aaoidants hava 
occurred at Sharon Works. One in 1926, one In 1927, two in 1928, one In 1931, 
one in 1939 nd four in 1941. Seven were caused by electric shock, one was dua 
to an overhaad orana, one to falling orates «nd ons to a gasoline blow torch
explosion, fwo eyes were lost 
1938. One finger loet in 1936,
,
one in 1937
129
1937 and one in 1940. One hand was lost in
end one in 1938.
Accident costs, compensation and medical, resulting from lost time
each for periods that nary from
weeks for loss of a hand, 135 weeks for loss
a maximum of $7,500 for loss of
ISO., and 1accidents in 1939 amounted to $8, 
these payments wsre $35,090.
Compensation payments arm divided ints monthly allotments of about $18.
15 weeks for
s 1940 to $9,381. During 1941
the lose of a little finger to 175 
of an eye and up to 500 weeks for
a life.
Sharon Works has been among the outstanding Veatlnghouae divisions in 
low-accident frequency. The safety program is aggressive and continual. 3uch 
experiments as free vitamin pill dispensers .ure attempted, and the medioal 
service provides for at least one registered 
tal at all times. Doctors are on call, and spend at least four hours a day in 
the plant.
— oOo—
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Chapter 9 
tlva Service
industry at W e  Sharon Country club, March 19.
lervioe authority on Industry. waa
Meabere of the four Mere sa county draft boards held a dinner discussion 
nesting with representatives of 
Major Dodds, Pennsylvania's State Selective 
the speaker.
Average age of the assenbled was at least 50. Grey heads predominated.
who necessarily must be able-bodied. On the 
by Washington and public opinion found that
On one side the a n y  needed men 
other, war industries pressured
young men cmId fill the bill better in expanding factories. In the middle
i iwere the dr ft boards, men of w^luence In t*a cities and interested in dis­
turbing society as little as poislble. They realised the demands and felt the 
pressure for an expanding army. On the other side was local Industry, life­
blood of their communities.
Major Dodds outlined the aim of the arny to have eight million men under 
arms. By the end of 1943 to gather in three times as m a y  selectees as hereto­
fore. Yet he was aware that fon every man lit the fighting line, between 13 and
18 persons were needed on tha hose front. Since the aray could only use the 
physically desirable, industry it of necessity use more women, older men and 
the physically unfit. Practicably all able-bodied, young, single men would 
eventually be in the army, the Major said.
Jobs must be broken down, he declared, so that many of the duties could 
he assumed by women. Aim of tho government vas similar to Britain where one- 
fourth of industry was manned by women. Pry ideal standards for admittance to 
industrial employment must be r< idle ally chan,j ;ed. The skill of technical men 
must be spread thinner. They .oust use their talent to direct the work of the 
relatively unskilled.
th
ecnn
fci'f
Major Dodds predicted thg 
single, physically fit man of 
exception would bs man with t 
Deferments should only 
could not be replaced without 
be granted. The law Holts this 
replace this man, and at the end l 
oust be made.
the Major also said that 
dependents was before Congress, 
would mean that all select-aged 
this summer, and before the year 
Industry should feel safe only 
course in the age group over 37. 
requirements.
In order to win, America 
person, to maintain an a n y  of 
anyone engaged in production of 
John Jones, the SO-year-old gr 
a hobby, will find himself in a 
industries' f ults In oo 
hiring young men, easily taught, 
haws first choice. But to meet 
could more easily boost output 
fathers. Because of such restr 
night, and general antipathy, 
tries, the Major stated. Bor by
t within the
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year there would be relatively few 
e desirable ige group left in Industry. Only 
leal educations.
based on the matter of replacement. If a man 
acting war production, then a deferment should 
to tlx months. Ivery effort must be made to 
of six months proof of replacement attempt
an allotment act providing for the support of 
and would prtbably provide $40 for a wife. This 
man with a wife and no children would be called 
Is over, meu with one child would be called, 
with men whe xkve at least three ohildren. Of 
comparatively few men c m  meet army physical
oca
must bend evs 
eight million 
luxuries. Dr 
uy salesman 
factory prod 
nnectlon with 
but alto de 
the pressure 
mass train 
lotions as ths 
have not 
state law
*jr
are
ry resource and use every available 
, there cannot be an idle hand, or 
..ftlng of skill Is not far off. 
who has a lathe In ths basement as 
ucing war matarials. 
the draft is their penohant for 
sired in the army. The army must 
for production, Industry found It 
lng of young men instead of their 
44-hour week, no work after aid- 
been used in most Defence lndue- 
woaen allowed to do certain
w om en
M s
manufacturing jobs. This will 
that 3s1active Service officials 
board. At this writing, Kay 14 
The Major added that wo 
as punch press operators. A 
•Can you Imagine asn enjoying 
The industrial represen 
but eaoh kept in the back of 
responsible for the labor suppl|y 
draft. The industrial sen skid 
hamstrings our operations, stakes 
the greatest enemy of war produc 
The far* situation was 
had taken aany aor« far* boys 
dsfoments should be the sane i 
question be replaced by hiring 
if additional help was necessary 
constitutes a f a m  necessary to 
definite answer. It was up to 
that produces enough cash crop 
All during the Besting 
ting In between the antsy repre 
that they did not want to see 
for Industry.
Draft board asnbers b
hnv
touting.1,1 
tatIves wagged
than
1. The former King Edward of England did.
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evs to be changed, and Major Dodds consented
are taking 
• two aonths
the natter up with the state labor 
later - nothing has been announced, 
were bettelr than men for Monotonous jobs such 
takes better to staple repetitive jobs.
person not 
to the fans
it was evident 
eentative and
ftunl
rought out that
their heads on all these points, 
own alnd. That talk was talk, and they were 
in their respective faotoriss, draft or no
•What about the 40-hour week that 
us pay prohibitive overtime wageeZ That is 
tlon.*
touched briefly. Major Dodds said that Industry 
had the dr ft. The general rule for f a m  
for industrial deferments. "Can the man in 
fit for military service! That is 
.* The question was asked what 
the war effolrt. The Major could offer no 
the individual boards, but It should be a farm 
to make a living for the farmer.
that the draft board members slt- 
the Industrial plants, had in mind
liss broken up. This was not a major concern
they preferred industry to mention
In their claim* whether the da: 
the end of six months, or wheths 
with six months more experience 
dustry will ask for it* akillad 
Alto mentioned was the 
quests be submitted within 10 
board. Firms hare the leg 1 rl 
elapsed after the nan has been 
about the man being drafted aft* 
property of Uncle Sam.
ferment request was one th't would be renewed at 
r the time vis needed to train n replacement, 
on the job, w d  the plant still expanding in- 
ong ns it c%n get them, 
the regulation that deferment re* 
questionnaire was nailed to the 
the oase if 10 days hare not 
In praetloe many plants wake up
133
man just as 
abusss of 
aftsr the 
;ht to reopen 
classified Ia L
many
days
hoard
Srery eeleotire serrloe 
Xt Is sxpected that no draft 
whols there can be few more con 
perlenoe to find serving in the 
sending sons off to fight.
lbs selectIre serrloe 
any respect in their relations)! 
been lax In their asking of defe: 
system.
One of the members of 
in India for 18 years and is 
that this board membor has spot 
skilled men and apparently orer 
This demonstrates no procedure 
general appears to be guilty of 
Sharon Works along with
Shi
non
r he has pasted his second physical and Is ths
— oOo—  
board seems ti 
member wi:
iieientlous or 
non*paylng aid
boards of this 
p with Sharoi 
rments, often
'Tits:
iron board vat 
retired, 
ted steel all 
ooklns men w 
|n the part 
treating def 
■,ht rest of
ol’
hare its quota of lawyer-members. 
1 ewer see this pegs, but on the 
c ipabls men than has been our sx- 
appmrently thankless job of
4 1strict haws not been dogmatic In 
Works. Generally companies h w e  
late, and most of them lack a
head of the first tin plats mill 
re have been a number of times 
s asking deferments for lessor 
o were absolutely irreplaceable.
the reepectlre mills. Industry in 
erments haphasardly. 
rlo&n industry finds the man In
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the early twenties the best to break in on the new jobs, the question asked
a draft board If there Is a defw 
The alnute a nan goes before the board when 
filed, he Is etaaped as one seering to keep 
cult to gain deferments on single men whose
afternoon brought the reply, "It would take us 
out; a kid will learn it in six 
for lack of dependents and physical
one of our top supervisors this 
10 years to break In an older nan as a layert 
months." These are the same young men that 
disablement make the best soldiers.
Our experience with draft boards le tjbat a man should never ap. e*r before
srred classification on occupational basis asked.
previously on claim of dependents and then tinted down. The board le rightly
suspicious. Though Sharon Works deferments
pressure of Individual workmen, 
Boards formerly aeked us
an attempt to g In a letter asking deferment
there Is an occupational request 
m t  of the army. It le very dlffl- 
tases have b#en before the board
ure not Influenced In the least by 
not the case In eome plants.this appears 
if the m i  in question had exsrted pressure In
We have had pressure, but it le
of no avail to the individual aid usually coiiee from a men whose skill nowhere 
justifies any action. Again it is commonly Understood by Sharon Works men just 
what Jobs get deferred.
Toung men appearing before draft ooards to establish cause for deferred 
classification make numerous si Ips. Among the more laughable is the following! 
John Sasbo, 22, had a low-skilled Vestlnghouie Job, hence was not eligible for 
a Company claim. Re appeared bsfore the board asking that hs be deferred be­
mu s e  he was ths chief support of the family
old man, toodon't work steady, and he is an
"Claes 1 - eligible for eervioi 
Class S - dependency defermejn
board members, including two near 65, wer sympathetic, and asksd, "and how old
Kls conversation ran, "ay dad 
old to work." The grey-headed
ie; Class 2 - 
tt; Class 4 -
occupational deferment; 
unfit for servloe.
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low
tti
draft
Harbo
qj»
is your father?1* John replied, 
Neighbors are quick to n 
are the watchdogs of the hoards 
haels and the factors are shal 
Occupational deferments 
one son In a family. Tor the < 
war holds even though both hare 
paternalistic relationships wl 
eity of Farrell with its steel
t
has a wealth of young men of 
was not unusual before Pearl 
narrled mm, "Sow If your wife 
troubled couple had deemed It 1 
sooner or later he'd he drafted 
Farrell board definitely 
the national ruling, proof of 
from the aray.
Another example of the 
typical discussion of a oaset 
street, seven in the family. 
approach is definitely sympathet 
and an attorney, s'hen civic o 
draft boards it can be expected 
much more readily then would p 
types of boards seem to functi 
All the boards in this 
minimum of criticism. The only
"48."
tic# deferments and mothers with sons drafted 
If a deferneat is granted on a dependency 
the board immediately hears about it. 
are somewhat difficult to obtain for more than 
d rule that one son at least should go off to 
needed industrial skill. Some boards have more 
their people than others. The neighboring 
mills and large Slav and Italian populations 
age in proportion to total population. It 
r to havo the Farrell board tell a young 
its her Job, we'll defer you." Often the 
•t for the wife to continue working because 
anyway.
was against breaking up a home, long before 
pregnancy kept the expectant Farrell father home
•Th
m
WSpWfWAW.
.ternaltstlG attitude of this board is the 
is is a Polish boy who lives up on Idaho 
ther don't make much; mother is sick.* The
lo. Serving on the Farrell board are two mayors 
cials who are elected by the people serve on 
that the boards will respond to public opinion 
lnent but non office holding citisens. Both
on efficiently.
»a have gone through these past months with a 
major complaint that industrial plants harm of
draft boards In general la that 
board members, usually an older
under stone' why such and such a Job Is deferable. He has some inkling of the
job, henoe consider* hinself an 
away from draft boards. At the
eat, but trips to Warren and Girard, Ohio, confirmed the feeling that Industry 
should be represented at draft boards by gre;r-halred men, not eligible for arny 
service.
Industrial plants prefer
slry. Tou realise our problems
authorities. In fairness there
it is not unusual to find "crochety* draft 
and hard-headed business man who just can't
1 3 6
authority. !iy own experience has been to keep 
t|»o looal boards the problem was not too appar-
nsss of msuufaoturlng transformers and we'll
boards on the plant has reacted to
of aourse.*
This placing of responsibility by the
mutual benefit. Sharon Works gw e s  more consideration to eases that must go 
before boards that have this attitude than H; does to a board with the would-be
beard members who say, "well you* r in the busi-
«ake your word ae to who it neees-
a&v? stage or passing the buck tois no taking
a beard that places partial responsibility for Whom should be deferred. Were
Sharon Works to abuse this privilege and ruin its good name terrific problems 
would arise.
— 0O0—
Sharon Works has more thin 1,800 men between the ages of 21 and 37. Dur­
ing the period between Jsomary 1, 1941 and Jt
requests were filed on 500. He«erred officer* in the plant totaled 14; of 
these two resigned, two more turned down on physicals, and the rest are on 
active duty.
The early days of 1941, saw Sharon Works management group, Including the 
top supervisors, get together tn determine win should be deferred on occupation­
al basis. By this time, the attitudes and problems of the looal boards were
1 3 7
fairly wall known, and soma Idea had been gained of the number of men who could
tqp ilx jobs
bo deferred. Saturally the eorje deferments, 
building transformers.
Zt wee decided that ell 
ell jobs et Sharon Works should 
Generally it required at least 
Jobs to reach a deferable skill 
sldered eligible for deferment.
To meet Defense needs and take advant 
transformers, Sharon Works hired mere than 2 
learned faster, and many of these were elite 
get transformers built as fast
six months of
M l  men wl
deferred it was based on skill 
strictly, and is appreciated by
the more men that would be left
an the skill scale of 11 that cowers 
be considersI eligible for deferment requests.
Intensive training on these better
th technical training would be con­
igs of the booming market for 
,00n during 1941. Toung men 
physical material for the arsy. To 
its possible,Sharon Works hlrsd young men. Many
of them acquired draft deferable skill.
When Sharon Works management set up its standards as to whom should be
flmost entirely. This has bsen adhered to 
the draft boards. A man is deferred only on
&t of the 25,000 industrial war-
his Job, not on his length of sqrvloe, nor h^s leadership ability, or any other 
reason. Skill is oonsldersd as irreplaoeabls.
Relationships with the four draft boards in Mercer county as wsll as the 
neighboring Onto boards has been entirely frank and there has been mutual co­
operation. Sharon Worke with about 20 per e< 
producing employes in Mercer county, has considerably more than 50 per cent of 
the industrial dsfsrmsnts. However, ons shot Id take into consideration that a 
transformer factory has a high ekill content 
steel Is the major Industry of the county.
Two of the county boards have not refused a request for occupational 
deferment made by Sharon Works, the other two boards have never turned the
ae opposed to steel mills, and
plant down on a de a r  out onto, only In * few Instance* when the skill involved 
and the case wars definitely borderline.
Sharon Works enjoys a 98 per cent record in defomenta. It is rarely 
turned down when requesting del aments and l|t Is careful to maintain the good 
and reputation of the Oomjmby*
Most of the success with def aments c|an be attributed to the splendid 
relationships built up with thi boards, the 
dsfsrnents are asked, the reputation of the
138
as important - J. f. Burke, Sharia Work* industrial relations supervisor, en­
joys ths confidence of all local and neighboring boards. »e is known either 
personally or by reputation to all the board members.
All sen who reeeive questionnaires a m  urged to report to the industrial
having of set standards for whoa 
Wsstlnghouse Company, and equally
relations department where it 
asked. Sothin& is hidden from 
erllne o&see are referred to tb
the individual. We have no aeorete. ill bord-
Generally the foremen, during this time of 1
a diamond Inwhom they are about to lose at 
The induetrial relatloni 
to the army or not. This is a 
duction to decide. Top supervisors know ths 
the plant can overdo asking for 
golden eggs. As contrasted to 
tlve. Though Sharon Work* for 
visors know that one-fourth or 
Meetinghouse plant. Tet the draft board has 
about the earns for less highly
Deferment requests are filed with the
e determined whether or not a deferment o m  be
e supervisors
foremen, they 
en have been
of the respective divisions, 
abor shortage, consider the man 
the rough, one of their best msn. 
department formulates no policy as to who gost 
matter for tb|e men who are responsible for pro- 
over-all problem. They know that 
deferments amd kill the gooss that lays ths
back away to get better perspee- 
no particular problem. *?h# super- 
more of ell Sharon men work in the local
to fill a monthly quota that is 
industriallse|d areas.
board on a man eligible, within
1 3 9
two weeks of his appearance la the Industrial relations department with his 
questionnaire.
However, la a plant with more than S.CW' sen there Is a great difficulty 
of administration. The line must he ever px* served. Sever do we contact a 
man without first working through the foreman. And on deferments, the men must 
first set their foremen before contacting Industrial relations. As a result, 
additional problems occur. Meti are slow in reporting receipt of questionnaires 
to their foremen, and then to Industrial relations. This problem has been al­
most licked. Close to their men, foremen axe laolined to Judge deferments on 
personalities and not on skill. Though In fairness Sharon Works foremen have 
been excellent on this score.
Exception is the ease of Harry Bundage, electric crane operator. bondage
had taken to drink and had us#4 Up all of hi
smashed
divorce his home Hf#, and hl«
toeing absent from work days at a time. The
a chances to reform. Finally 
increasing sprees resulted In hie 
nan was classified as a skilled
crane operator, definitely deferable on a skill basis; he was over 30 and had
been employed by the Company for a number of years. His foreman asked that he
not be deferred on the basis that he would be fired shortly. Our reply was
Job, was up for deferment and 
h e M  be fired next week. Bundage
that as long an he was working op a skilled 
eligible, he should be deferred even though 
was deferred one week, fired the next, and the draft board then informed.
Westlnghouse’s Sharon plant has adhered to the asking of occupational 
deferments on a skill basis with almost mathematical precision. As a result 
the deferment path has been smooth. There le no discontent over deferments in 
the shop. Any haphasard method <|f asking deferments on personalities Instead 
of skill would create a serious labor-nan agepent problem.
When a man appears In the Industrial relations department with his 
questionnaire he Is interviewed and his empl>yment folder brought out. If it
is a clear case for occupation*1 deferment* 
birth, Job :md prerious experience, and the
-owevsr, if it is a ease 
skill, much more time le spent
times deferments mere gained on this basis. 
Meetinghouse request, the reasons, and the 4
and it is mailed. Within 10 days or two wetjke, if the man is single, the draft 
board receives a request for deferment.
where a deferment cannot be asked for lack of 
with the individual. He is helpsd with his
routine data is gathered as to 
man is hslped with his questionnaire
I jtO
questionnaire} any other possible means of deferment le explored, and many
The man was told the rules for a 
ost to the Company when a man was 
entered the army after a year' edrafted in terms of month* e pay for all who
service, and the expense of breaking la a nejw employe. Xo exouses, of course, 
will satisfy a man for in hit qwij mind hs considers himself almost, if not Just
right bX himas good, as the man who working 
to merit a deferment. But this
low eases the situation in 90 per oent of the sates. This appeot of handling
deferments involves nothing moxs than soolal 
Another group of men wits questlonnal 
Wherever you h vs rules you have borderlines
has a Job with just enough skill
taking of tine and sincere Interest in the fel­
h&s required skill and there
the job long enough to cinch the skill content. So the industrial rabitlons 
department ntver decides these sorderline cates. They are immediately referred 
back to the supervisors and foremen. If the 
appears difficulty of replacement, and the supervisor gives the go ahead sign, 
a deferment claim is filed. The top supervltore are extremely cautious In ask­
ing for borderline cases, though now with increased government pressure for 
production, they are letting up,with the draft boards on the other hand getting 
a bit tougher.
Married men with families usually comb into the department with their
work technique, 
ree are the borderline oases.
. Perhaps the man has not been on
courteous treatment.
Snail of the 500 defermeht onset have
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questionnaires and they are helped. The questionnaire Is often difficult for 
& man vho has a shop Job and depends on aeolanloal shill and aptitude for his
It is expect
deferment requested for all eligible men with families early in the fall of 
1942.
Very few outright slackers are encountered, but even th-y are given
individuals Involved, 500 briefs prepared, and 500 interviews. In addition 
there were approximately 800 ittervlews with sen not eligible for occupational 
deferments, many of them wantitg a request to be filed. Generally Sharon Works
s at the endhas been asking for rsdsfsrasnt
had und the records are usad tc 
their third and possibly fourti 
who vsrs deferred, though afton
Dakota board at Hinnev&ukan has 
part of the Company in keeping
prepare the
e will be some losses.
sonal appearances on the part of a 
tter who represents the Company
July 1, then
The telephone is often vised to gain that personal touch with a board.
The clerk is usually the one wl|o is on the other end of the line. A Korth
even been called. This shows interest on the 
the man. P*r|i
Compaq representative are seldom, and no 
they seem to last too long. Aleut one personal appearance in six months before 
a board which has a large nukbetr of Sharon tjorks cases Is sufficient. This 
serves to clear up any mlsundexistandlng and
only the skill content of the Job counts. This is excellent in the way of 
convincing them that Vestinghousa is fair an8 has system la asking for defer­
ments. lew industrial plants follow this pl|i 
representative makes a better impression on
some difference. There were 500
of six months, ho interview is 
claim. The plant now has men on
defermentt it has not yet started to loss men
further impresses the boards that
an. H&turally a grey-haired 
a bo rd than a young fellow, vho
-I— h
welder. Bill le 26 and thie 1 
living. Formerly It would hav|e 
•kill attainment in the job he
1 4 2
probably should b* In the army*
A typical eats Is that of Willla* 9nkll, medium skilled electrlc-are-
the first yiar h« has really been asking a 
taken him tiros or four years to reach the 
has, but thi|s Is war and non are upgraded fast. 
Bill Is going steady with a grll and plans to get narrled for now he can afford 
to, *4nd he has been courting h»r for three ;reare. Bill le patriotic} If he is 
not deferable, "sure I'll go li the army, hive to sooner or later anyway, but 
I wouldn't wind having a defersent for a tvi months. This Is the first tine 
I've had a real steady Job." 'Jill is deferred and was narrled this spring. Bo 
draft story closes. Bill nay h*ve to go evmtually, There say be a youngster
want to leave his wife or the
job. Hence Bari married. Vow 
heard boards question these yoking men. "you 
for? Tou had fair warning thr
on we have 1 1 that electric welders are amongby tir t time. But the impress 
the most deferable.
Bari Ship ton's dad work i for Westlngliouae and Bari, though only 22, hat 
worked steady for four years. Bari has reached a deferrable skill and he is
married for over a year with t is wife expec ting a V'by. Henoe It le not 
deemed necessary to file an occupational determent request at this time (it 
will be soon). Bari has bought his own homo on the FH.4 plan, paid for his 
furniture, and has money in th» bank. He in thrifty and settled. He does not
;-0’rngster (boi*n March 27). lari is not a slacker.
He had reached the marriageable) age, found the girl he wanted, »hd had a steady
he has and f|els family responsibilities. I've 
knew what selective service was
the presu and otherwise that marriages after
you Aeferment."
lfe, 1 • J
L f. tally Is not going to be stopped
service law of 1940. Especially If that man
has finally after these past y< ars of diprtiislon acquired a steery Jolt with 
financial security. This stimulant to marriage has certainly he n lacking dur­
ing the oast decade.
As to the increase in births, there hrs apt to be just as many people 
keeping away from haying children because of unsettled world conditions as 
there are men and voaen attempting to raise 
thle is an emotional time. Inception has It 
fertility with young marriages 
birth rate is up and it is definite that Shalron 'iorka families are also having
the number of dependents. Certainly 
s associations with emotion, .ad 
that characterise these war years. The nation's
■ore babies.
John Joses did not ha
was 22 and yes sir-ed one to bsck shivering. A flat no Is never given to a 
■aa Interested in defer®ent. The only no thet John would have taken would have
been something similar to a swift kick out 
supervisors and friends who In 
was up he rem down to the draft 
asked deferment on basis of job 
finally got deferred after the
door. He pestered his foreaan, 
turn passed the buck to us. then John's oase 
board (rods up of smart aen) and vhlaingly 
, dependency and wanting to get married. John
vas fed up with the case. This
It is hard to tell whether John was a 
after six months of married life, he may be 
some of the intriguing aystery 
Fred Higgins, a graduate 
asking good money. Fred had a
the skill fox an occupational deferment. John
r
local Catholic priest wrote the board that the 
boy had been engaged to the girl before passage of the draft law. The board
was before Heart Harbor.
slacker or just love-sick. How 
|lad age may have lost
for hi®. 1 wouldn't want him In ay artsy, 
machinist, was going steady with a girt, nd 
aot-interestel attitude toward our writing a
deferment; one of the very few With this outlook. Within six weeks after the 
request vas written Fred, enlisted in the navf as a machinist. He had the "bug."
Vernon reore
nt
He has thought the setter over end we reapec 
though It re<tuir*e three years to train a 
about $4,000.
Gerald Darr, was 24, and today m a t  
Gerald, elx feet tall and handione In a hel: 
Re vae enployed ae an eleetrloel teeter, a 
a n y  air force ae a cadet and *e knew Uncle 
pilot.
Vernon Schmidt, a 1941 engineering c 
eln. Testing transformers is 4 monotonous
300,000 are used - dangerous, 
that were stirred by the thought of deferme 
excitement out in the world, ttys slowness ol 
and the attractIreneas of Jobs 
United States government, the aragr, as a oiv 
Texas, k week later we received a wire, * 1  
Texas, Vernon found that civilian though he 
abroad. This was not the safe 
now know th t most draft board* 
consider a man Just employed at 
deferable. Though in view of hie education, 
been refused deferment on his government Jot 
transfer from Job to Job. k 
ordnance plant does not help fill a draft
Patsy White's wife called up one noon 
the phone. Prtsy had been la tihe army, had 
through the Red Grose, and had gone book to
ted him for his decision, even 
hlnlst, and costs the Company
a typical daring Amerie n pilot, 
i haircut, had owned his own plane, 
f err able Job. He preferred the 
Sam was getting good stuff for a
1 4 4
with the govs
sinecure he 
especially 
a government
holding a a
allege graduate hailed from Wlscon- 
, yet voltages in excess of 
sjented a group of young testers 
s not holding up, the emotional 
wage inoreasoe on the test floor, 
lament. Vernon took a Job with the 
Ilian radioman, and he left for 
1 come book?" When he got to 
was, he would probably bo seat 
expected. To top it off, wo 
In this Industrial area, do not 
ordnance plant as automatically 
still Vernon may have eventually 
. Boards are suspicions of men who 
lvillan Job in the army or at an 
' s quota.
with tears literally pouring over 
been returned on basis of dependency 
work at the plant. Vow with Pearl
had
board'
1 4 5
*4 a
Harbor, he bad received paper* 
better get things In shape and 
clean up debts since his folks 
deferment on dependent basis 
In the province of draft boardi 
quest.
Zn the store than 1,000 
sen who did not want to be d*f4 
this "apparent lack of the good, 
theaei first of all young ««a 
tine with nearly a decade of 4 
fast promotion. Both the plant 
the factory front is almost a* 
Women do not like to hi.vs their 
woman wants to be the mother 
America In active battle; If 
*1811 take this six month1 def 
then I'll enlist.* Young men 
new found prosperity and they 
in0 when deferments are no morr
In these first days of 
up men married after the first 
fanta at home or expeotaat wiv 
army now. Undoubtedly their hi 
hysterical women In the laat d
to report, 
go but six 
somewhat dep 
In, for up 
He was not
patsy's attitude was that he had 
the* deferment would sure help him 
ended on him. The army granted a 
until reosntly these oases wars not 
eligible for an occupational re-
d&see3 I have 
rred on oceu] 
old Americai 
have been havl: 
eprssslon. ft 
a and the tta 
Important as 
men folks - 
a dead hero 
has, It has 
erment, the 0 
view this as
oi'
It
jedfecisi themes]
handled, X have found loss than six 
pattonal basis. One can ponder over 
spirit." Conoluslons might be 
a& a difficult and demoralising 
Is is "the break," good Jobe and 
tion have been selling "the man on 
the soldier on the battle line." 
husbands or sons - go to war. Ho 
How this may all change with 
been gradual. This is typical, 
cjmpany won't bo abla to got another, 
long war. They want to enjoy tho 
ves with a self-promise of enlist-
UApril, there 
draft rsgisti 
♦ 3 They fri 
erne l&fs is 
4ye of turgid
a new problem. Boards are calling 
ition. Many of these men have In- 
einkly don't want to go into the 
rested by tearful, inclined to be 
prognanoy.
dep:
2. Approximate number who worn single or Ji 
ional 400 04 600 men with good dependent
3. late la April national ruling results it
it reosntly married. Had am a&dlt- 
r claims.
deferment of expectant f there.
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Johnny Flnell got the Purple Heart In France. Of smallish site, Johnny 
1* an energetic soul with some of that righUer than thou complex. Ha la a 
group leader In th* machine shop. He can not understand the Company asking
deferment on medium skilled nan. He has to 
openly buck the Company's deferment system, 
the machine shop brags about being deferred 
to slok the American Legion on 
Legion before Pearl Harbor verb it least th
be dealt with tetfully or he'd 
Onoe In a while a young fool In 
and nt first Johnny was ell set 
ue. Almost the forgotten nan, the American
taking of becoming the vatohdog of
the Job for flee years. He was the
defernents. Somebody must have slapped their wrists for we have heard no store. 
It's the neighbor wonen, and not the Legion, that are the watchdogs of the com­
munity to eoe that the other wenm' e eon gooe too.
Unfortunate In some eases, Sharon Works deferments are asked on praoti- 
cally a mathematical basis Involving skill only. Personality has no direct 
influence, nor does service, there le the ones of Kenneth Fryts. Unskilled 
workmen have group leaders Juan as well as ikllled, but they don't get deferred. 
Slow-spoken and balding Kenneth had been on 
eesenee of the conscientious aiid loyal worker and had been serving as assistant 
group leader. He oaae up to the office with hie questionnaire.
It's tough to tell a man who had just been given the foreman's tap of 
"you are a good man, and will Represent the 
foreman In thie group of men." Kenneth was
set type of recognition and ego satlsfler that n shop man gets. Tot wo had to 
tell Kenneth that his job was rot deferrable, and here he was just getting the 
"break" but instead into the army as a buck private.
This le an example of mathematical rules not taking Into account the 
human variables. But in a large factory It is dangerous to decide major 
issues on Individual basis. The best compromise seems to be exact rules, but 
be human in all relationships end contacts.
Company and be sort of an assistant 
being made a group leader, the high-
ouch
Kenneth vai told the troth. How then 
group loader* serving In the aamy. That th< 
Visit of skill only end this wi« the draft 
Company's standpoint his loss %fas great, 
he would get, for we were shorty if good non 
green fellows.
Kenneth understood this 
head with a plaited Company Job 
enottgn for deferment. It don'ti make eense.
— -oOo—
The following data Is from a survey 
draft status of all Sharon Works men on the 
ey. Mot much attention was paild to skill in
e wor* already other Westinghouse 
fairest was was to defer on the 
board's preference. From the
more than the month's extra pay 
to supervise and help break in the
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but It Is not 
and the next
Section H-20 (for the most part men with skill who build and assemble largo 
power transformers).
Humber of men surveyed 5. .
1. Safe men (over 37, married
2. Save men (over 37, single) .
(and or) chll
3. (Under 36, married before draft, and children) .....................  36
4. (
5. (Under 36, married after draft, and children) . . . .  ............. 0
6. ( " « » «
7. Under 36, married after Peakl Harbor
8. Under 36 and single. . . ;
human nature to be tapped on the 
minute be not considered valuable
March 15 to determine the 
basis of age, marriage and dspendcn- 
thle survey.4
Iren
80
11
1
no o h l l d r e n ) ................. 15
no chi l d r e n ) ................... . 5
......................... 0
............................................................ 12
Of the men In 7 and 8, all have deferrable or near deferrable skill; 5 are la 
Glass 1 in the draft; 3 in Class 2; 2 In Class 3, and 4 are either too young 
or have Just reglstersd.
4. Survey by kuder.
5. Includes almost all men in section.
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Section A-80; electrical teeter 
highly educated than tha other
Humber of men In aeotlon .
1. Safa man (over 37, married
2. Safa men ( " " tingle)
3. (Under 36, married before
4. (Under 36, * 11
5. (Under 36, married after
6. ( • • • •
7. Under 36, married after Pei
8. Under 36 and tingle .
dr ft law and 
«
draf
In
Of the men Just married or unde 
7 in Claes 3; 3 in Claes 3; 1 
too young. Sleven of theee met 
low to Justify deferment requa
Section 1-35 is the shop of the tool and disj makers.
lumber of men in the section 
1. Safe men (over 37, married 
3. Safe men ( * * single)
3. (Under 36, married before draft law and
4. ( " ■ » -
a (one of twc groups - these are somewhat leee 
testing section)
trl harbor
93
(and or) children...................... 13
....................... 2
children).................. 36
* no children).............  11
t law and children)....................2
” no c h i l d r e n ) ................... 4
....................... 1
........................ 35
r 36 and single, 3 are in Claes 1 in the draft; 
Class 4, and 14 havs Just rsglstsred or are 
in question have a Job with skill eontent toe 
bte.
¥
5. (Under 36, married after diaft and ahll^ren) .....................  0
6. ( * ■ * •
7. Under 36, married after Fet|rl Harbor . .
8. Under 36, single . . . .
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(and or) ohll|dren...................... 48
............................4
children).................. 18
* no clhlldren)....................8
* no ohlldxjen)....................... 7
....................... 0
........................ 32
Of the single men under 36, 5 are la Class 1 in th« draft; 11 in Class 2; 3
Six have either Just registered, or are too 
do not hare the skill to merit deferment; 11
in Class 3; and 3 in Class 4. 
young. Seven of these tingle 
have enough skill to merit deferment, even though the war situation becomes 
much more acute.
Section A-30; prepare* insulat 
element ie rather meager In th
(and or) chi drsn
Mumbsr of men in section 
1. Safe men (over 37, married 
3. Safe men (orer 37, single)
3. (Under 35, married before draft law, and children)
4.  ( * • * » r " n o
ft. (Under 35, married after draft law, chi
6. ( * • »
7. ( « " *
8. Single and under 36
Of the 57 single men, 42 were 
hence, 18, 19 and 20-year-olds 
ft in Class 3, and 1 In Class 4 
fled occupational deferment.
on materials 
3 department
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for email transformers, ’he skill
125
23
1
32
children) ............... 4
drea).....................  0
no ohlldren)................. 6
Pfarl Harbor, children)............... 2
......................... 57
>c young to be registered before Parch 15, 1943; 
tO were In (Sla»« 1 in the draft; 1 in Class 3; 
Tifty-eeven did not hare the skill that jueti-
Surveys like the above bare been madn of all Sharon Works sections, and
the compilations will he completed early in
evident; the tool makere, a highly skilled croup, are older men; the insulation
makers, that requires little training or ski! 
Works a man doesn't attain a high degree of
and die making until he has been employed fbr a number of years. Average 
Westlnghouse service for th*ee men ie In excess of 15 years. Many of them are 
graduates of the Meetinghouse machinist apprentice courses at Sharon Uorkt or 
Xast Pittsburgh.
The electrical teeters are young; thdlr skill it attributed to formal 
engineering college or technical school education. Many of th«m will later 
take Jobs with public utility companies; others will enter Meetinghouse engi­
neering or sales staffs, and a few remain 011 the floor. There are a few teet­
ers that acquired their education through correspondence courses and burning
June. Th* conclusions are already
1, are young. Generally at Sharon 
skill such as assoelatsd with tool
have all a & m
the midnight oil.
fhe welders suid, fitters 
are youe*,. It requires less time to «*t a 
produces that it does for an older man. Th«
situation. Since Pearl Harbor there are fewe 
But hiring of young men has definitely not 
for production.
It Is evident that most of the men married after the draft registration 
of October 16, 1940, are not f i. there. there Is a surprising large number of 
men married before the draft lav that have so children.
Bata on the five sections listed on these past pages le typical of 
Sharon Works shop.
— 0O0--
. but the new men in the section 
oung man trained, to where he 
coll assemblers are In a similar 
r young and more older men employed. 
Ceased, fherele too much pressure
1 5 0
1 5 1
Ch*pt«r 10
Education at Sharon Works 
Fractioelly all skill air.oclated with shop Jobs at Sharon Works is of
custom and necessity developed 
grading. The plant, partially 
depend on the outside for skll 
when hired. Bis aptitudes in 
ere coneldered. Since almost
within the plant by training courses and up- 
because of the nature of its product, does not 
.ed labor. With few exceptions the man le green 
the line of aiohanloe and previous experience 
svery Job of »ven mediocre skill In the Job re­
quires blueprint reading, mechanical drawic,c le an important high school sub­
ject in this district, and Is wa additional
^elders are an exception. Usually young* they often have a smattering
of the trade when hired. Many
that in addition almost every 
to six months when he is hired 
everybody goes on Instruction
are graduate i of the *90-day wonder trade
schools.* They start on simple welding Job} at Sharon Works, and with experi­
ence both their skill and jobs usually improve. Other welders come from 
neighboring factories, and some are former office boys and shippers In the 
shop who just picked It up.
During 1941, Sharon Works trained 1,100 men. It should be remembered
uhop employe ,foes on Instruction from two weeks 
, Instruction and training are confused. Almost 
Ho learn the , ob. In addition he agg. be enrolled
f etor toward hiring young men.
In a training course. On instruction you s}e how the Job le done, and gradual­
ly start doing It yourself. Theirs are shop Instructors who stand by to give 
you the fundamentals and help you out, and group leaders also give a hand. 
Usually when placed on Instruction you are Heemed up with an experienced em­
ploye as hie helper. Tou are paid about 80 per cent of the base rate, and do 
not participate In the incentive plan which brings the average shop man 127 
per cent of his base rate, depending on the output of the group. When you
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finally get so yew earn do the Job, you are taken off instruction mad put on as 
a regular man. Instruction periods ar* gensrally determined by precedent. A
of lnstructl>n and Into the group to participate 
In tb« Incentive percentages going down. Henoe 
the tendency le to lengthen this period of instruction to keep peace In the 
shop.
Hen ere picked for training (eduoatlm) courses taught by ths Company 
when recommended by foremen eal supervisor*,
supervisor of
flow of too many green men off 
in the group earnings, results
the need for one. Mr. lalng, 
large transformers, k course
and others who have been working a few weeki, possibly at menial Jobs, -hey
are picked upon recommendation 
means of I. Q., arithmetic apt
Choicest of all courses
eidered to cost the Company $4
All of these classes ar j taught by teachers who arc members of the 
Industrial delations department*
lb the threeiyear machinist apprenticeship that
leads to becoming a machinist und eventually' a die maker. This course is oon-
k class le started when there Is 
assembly, wants more mounters for
s started for ?0 men, some of them Just hired
of their fori men and after further culling by 
tude and Minnesota paper board teste.
one man. More than 100 applicants000 to train
last July took the examination! which lead no the picking of seven men to 
start as apprentices. They receive about $|6 to $20 a week the first year, 
dependent on hours worked.
This apprenticeship consists of scheduled assignments on various machine 
tools such as drill presses, engine lathee, turret lathes, planers, milling 
machines and grinders, also assignments in {col and die making. In addition 
there le considerable classroom Instruction In blueprint reading, shop mathe­
matics, shop analysis, meahanioal drawing, t|ool design, strength of materials, 
mechanics and Industrial hlstoiy.
mere le one full-time Classroom teacher for the machinist apprentices
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and one and sometimes two for .he various b:.euprint and shop technique courses. 
The various human relations and supervisor development olastes have one teacher 
from Industrial Halations assisted usually »y a foreman froa the shop. The 
Oompaay spends money to buy regularly prepared human relations, etc., course
layouts.
Only largo group in the 
ara the 200 sleotrlo&l tasters
lege graduates; others have completed the cue year at Bliss or six months at
Coyne technical schools, and a
correspondence courses. Though he starts a ; a lower rate, in general the break­
ing in of a trade school man i 
graduate, education is only a
i lsff difficult than a college engineering 
tool; it's tlie man who counts.
st ipe. Perhaps one Sharon bores
shop th it hare more than a high school education 
Many of thus are electrical engineering col-
few got w h e n  they are by the real hard way,
There are no tr lining courses for office men except for plant sponsor­
ship of University of Pittsburgh and Pennsylvania State college courses. Penn 
State has extension teachers hew;quartering in this area, end they teach some 
of the olastes in the plant. Hatsy of the ohher courses are taught by Westing- 
house Sharon Works engineers. There are many of the 300 plant engineers who 
have done graduate work.
The Meetinghouse Company also sponsor* hefty engineering college scholar-
eon a year
Approximately 375 Meetinghouse employes (May l) are enrolled in the fol­
lowing National Defense coursei: Applied Mechanics; Preformsship for Produc­
tion Supervision; Corporation end Manufaotuning Accounting; Die Design; Engi­
neering Drafting; Electric Motor Control; Elements of hadlo Commmioation; 
foundation of Engineering; Physical Metallurgy; Process Metallurgy; Operations 
Inspection; Safety Engineering^ Time and Motion Study; Metallurgy and Welding, 
and Transformer Principles and Practices.
gains one of these.
Han? of these are taught 
the public school» ae night cl 
U. S. Office of Education fiat!
inghcuatoy beet 
Meet through 
<mel Defense
e men, and they are offered in 
the Pennaylvania State College - 
bourse setup.
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si Educational AsiltilU*1 2
Sharon Works - Sept. 1941 to June 1942
training Programs Conducted on Company Time and Company Property
Course:
Huo&n delations 
Supervisors Development 
Machine Operator
dumber Sessions
9/1/41 to 6/1/42
70
12
80
Hours
Per Session 
1
u
4
Approximate 
Funber Enrolled
138
18
30
Approxiaate 
Average Attendance
136
18
30-
---1------- --— — *____________________ ll.____________________________________ :________Machinist Apprentice 78 2 30 20
Bracing Courts 11 1* 48 48
Power Coll Assembly 48 1 34 34
Mounting & Pitting 
Distribution transformers
Mounting A Pitting 
Power Transformers
18
48
2
2
14
(60) contemplated vOA
14
QAVU
Production Clerks 60 2 14 14
transformer Fitters 40 2 46 46
Layerout & Constructional (80)contemplated
Blueprint Heading 30 3 (SO)contemplated
1. these sssa^arles prepared by v. &. Margeaux, Industrial Halations department Instructor.
2. Courses contemplated will be started before June 1, 1942. CJTQl
Acad sale Courses cm Company 
Property but not on Company Time
Approximate 
Average Attendance
340
13
30
Electricity and Magnetism
(0. of Pittsburgh) 
Advanced Calculus
32 2 28 25
(B. of Pittsburgh) 32 2 21 20
Industrial Psychology 
(Penn State) 16 2 16 15
5a.tg.lftl ilaflx Stiajiaa
Public Speaking* 22 2 30 30
A.X.S.X. 9 2 150
Education Movies 
(also entertainment) every week ^ 1,000
* Company pays public speaking critic.
Course:
Humber Sessions 
9/1/41 to 9/1/42
Hours
Per Session
Approximate 
lumber Enrolled
Blueprint leading 16 2 259
English for Technical
Students (U. of Pittsburgh) 16 2 13
Application of Trans­
former (0. of Pittsburgh) 33 2 38
156
Is as follows: 
SiallgB
1*60, f -61
B-30
a-io
H-20
H-30
*-10
For Canton 
ffav&l Ordnance
143
A-40
1-10
— {-
fieport of Job training hetlvitles for Sharon Vorke during the pear 1941 
a
Operation
Layout
Mounting
distrlbut
Coll asseubly large 
power transformers
Mounting, power 
transformers
Fitting 
large
for teat & eh! 
r transformerspwre:
Machine Operators
Machine Operators
Mounting 
Instrumen
Assembly
Produo tlo:
Coil wind 
transfo;
A fitting 
ion transformers
fitting 
t transformsFs
15 7
of small parts
•a clerks
lag, distribution 
rs; movies teed
35
19
21
38
44
75
42
7
15
14
120
In addition. 141 men from the feeder 
assembly sections voluntarily enrolled In bl
All of the above figure: Include tr&J 
and some of them progressed into 1942.
eeottone and 145 men from the 
uepriat reading courses.
nlng programs that beg n in 1941.
250 Meetinghouse employes completed F
the year. 300 were enrolled at the close of
enn State Defense courses during 
the year.
75 Vestlnghouee employee attended Pit 
lag the January to June semester, 1941. 79 
December semester, 1941.
t University graduate courses dur- 
were enrolled in the October to
• The above summary prepared by V. 1. Margeaux, Industrial Relations depart­
ment instructor, Sharon Worts.
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The employes' Social Com­
mittee (day-off) family picnic 
has become an annual affair at 
Sharon Dorics. For 1942 It will 
be a basket lunch In the town 
park on & Sunday. Vital pro­
duction in the plant will keep 
on.
picnic.
Girls who won prizes at the 1941 picnic.
lie eaters' contest.
1 5 9
Chapter i:
leereatIon «t Shnron Works
Sharon Works was no loader in establli thing a recreation and social pro- 
**«* for Its employes, though is was likely ahead of most Wsntinghous* plants. 
It was not until 1936, 12 years after the plant was located in Sharon that a 
definite soelal and recreation program emergnd.
The year 1936 narked the 
M. K. fawoett, division manager 
An employee* committee of nine was organised
during the year. A  total of $&S0 above expenses was gained and this money was 
Immediately used sponsor a basketball taaii, the President* e Birthday ball, a 
ninstrel show, and promote the first employe it* picnic.
On March 1, 1937 the Colden Jubilee committee of nine that had sponsored 
the activities commemorating WeStinghonse*s SK)th anniversary was reorganised
50th anaiveroary of the Westinghouse Company.1 
expressed the desire for an employe oelebration. 
and four danoas were sponsored
into the Westlnghouee Sharon 
were nc set rules; the objectIfe 
lstic activities. Money was to
eyes Soelal 
was to ass!
be apportion'd on the basis of the maximum 
number of employee benefiting ifrom each dollar expended. Croups petitioned 
the Social Committee for assistance and sponsorship. A committee member was 
assigned to each activity.
The Social Committee receives its income from the installation of Coca 
Cola dispensing machines and candy bars, choiring gum and peanuts sold through 
canteen units. The Committee received 10 per cent of the gross sales, and in a 
little more than four years derived $10,170.49 from this source. During December
took over thn operations of the Coca Cola and1941 the factory Store* Company
1. From history of Social Comm
Committee of 12 members, .‘hers 
.st all worthwhile social and ath-
U s e  prepared by A. E. Stevens. Secretary.
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Canteen wits, and also opartid lunch wagons throughout tho pleat. They pay 
fire per cent of their gross Income to the Social Committee eaoh month with a 
minimus guarantee of IS oents an employe. Picnic raffles also provide con­
siderable Income. Management contributes the prises for tbsss rafflss. he 
Social Committee had a cash balance of $7,2*17.14 on January 12, 1942.
The organisation spent $715.78 for bnteball during 1941. It also 
sponsored interdepartmental and inter-workn basketball. Bowling has bseome 
the great industrial workers' game. The Social Committee pays five oents to 
eaoh employes league for eaoh member. This 
defray coet of using the alley). There are
about
During 1941, the Social Committee spout $1,469.87 for free danoes. 
Usually two or three a year. $olf is also n popular sport, and in 1941-42 
loO men played in the inter-departmental leagues. One hundred twenty-eight 
competed in the final tournament of the station.
been growingMusical activities have 
piece orchestra, a 60-member g
of more than 3,000.
For softball during 194:.
money can be used for prises or to 
both men and women bowlers numbering
rapidly and now includes a 20-
ee elub and n Minstrel show. Outside direetore
are paid for assisting the orchestra and glee club. The free tickets given 
employes for themselves and families are at a premium. The Minstrel show this 
past April attracted 4,300 people on the three nights it was presented. The 
glee club and orchestra presented two ooneerte, May 10 and 11 with am audience
,180 jerseyn and caps, bats, balls, mitts,
masks and trousers for the ell'-star team were furnished in addition to prises.
Best attended of all Sotlal Committal) activities is the annual picnic. 
The 1941 affair was attended by 15,000 employee and their families.
Social Committee sponsorship of an aotlvity includes the buying of
coo
U d
hart
sweaters, equipment, prises and tournament 
glee olub and orchestra, pays the directors, 
programs. Other sports include tennis.
Children of employes are guests each 
complete with Sants Clause* Setter than 1, 
affair with its free candy, entertainment
The Social Committee alto assumes el 
of the President* s Birthday bal l and the U. 
end was matched dollar for dolla* by the Vei 
was turned over. Most Social Committee func 
and estimated turnout# at theet affair# are 
With the 24-hour shift operations, dances 
and first shift employee, and cn the second 
second turn men. In all, 16 deuces have be* 
of employes when the organisation atartod In 
3,120, and today In excess of 8,500.
The Committee has attemptsd sponsor 
other similar ventures. These
expenses. It buys music for the 
the hall rent and the expense of
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Christmas-time at a holiday party 
youngsters turn out for this 
gifts.
table rolee In the sponsorship
vs not been
are now 19 men and one woman on the Committee
the street froma recreational building across 
Sharon Works has been cooper tive with the 
that the plant undoubtedly has a progressive
,o0o—
Motion pictures are sponsored by the 
each v#*'k in the Westinghouse auditorium in 
Tuesday night and Wednesday noon giving all 
the picture. The Company has been lavish in
shl
.0. drive witloh netted $3,382.45 
*
tinghouse Company; thus 16,454.90 
ttons are free, such as the dances, 
in the neighborhood of 4,000.
held the first night for day 
night, usually a holiday, for
sponsored slnoe 1937. The number 
1936 was 1,780; in 1937 it was
«n
Soo
p of a Croat Lakes cruise and 
particularly successful. There 
. The plan is to some day h ve 
the factory. Management at 
lal Committee and the result is 
after-hours recreational program.
Industrial Relations department 
the plant. Shows art held each 
employes the opportunity to see 
equipping this air-conditioned,
Oa tii« average of 1,000
Aluminum Corporation of America, for example 
Bal&bowoN in technicolor. Other oourooo are
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modern auditorium that seats QOjo. Iho 16aa projection equipment io of regular 
thoatro caliber.
employee too Ith# v#*kly movies which usually
last one-half hour, lost pictures aro obtained from largo corporations. Iho
the manufacture of glass, the
clocks have boon the chief souxco
have travelogues, cartoons and various shorti. Films for a half hour's show 
c-n bo obtained froa a rental library for Tuesday night and Wednesday at a 
cost of 14.jO and expreee ohargie.
Employe# prefer fllae that ooabine educational subject* with a plot. 
Popular are shows on diesel motor operation,
railroad industry, an airplane factory, or asking of artificial rubbar. Cartoons 
arc always well received.
Bulletin boards located near the tine
of contacting Sharon Works employes through nhe medium of print. This is not 
satisfactory* On the bulletin board* arc pouted notioee of general working 
schedules, coming recreational progress, safety notes and sassages from the 
manager, bather elaborate glass-enclosed boards wore Installed during February*
.d style boards.
has a monthly sagasin* published in East 
Pittsburgh for all of the 34 division#. Each plant 1* allowed spaoe for a few 
paragraphs of personal ltesa. however, the Company has sore than 75,000 employee
1942 to take the place of the o 
The Meetinghouse Company
has an excellent film, "Unfinished 
the film rental libraries which
and the magaslne can only serve
Pressed by the CIO and re** “  “ -1* ‘“U 4 " -allsing the lmpotenoy of its present methods of 
contacting the 5,500 employes, Bkaron boric* lop management decided to publish 
a newspaper. It was with some urging that miiaagenent kept from using the paper 
for tossing back the bricks thrown by the CIC, who of eourso «** all sorts of
printed material and could alwnys go one better. The object of the entire
Industrial Relations department was to hare
friendly spirit among employes Wo other Vostlnghouse plant at that time had 
a local organ. One or two hav* since started. On October 3, 1041, the first 
Issue of the Sharon Weetlnghoute 9*va appeared. Total ooet of publishing the 
four-page tablold-else newsprint paper was :il00 for 5,000 copies. There are 
25 correspondents in various purts of the p!
the fora of column at the end of every thirst week. The material is only 
censored to the extent that people are not Held up to ridicule. Stories, head­
lines, editorials, eto., are prepared in tho Industrial Relations department.
be a successThe paper has proved to 
usually considered as the most 
Eventually the Sharon paper will suooumb to 
pictures of the $135,000 a year chairman of 
time its principle use will be
Top management (and at Sharon Works)
lar feature In the Sharon West
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the paper build up good will and
ant who submit personal Items in
Plant newspapers In general are 
prostituted form of American journalism.
using front page articles and 
the board of directors. B? tlu.t 
to wrap the punches of shopmen.
believes In putting Into the paper
are the "corny" columns that repeat
oee of hie mother. In the May,
what the men should read instead of what thuy want. This paper's success has 
resulted in a lessening of management pressure for the time being. Most popu-
nghouse News
month after month In the same Monotonous wording that John Boa is the proud 
father of a seven-pound baby boy; Henry Smith has taken the fatal step, and 
our ainoere sympathy to Frank /one* In the 
1942 issue, top management wanted to leave some of this out In order to devote 
a whole page to a hospital drire for which he was a prime mover. The shop 
anyway was definitely antagonl itlo to the hospital drive.
To ua who are directly responsible for the paper, the objective Is to 
make Sharon Works men and women conscious that they too are war workers. Per­
il I Ishaps the biggest morale problem in the plea the situation that finds men
and women considering th»meelves 
follow who actually works on a
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at Just factory workers when compered with the
transformers are a first step to 
for the bombers. Renee the first
bomber. let
staking the aluminum and magnesium neoessary
Sharon 'estinghouse Rows headline was "Transformers Tital to Aluminum."
This type of aaterlal esn easily be overplayed, and now we giro much 
more space to etorles about employe aotlTltl 
Most enthusiastic readeis are the 300 
forces. To them the paper is almost like a
re received.about 25 “dear editor" letters
Criticism of the paper aomee from the
favors the use of smooth, book 
lence of the plant's products, 
paper has had exceedingly llttl
man whose entire time is given
papei
On the whole 
e criticism.
es such as the Minstrel show, 
former employes In the armed 
letter from home and eaoh month
sales department where a group
r and many promotional stories on th> excel-
. up to the present time, the
for a plant with 5,500 esi{loyee there should be a weekly newspaper and a
to this purpoaa. As it is, the Sharon Westing-
house Sews is entirely an overworked hobby with the editor, and done for the 
most part during spare time. Iron the experience here there is ample testimony 
both written and verbal that a plant newspaper does much to maks Industrial 
workers more conscious of one another and prouder of the concern for which 
they work.
But the policy ingrained in management of giving the men what they 
should read, instead of what they want to read, will in time rule the Sharon 
Meetinghouse Hews. Ho copies cf the May is me were distributed to the girl 
coil winders* Mary Murphy, treasurer of the 
asked for a paper and took a handful down to
lets. On the manager's desk ii
was started one of the ideas wi,s to quiet th- suspicions aroused by CIO leaf-
local CIO, was in the office. She 
the girls in B-10. When the paper
letter from 0. *. Pendray, assistant to the
president of the Company* that describee the
She manager's reaction was, "not very often that those fellows in the head 
offioe don't find at least somethin; wrong with what we do. Cot to keep this
paper going."
---- cOo----
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Andy Ilollabaugh tightens bolt on 300-amp are welder minus case. Al Missory and Zygmunt Gursky. B-32. adjust portable units. 300 amps
Six Machinist 
Apprentices 
To Graduate
Six Sharon Works young 
men late in July will reach 
high rank in America’s army 
of skill. To graduate at that
time from the plant's three-year 
machinist apprentice course will i 
be Earl Atkinson. Joseph Bruno. 
Steve Mudrak, Donald Porterfield. 
Joseph Weller, Jr., Harry Wilson.
The 6,240 hours of apprentice­
ship requiring three years includes 
such things as instruction on drill 
presses, engine lathes, planers, 
milling machines and grinders. In 
addition there are assignments in 
tool and die making, and class­
room work in blueprint reading, 
■hop mathematics, mechanics and 
industrial history. The shortage of 
men with this type of training is 
nationwide.
A  new class of machinist ap­
prentices w ill start this coming 
August. Applications should be 
obtained from the Industrial Re­
lations department or the trades 
training classroom between June 
15 and July 15. Eligible are em­
ployes who are high school grad­
uates. Apprentices are chosen in 
competitive examinations which 
were taken last year by more than 
100. Trades training instructor is 
John Withersty.
Magazine Sponsors 
Freedom Conlest
Army Ll. Colonel 
Cruises Clout
Transformers urgently needed 
for the United States War Do- ! 
partment’s mammoth new build­
ing at Arlington, Va. Sharon 
Works manufactured thirty 5001
W ar Increases W a r  D rive W ill  Start 
Arc-Well I el’s' W ith  S Pecial P rogram
units in recordK VA  network 
time.
The following paragraphs arc! 
from the letter received by R. W 
Beil, Order Service supervisor 
from Lt. Col. Clarence Renshaw ' 
The cooperation which Westing-j 
house's Transformer Division has 
shown in furnishing their part of 
the requirements for this build­
ing. in spite of obstacles, has con­
tributed in a large measure to the 
success of the War Department in 
providing much needed space in 
which to operate.
"I want to express the appreci­
ation of the War Department for 
the Transformer Division’s co­
operation and to let you know 
that the plant’s continued efforts; 
to complete your orders as plan­
ned w ill not only make this en­
tire project a success, but w ill re­
flect credit on all those connected 
with it and be an outstanding 
record of American industry.
Accidents here kill more peo­
ple than bombs kill in England.
With Pearl Harbor and the 
war, manufacture of electric i 
arc-welding units at Sharon 
Works has increased ten-fold, j
Welding is this war's most e ffi­
cient method to build ships, and 
welding instead of rivets results 
in steel plate savings up to 301 
per cent. Time is a big factor, 
and electric-arc welding helps 
bring ships o ff the ways n two-i 
thirds the number of days.
Sharon Works m a n ufactures! 
eight different sizes of A-C  elec­
tric arc-welders from 100 amp to * 
2.000 amp giants.
In addition to shipyards, the 
units are on the job where armor 
plate is welded lor tanks, and 
gun mounts roll down assembly 
aisles for the army and nav y. Per­
haps the most dramatic -ise for! 
the Sharon Works built product is 
on U. S. fighting ships lor emer­
gency repairs.
Material S a v i n g s  
Ideas Will Merit 
Recognition Pins
Under consideration by Sha­
ron Works Suggestion Commit­
tee is a plan to give special 
recognition buttons to men who 
submit outstanding suggestions 
concerning conservation of war 
critical materials. This would 
be in addition to the cash 
awards.
Big bottleneck to increased 
production for the war is the 
shortage of such vital raw ma­
terials as copper and steel. The 
Committee feels that sugges­
tions from Sharon employes 
that will conserve these mater­
ials are deserving of special 
recognition.
P ic t u r e s  
B e  S h o w n
Industrial Club members will 
hold their annual family day pic­
nic Wed., June 17, at Buhl farm.
AIEE To Hold Dinner
Sharon section o f the AIEE will 
hold their annual dinner meeting 
June 9 at Hickory High. Speaker 
will be Milton Bacon. Columbia 
Broadcasting System humorist.
Sharon
W i
____
i A special progrant in the 
i Sharon Works auditorium 
J will formally launch the local 
' War Production Drive.
I Scheduled for late in June, the 
program will include a new West- 
inghou.se motion picture showing 
phases of the Company's partici­
pation in the war effort. In addi­
tion to a slide film story of Sha­
ron Works shop and office w ill tell 
the importance of the transformer 
to America’s all-out fight for vic- 
| tory.
It is expected that several high 
ranking representatives from the 
United States armed forces will 
be present. A  number of showings 
are planned to give all employes 
the opportunity to attend.
On the War Production commit- 
j tee arranging for the affair are 
D. E. Thomas. J T. Burke. W W. 
Sprowl and Carlton Hutchison.
To Make Ride Survey
To further assist in saving tire 
the plant war production trail 
portation committee is making 
survey of ride-together facilitk 
among Sharon Works employe 
The questionnaires w ill be ot 
this week.
To the man or woman employe 
at Sharon Works who gives the 
best answer to the question. 
“ What Freedom Means To Me," 
w ill go a $50 war bond; the sec­
ond prize will be a $25 war bond.
This $3,000 in war bonds con­
test is sponsored by the Westing- 
house Magazine for all of the 
company’s divisions and plants* 
and closes June 15 at Sharon 
Works. Entries should be left at 
the Industrial Relations depart­
ment. where additional entry 
blanks are available.
The entries w ill be judged not 
by literary or grammatical'qual­
ities, but rather on the sincerity 
and depth of feeling expressed. 
Writers of the individual en­
tries will not be known to the 
judges. Sharon’s best entry, after 
bringing the writer a $50 war 
bond, w ill be submitted to the 
Westinghouse Magazine, and there 
it will compete with entries from 
the rest of the Westinghouse 
plants. First prize in the com­
pany-wide competition w ill be a 
$100 war bond with the second 
third prizes. $50 bonds, and the 
fourth, a $25 bond.
Nutiona i w,.r Bond v.veek June 15
■ough 19 During the:so days
evi-iy  c•mplloye will be c•ontacted
d asked to either s'tail the regu-
la i buyimg of bonds. or to increase
the* amciunt that he s>ets a:'Ido. The
Unlited Sta1tes Treat»ury depart-
me■nt is• urging all wage earners
tin oughout the count ry to increase
urrlOUIVt they invest in w:ir bonds.
Hospital Campaign Concluded
The Shcnango Valley drive to 
provide $297,000 for a much- 
need addition to Buhl hospital 
reached its goal. Total amount of 
Sharon Works and the Westing­
house matching 'contribution w ill 
be announced as soon as late do­
nations are in. Sharon Work* 
management expressed its appre­
ciation for the fine cooperation of 
employes who worked on the 
. drive, and to all those who did 
It’s a loug way down to the end of this three-block long center part of the new T-bldg. at Sharon Works! their part to make it a success.
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B -A -C  Talk
by luy Grrrnbtrtrr
The Mike Kushners have a new 
son. Mike, who works in C-20, 
predicts great things lor the new 
heir, but not -as a "wood butcher.” 
The John (A-20) Nehlens, also 
have a new son. Johnny won’t tell 
the young one’s weight, but ru- ' 
mor has it that Sir Stork made a 
forced landing. Congratulations' 
pioud parents, and may the chil­
dren grow to be a credit to two 
swell "daddies.”
Surprise of the month was the 
fact that Jimmy Holzshu had 
been married to Mary Margaret 
Henry for two months and never 
boasted once. Many letters have 
been received from the boys in 
the armed forces. They all report 
swell treatment, swell quarters, 
and swell guys. How are you go­
ing to beat a gang that feels like 
that?
A certain selectee on night turn 
is advertising his car for sale. He
Auto C on serva tion  
Movie Shows Today
‘‘It’s Up To Us,”  General Mo­
tors’ new film on making your car 
last longer will be shown in the 
Westinghousc auditorium, Tues­
day evening and Wednesday noon,j 
June 2 and 3. Also scheduled for 
these days is the cartoon, “Molly 
Moo Cow and the Indians,”  and 
"Laying Another Submarine Pow­
er Cable. This color picture 
shows the laying of a single 22,- 
000 foot length submarine, three 
phase, 23.000 volt cable across 
Puget Sound.
E-Bldg. Echoes
By Martha Palko
The E-bldg, day and night turn 
enjoyed a get-acquainted dinner 
at the Haywood restaurant recent-
Eight T e a m s  Play  
In  Softba ll League
Eight teams with 18 members 
each are taking part in 1942 Sha­
ron Wc-stinghou.se softball activ­
ities sponsored by the Social 
Committee. Approximately 400 
persons attended the opening 
game May 18. The Pine Hollow 
field, in the heart of Sharon, is 
used for all games. Umpire is 
Francis Claffey, B-30, while John 
Stefanac. F-61, is scorekeeper. 
Harold Robbins is the Social Com­
mittee representative.
—  A-Bldg. —
By Cynthia Squires and 
John Vacearo
At least six Sharon Works men ] 
are now in or near Australia fight­
ing with MacArthur. There
John Walko, A-30 fitter, 
proud father of a young :
is the 
on. It
Apprentices
By John Withersty
ly. A  speedy recovery to Howard j more than 300 employes in the | was a timely arrival as John and DeMaria copped third
« T -  Automobile A - l ;  owner Schaller. We’re glad to see Russ'armed forces. Reported as missing his bride of
Don Porterfield, third-year ap­
prentice, is co-manager of the 
I-bldg. mushball league. Jim 
Neil, toolroom foreman, and Don 
form sort of a Connie Mack-Lou 
Boudreau combination. It is ru­
mored that Joe Weller, another 
third-year apprentice, is spend­
ing his vacation hanging around 
the Fessler machine shop. Jack 
Singer and Sammy Harshman, 
both'graduate machinists, did not 
take any chances on rationing af­
fecting them. A month or so after 
announcing their engagements, 
they both got married. We have 
been told that Paul Bobby, first- 
year apprentice, is as much at 
home astride a horse as Gene 
Autrey.
John Toth, first-year appren­
tice, proved he was no apprentice 
j  at bowling. He and Miss Sophia 
1 prize in the
1-A.” Prospects please hurry, 
Uncle Sam won't wait. Frank 
Holzshu, B-10 night turn instruc­
tor for many years, has transfer­
red to day shift. Carl Billioni has 
taken over where Frank left off. 
Fifty men who participated in the 
Owl bowling league held a party 
to officially close the season. Next 
year they want to have a party 
each week and wind up with 
bow ling-once*
Auds and Ends
in the Philippines is Mike Perfett 
former D-10 wireman. This sketch 
was penciled by Danny DeBonis, 
F-bldg. stores.
Richards back with us after sev­
eral weeks’ illness. Welcome 
Laurine Anderson, Jack Meyers,
John Ischo, Pete Hydu and Bill 
Miller to the production depart­
ment, and Lawrence Metz, E-10 
inspection.
Fellow employes extend sin­
cere sympathy to Henry Piroga,
whose mother passed away re-| Cecil Phillips has 
cently. We were sorry to learn of job over to me so let’s have some
T -Bldg. Flashes
year had just mixed doubles tournament recent— 
their newly built] ly at the Girls’ Buhl club. The 
award was a bundle of war 
stamps.
Did you know that Clark Mc- 
the stork was a little late, “but I Knight, works engineering office, 
it’s our first one, and we are sure is a graduate machinist from East
moved into 
home the day before the stork' 
called. Anthony Buczo said that
By Betty Abernath;
Pittsburgh. John Morar and Ern- 
j  erson McGill, both of the E-bldg, 
rate department, and Albert Hil- 
kirk of 1-25 rate, are Sharon ma­
chinist graduates.
By Ida Ferrari
With an unconditional tan fad-
the sudden death of Frank Ran 
dolph, E-10 machinist. Jane Dil- 
linger is vacationing in Detroit, 
Mich., and Allison Bell, E-20, is 
visiting in N a s h v i lie, Tenn
ing into the same light pallor ̂ George Kemper. E inspection, ha: 
with -which we Northerners are
news from you fellows.
Our best wishes to Sara Risher, 
who recently said she's been Mrs. 
Dan Grundy since last August. 
, Pete Jarocki, in the navy is at
happy.”  It was a little girl at j 
the Buczos. These two fellow:
| are buddies.
j We are glad to hear that C. A. I 
turned this I^ w ‘s’ J,ssislant foreman A-30. isl 
1 at home and recuperating after 
having his appendix removed. A - ,
30 boys are Responding in a fine 
way to the plan of having each j
give 25 cents apiece to provide: By Betty McLean and Dick Bell 
cigarettes for the fellows who 
have left the department to serve 
in the armed forces. Carl Phillip:
B y The W ay
lin, E-10 production, spent an en 
joyable week in Little Rock, 
kansas. New additions: A  son at
unfortunately d o o m e d , Phil 
Knight developed a new condi­
tion. namely — housemaid knees 
and dishpan hands. He feels, how­
ever, that due to his indulgence 
in the field of domestic activities 
his capabilities permit him to in­
struct the "Rings on their Fing­
ers” group. His attention is cur­
rently centered on two new re­
cruits—Nellie Miller (who is on 
cooking lessons already) and Vel­
ma Clay pool who very shortly 
will become Mrs. Van Patton.
One thing to be said for the rid­
ing group—Give me a horse a 
man can ride?
Congratulations to the new 
night floor walker, Bud Covert.
Bud is the father of a little girl.
The Accounting has opened a new 
department for the entertainment 
of the men in service— listed are 
Jane Gilkey who visited in South 
Carolina; Dorothy White at Fort 
Bragg and Terry Kormas in Grove 
City. With the approaching mar­
riage of both Bob Tatman and | Harvey Hendrickson's absence
eturned from Iowa, but he didn't near Chicago. New faces in the F 
bring back the corn he claims is j  bldg, offices are Glenn Stevenson,
Connie Staunch and Jane Con­
ner can hear through their ear- 
the Great Lakes training station is handling the correspondence for j phones and type regardless of the 
~ this, and works with the group ] confusion or noise in the office.
leaders.
the best in the west. Louis Kae Austin Keaveny of the time de- ]
I Jean Cross helped hold the fort
partment, Stella Stranski and 
Angeline Zorzie of the vault.
Two new proud fathers are Ro-
Paul O’Brien. Albert Patricca j  while Maribel Coulter went 
and Edward Stefanowicz were* Cleveland, got mixed up in
to
Frank, land Blair. F-61. and George Ab-
presented pen and pencil sets bv| open 
their respective groups just before 
they left for the service.
For a ernathy, F-rate. Fellow workers j short talks were given,
the Frank Benetto 
works in the copper shop.
sample of doouble-talk, we refer] of Hayden Hughes were sorry to man W. G. Maxwell, 
you to Ed Szabo, E-10 shipper.
The E-bldg, service club commit­
tee expresses their thanks to th« j  him back soon. Lloyd Ohl and j  had 
continued Sidney Greenberger are enjoying and 
vacation around town. Joe Ma
learn of his illness. We wish him | World War I, spoke on the fine 
quick recovery and hope to see spirit of cooperation
E-bldg, employes for 
cooperation in this worthy cause ]
Letters of appreciation from the dura, storeroom, recently under­
in the 
this
long ways
convertible and the lake 
thereby measles and sore 
A  few ] throat. Harold Hague, newly 
ind Fore- from East Pittsburgh on student 
veteran of j  course, will be looking John Cross 
the face for a couple of months, 
these boys I John Rissinger, officer training in 
department, j signal corps, visited the sales of- 
same spirit] fice to say hello to the gamg.
Now that Marty Bright is in
boys in the service are received j  
regularly.
shown 
said that 
ould
army. After a round of saying i the Chamber of
in the
ent an operation. Another golfer goodbye, the boys were off, each watch the price
in the F-bldg.. John Lucas, F-60. to dc his part.
Commerce, 
gasoline
Slip Stickers Vacation
By Rally Davis, Harvey Hendrick­
son, Helen Meszaros, Thomas 
Petrecca and Theodore Specht
Many thanks to Bill Cox for hi 
cooperation in getting news from 
third floor engineering during
Two new cigar passers are W. L. i Colorado 
Foulds and Paul Narbut. Tht Yovetich
Bob Shaffer it leaves the Account­
ing with only one eligible man
and we hear he’s being protected. .....  ....  ......
I f  it’s a guide your looking for, I (newlyweds) recently at
lie visited the “Big City” and is 
prepared to enlist with the Girl
Foulds have decided on Carolyn] 
Stewart, but Paul Narbut savs-he 
will have to name his boy him­
self, as no label camp with the I 
baby. The "Rinky Dinks” of the! 
NJixcd Softball league were taken 
the cleaners by the ‘River j
•no Eldon Musser al­
most made a speaker out of W. A, 
Siefert, by fooling him into think-
down. Sales department is 100 per 
cent for Buhl hospital. with sales 
employes averaging approximate­
ly $40.00, which was highest in 
the Sharon Westinghouse Works. 
General opinion of men regard­
ing these women's "feather hair- 
. • fcuts” is pfthphut. You don’t have 
Nick to make Tom Vaughan angry to
' have him see “ Red” ----------- last
j  name with h e ld  due to Mr. 
Vaughan's disposition. Mary Jane
The network and small power di 
vision entertained the Jack Kear 
ney’s and the Bill Hlinskvj,
ji jc» uc v i ivim u l   a parly • v • .. .
may 1 suggest that you don't lo ok L , thc Bag],,.,. Wilbur Schnoidei n ‘,ts' J ’1*  ,
in Millie Wallaces direction. Mil- enjoyed the card game, so we arc 'w'*s r,‘" n f> w 1 * inner n
« . - t i l .  r t f ’ » ~ l  is'told. E. C. Bartholomew and wife 
spent their vacation in Toledo
. . .  . l . , , | Beck will help you with that new
tug that he wjts to make a speerh step-evenings preferred,
at a testimonial dinner for M. L. i- --
was rounded off with a dinner and- 
j  dance at Schuster’s.
| The Acorn club honored Gus
Manning. Cy *Trepac has accepted 
a new positiop with the Goodyear 
plant at Akron. There is no 
place like home, so say Ray Bell 
and M. M. Hofius, who are vaca­
tioning. Bob Ogram has gone in 
lor collecting phone numbers. His
Scouts. Marge Johnson was also and Detroit. Welcome back, An Schroeder and his bride recently taste seems to be running to bru 
in New York and by no strange s chultz, George Guidosh and R .iat a dinner. Ted Specht is plan- j nettes, and the darker the better.
coincident we didn't even meet. 
Mary Jane Ganett spent her va­
cation in Alabama. We expect to 
greet Trevlyn Jenkins back soon. 
It was appendicitis.
Kathleen M u n d o r f (Detroit 
fan) went to Cleveland to be dis­
illusioned when her favorite team 
was defeated. Betty Artz and 
Tommie Wills were A - l  in the 
bowling tournament. The prize]
B. Campbell after recent illness- j ing on spending his vacat on in Reino Neimela and Joe Wolanirt.]
John Cieen is recuperatinr Minnesota, too. We are wonder-, recent vacationers, spent time in 
ing if he is planning to do the j Cleveland and Philadelphia, re-| 
same thing during his vacation: spectively.
that Gus Schroeder did. Bob A. W. Thompson reports that| 
air cadets, at dinner the other] Ogram has decided to retaliate California is very dry. While :
night. The Engineering Dux against the recent boost in bar- cently visiting there, he had to|
" ~ —  ■ her prices by getting one of those! walk five blocks to find a drink
short “ butched”  haircuts. Johnny of water (???) The approaching I ders who left the "Last Spike” to
(ary. Harvey Hendrickson enjoyec. Koslow proved to be loo good a marriage of Mr. W. M. DannV serve Uncle Sam in the Navy. The
very wet vacation by staying host at his impromptu birthday j daughter, Patricia,
from a recent tonsillectomy. Tht 
Schneiders and the Coxs enter­
tained Joe Tikey and Joe Hichik
Bowling league elected Carl Jules 
| president, and Bill Cox, secre-
Betty Sullivan doesn’t care how 
many students come to Sharon, 
but they should stay longer. 
Moths in Bob Atwood's pocket- 
book will soon see daylight; his 
marriage was May 31.
Tomorrow’s thought: the more 
you think, the more correct it 
will be. The more correct it is, 
the less you have to think.
Last Spike
By Frank Peters
Smooth sailing for Earl Saun-
___ ________ . . . .  was recently j same for Patrick Eddie Watters
(cash) wi*nt for Defense Stamps.] home an(j helping with the sprint party by forgetting his date with! announced. Peg McAndrew's smil- who is doing his part in thc Army.
The weather will no longer be a housecleaning. It must have beer the girl friend. Another belated j ing face is missed in these here Ray Weeks, Jr, of thc United
' they've started to loQ much for him as he is not ir marriage announced. June Davis, parts. Best of luck, Peg, on that States Coast Guard spent the
to work yet. Harry (Rise anc now Mrs. Gaines. Best of luck, j  new job. Welcome, newcomers, week-end with his parents. Mr.
Shine) Reizenstein spent three June. The Je»hn Tsui’s are plan- Jenan Walthour, Pauline Siwiecki, and Mrs. Ray Weeks, Sr. Haven’t 
days in Mount Vernon, N. Y., vis- j  nirig to move to town before very Dorothy Timko, Bill Stewart and] quite figured e>ut what Fred Hunt- 
iting his parents, Vacations are | long. Foster Frazee spent hi* va-| Charles Tubman. Harry
military secret
wash windei
It seems the girls have the OK 
on the Feather Bob rage. Every­
one seems to approve.
Ed. Note: Ida took over this col­
umn in the May issue, though 
Mary Oakes Fisher’s name graced 
the top.
jTennis Team Starts
Sharon Works* tennis team will 
play their first matches June 3. 
Members of the industrial league 
are Sharon Works, Cnrnegie-HU- 
nois, Youngstown Sheet and Tube 
and the Packard Electric.
One broken five-pound flat| 
iron contains enough iron to make 
four hand grenades.
.  Kitch.jer wants with a team of horses—  
now the rage. The Clifford B ix -! cation moving to his new resi-j formerly of the M. I., was recent- unless it's for a Victory Garden! 
ler’s are shopping in Pittsburgh, dence on Route 7, near Yankee ly honored by his fellow workers | We are all anticipating Chapter
H. W. Campbells are visiting at] Lake. Carl Herr attempted to got j at a dinner party and presented j  II of Frank Mattson’s movie ser-
Venus. Pa. (Where is Venus?).] his farm in good shape during his; with a gift from the group, be-
Don Tierno spent an extensive! vacation, but the rain sort of | fore joining up with Uncle Sam.
and expensive holiday in Farrell, 
Pa. The R. D. Reeds are vacation­
ing for two weeks in Nebraska. 
The Instrument section is back to 
normal now that J. W. Huffstut- 
ter, M. Williams and R. R. Kelley 
have returned after recent illness­
es. After a trip to West Virginia 
George Goolsby most have got 
homesick for some of Ihese Ten­
nessee biHs. and so o il be went
stopped him. Maybe he should notj Dan Emminger 
have traded weeks with Foster 
Frazee. Victory Gardeners are Ed­
die Winslow, E. F. Sipher and G.
Snyderwine. Eddie claims his ra­
dishes are one inch high. Mike 
Muhovlch recently entertained 
about 260 guests at his home in 
honor of his step-son, Father Sal­
vatore Mitchell, who was recenlly 
ordained. Mike’s parents from
'as lured back to I 
lown during his five-day fur- j 
lough. Wonder why, Carleen? Va­
cations in the M. I., Andy Fesz 
is back after spending a week at 
Crystal Beach, Canada; Bob Lytic 
was up to Boston; Mary Voytik is 
spending her week in Detroit. Bob 
Phython of the Blueprint, success­
fully passed examinations for en­
trance into the Army Air corps.
ial. "Little Chester”  has returned 
1o the H-90 Euchre game after a 
three months’ rest.
Steve Poprocky is sojourning 
Texas, visiting with his son 
who is in the Army camp at 
Gatesville. Also on the vacation 
list is Mike Micklos. Howz about 
a picnic for the H-90 and A-90 
boys?? Let’s talk this up!!
Accident prevention keeps me 
on the job to help win this wa».
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Chapter 12 
Conclusion*: After the War - What ?
During times of modern war s nation expands Its productire capacity to 
the host of Its ability. Whilo able-bodied nan leave machines the sides of 
the labor-supplying kettles aru scraped to the last nan and wonaa so that 
production can reach unheard o ; horisons vllt the oost In terms of noney - no 
ooneern. Only the able-bodied the oreaa of the physical crop, can wear the 
uniform.
Abruptly the war is ove;r. There is do longer the deaand for unheard 
of quantities of finished material. With the armistice, factories start their 
contraction: need for their products disappear over night. Men andwonen are 
laid off in droves and into this scene return millions of men In uniform. Men 
whoso minds are obsessed with the idea of once again entering the civilian 
pattern of wives, families and Jobs. But thers sure no Jobs vhsn they oome 
back. People are being laid off. With no Jobs there are fewer marriagee and 
families for ths single men, and only heartache for the men who return to 
young wives aftsr marching off to avsngs Pearl Harbor.
Sharon Works In 11ns with the rest o:f the Westlnghouse Company policy
who enter the armed forces provid­
es ovsr. Seniority with Westlng- 
lervlce, and definitely many of ths
and the law of the land will rehire all men 
ing there it work to be done after the war 
house accumulates while ths men are in the
■oldlers and sailors will get their Westlnghouse jobs back. Certainly if 
seniority is still followed.
Charles Hochadel is one of a doten $140 a month elorks who left Sharon 
Works for the air force. Vow he got* $245 h month as a pilot, and has all ths
gloxy and prsstlg* that oomes to ths slits >f ths fighting foross. Charlss is
now engaged to a girl. When the war is ovep Charles will return along with
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Bony of bis follow pilots. Bo 
fora civilian Job, and the Job
will have da’rslope<l few additional capabilities 
will be a monotonous clerkship. There will be
a terrific loss of Job preetlgi, and the nan who flew for MacArthur will not 
be of much worth to the manufacture of transformers.
Charles and his buddies will be fertile ground for political and econom­
ic malcontents. Just as good ground as the non who return to find no Jobs.
When America terminated 
and rich territory waiting for
her Civil War in 1865 there waa a vast virgin 
men. This was a most satisfactory solution for
rsturnlng armies; the bsst solution that modern eooiety has. Zn 1919 America, 
though sattled from ooast to coast, was ablo to absorb her returning armies. 
The war was short. Vow industries reached Maturity (vis: automobiles). let
the public puree for another 75 years. Bonuses 
will the airplane industry bs able to orsate 
the earns vast fields of employment as did the automobile industry after World 
War IT
than World Vdr X conflict le over, and the mil- 
shrinking American industry, the country faces
World War pensions will drain 
are but a sop to malcontents.
When this long bloodier 
lions of soldiers return to a
a problem at serious as the winning of the Rattle and the peaoe. Perhaps wo 
shall have an American Adolph Hitler, ex-soldier surrounded by ax-soldiers 
Ooehring, Himmler and "Hangman1 Keydrloh.
Perhaps the opening of {mr last frontier land, Alaska, will absorb
savings should provide the buying power for 
the people w!,
some men. Compulsory War Bond 
after the war and by that time
of automobiles, refrigerators,
11 oert&inly bs even mors wanting
radios, olotp.ee and batter housing.
— oOo-—
From the standpoint of transformers there is no doubt that this war
kjraeboom is resulting in the construction of enough large units to oars for the
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country*t needs for at least another ten yesrs. Few at Sharon Works feel
otherwise. On the other hand there are th? 
that go on poles in the alley near American 
been slashed down to less than 26 per oent of the 1940 average.
snail distribution transformers 
hones. Production of these has
Part of the future of the electrical manufacturing industry Is associa­
ted with bringing electric energy to the people who still use kerosene loops. 
Most of these are in the low income group* <-ad are not particularly good pros­
pects for the purchase of electric refrigerators, washing machines, electric 
shavers, mangles, and automatic pumps.
largest group of non-eloctricity users in the nation are the farmers.
In 1923 less than three per cent of the fan is had electricity. In 1936 the 
percentage of users had risen to 11, and tod ay 35 per cent of America* a 
farmers have electricity largely through tho l.E.A. Between 1934 and 1941, 
1,382,196 fans hones became electricity users. In Massachusetts, Rhode Island, 
Connecticut, Xew Jersey and California, flvn out of six fare hones have 
eleotrloity. in Mississippi it is one out of ten. Percentage of electrified 
fares is lowest In the low-lhoone areas.
Self-contained lighting unite on fame totaled 179,067. Out of the
6,371,000 American farms, two itillion now hive electricity.1
Farms are America's largest field for electrification. Sharon Works 
must depend on them for a good part of ite jost-var market. Of course there 
will also be replacement of equipment that row must last for the duration.
There is South America now contacted by Meetinghouse International, llectrlc 
refrigerators when sold to our southern neighbors are often placed in the 
parlors. As to how our South Jmerloan friends will be able to buy 1150 electric 
refrigerators in quantities is a problem, considering their low Incomes and
1. ti.S.B.A. Domestic Commerce, lov. 30, 1*1.
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living standards. Before the mar, about fire par oant ©f Sharon Work*' 
buslneaa was for foreign markets.
When the big depression started In 1&39, Sharon Works did not Immedi­
ately feel ita offoots. Hanagement and most buslneaa felt that the depression 
would not last long. Many orders were not uncalled and sen were kept on the 
Job, with the idea that the scon oil la "Herbert Hoover" corner would soon be 
reached. Sharon Works kept bulay. The etooc on hand of snail transformers 
was increased, finally by 1933 the bottom fell out, and during February 1933, 
the factory M e  operating at Just under 10 per oent of capacity. With the 
preeent war boon it hae reached 325 per oent. Business had altJudged the 
length and severity of the depression. Ken
short aerrlcs wore on the W. P. k, Just as 
cotton was plowed under and pregnant sows destroyed, Weetlnghouse "chopped* 
up distribution transformers for scrap. Many of the unite that the Company 
had "they thought with foresight* built In 1930 and 1931 were outdated with
19.34 and 1935
and two days a week. Hen with
the next depresalon oonee, Weetlnghouse will 
of transformers. Ken will be laid off at once,
technilogloal developments of 
had their choice. The transformers of 1934 
built In 1931.
It Is certain that when 
not repeat this "chopping” up 
and management will not do much, to cushion [the layoff. This spring thsre was 
an article in Collier*a nagaslne about the fcestinghouee policy of laying aside 
money each month bo that the Company would 
However, with high taxes and operating oostla, the Vestlnghouse Company is not 
apt to have a surplus that saw it weather the last depression. To survive the 
Company will Immediately slash Its payrolls unless the government steps In.
Of Immediate concern 10 the probable slowdown in manufacture of large
with long service were working one
Customers of 1934, 1935 and 1936 
and 1935 were superior to those
l t l
eoi
transformers that will come soon after Jan. 
producing capacity Is nearing the point vher 
effort. The output of large transformer* 
first part of 1943. There will likely he 
government Is not going to allbw a large es 
this time. Already hooked is ^11,000,000 v 
driven torpedoes. This type or manufacture 
the summer and should employ 800 men. On 
of torpedoes will probably oease for all pr
thin
f<i
buret cuo
Conclusions:
American big bueinees lb sealous in 
efficient. Perhaps the blggesH argument 
busiaese Is sfflclent as opposud to othsr
I definitely believe that the West! 
Its treatment of employee and ie among the 
tione.
It it apparent that man# of the 
found In Industry. Big buslneus too has dub: 
circles. A young man in industry soon sens# 
lost thsir touch with the factory men whose 
Is the secret of big business 
lovlisst offlos worker.
In the present war production drive, 
marked ignorance in lte effort 
Management persists In treating laboring men 
self-acquired glory that It knows what Is
1, 1943. America's electrical 
e it cun take oar* of the war 
expected to start downhill by the 
me layoff at Sharon Works, but the 
tabllshed factory to bo Idle at 
rth of orders for eleotrleally- 
wlll bo In full swing the end of 
e day war la over, the manufacture 
actleal purposes.
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It Is passed
bti
protecting Its reputation of being 
t capitalism uses Is that big 
rms of production.
se Company is benevolent In 
bore progressive of the hlg corpora-
nghou
ratio ourses of government are 
lloatlons and rune around in 
e that many top executives have 
hands build the product. Pressure 
fro* the very top down to the
management in general is displaying 
aborlng man to lnoraased output, 
like eattle. Management basks In 
st for the laborer. Bo matter
ha,'
what the camouflage one senses 
definitely not democratic atti 
this and fascism can he easily 
The generation of men t 
has different attitudes from t! 
of this generation has lost the 
toward management representat1 
there is more of a feeling of 
workers. Causes are associated
e.
organised labor. Though deaoe 
restless sffeots suoh as dlnlnil 
expected that young men would 
possessed by their elders.
All laboring men in lnd' 
factory layoff or shutdown. H 
needed transformers. Three y 
lack of transformer orders, 
itself. Every young man. t 
Transformer Division can expect 
two or three days a week.
This uncertainty of the 
In times of easy money Sharon 1 
were available. Some of the «o 
the men who lost recently-bought 
income definitely unstablllses 
This insecurity is the 
affillatee with labor unions.
of
"I
that top 
tude toward t 
drawn.
bat has oome 
bjelr fathers, 
respectful 
>s. This is 
equality with 
with the Sew 
racy may bs 
ahed job loy 
ive developed
Thr 
technl
factory working age elnee 1932 
To some extent the laboring man 
am inferior to you" attitude 
not a tangible point, but definitely
aw
us try have a 
men work el 
s ago Sharon 
ee years from 
o&lly trained 
to be laid
;ement maintains a superior and 
laboring mass. Analogies between
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management among younger factory 
Deal and the development of 
bettered by this trend, there are 
sjlty. On the other hand it is not 
the extent of job loyalty as
real ghost. It Is fear of 
x and seven days n week to produce 
Vorks men were being laid off for 
now the situation may repeat
or otherwise, working for the
«
or find himself at best workingdff
future hae profound sociological effects. Sow 
rks men bought new oars and clothes when they
bought new homes; others remembered
in 1934. The insecurity of future
re provident
homes back
the life of the factory worker and his family.
sorking nan's biggest problem. To escape It he
Realising that layoff is bound to oome sooner
or later, he has additional reason for heln*;
more radical in hie political ’'lev*
hie ever becoming a member of ucciety who in
Thor* vat a tine when nan's needs cm 14 be satisfied elthin a 10-mils
radius of his home. In staple 
problems.
Today in a complex society of mass production, the matter of aiatribu-
ous problem.tion has become man's most ter1 
tvo years and then struggle to
tinuos to be needed but the market cannot oi
During 1934, 1938 and 1 
of Its former self, th# country
factories were idle. To win a 
to obtain metal from sea water 
transformers now go to these a
for he linovs that there is small chance of
society, the wind, sun end rain were the biggest
<xlit for the
936
was in need
are allllone of Americans wlthcut electricity, but the electrics! equipment
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suspicious of his employer. K* le
on# of the "haves.*
His factories roar full-force for 
next two. Yet the product con- 
will not biy.
when Sharen Works was an operating shadow
of transformers. Thors were and
has methods of using electricity 
Millions of dollars' worth of
war, America
( « ,» . ! « ) .
water factories. The process was known during 
1934, 1935 and 1936 when Sharon vjorfcs was lisping along. There la work and a 
living for all Americans, but we have not yet mastered the problem of keeping 
men working steadily so that they osn live time and average lives. "• are
worse than an overgrown boy who has difficulty in making his feet go where ha 
wants them to.
So far capitalism hue not bees able t» lick the situation of men too 
busy one year, and not working th* next. Thire is no practical proof of other 
•coaooio systems meeting this problem and still maintaining; high living
standards.
A labor union may give a Job stability, but labor unions are not
apt to be very effective in preventing mass Layoff or factory shutdown when
the political strength to take 
solve the problem. The strike
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the next depression col-o s . Libor unions When the depression arrives may have
over operatic ns of the f ctory, but they will not 
loses its effectiveness durin.- times of economic
lull, and the strike i® organised labor's most effective dub.
Sharon Works has no exclusive ills. What effects the electrical capital
foods industry or for that mattjer all industry is felt by the Transformer Division 
The factory of the future is a plant whore men will work 30 to 40 hours 
* week, Thare will ba no such things &o lag off a or reduced working weeks, "liv­
ing wages" will be paid, and the laboring main will have a steady Income much as 
do civil service employes, Tco high wages (during booms end nothing at all in 
the depression will become history. All society is paying a huge price for this 
waste of manpower during depression and this! paying of large "more than they are 
worth" wageo during the boom.
Labor will not run the plant, but labor'e interacts in continued and 
increased production will be cocapletely recognised. Undoubtedly the factory of 
the future will be government controlled, ani so will the labor unions at least 
to the exclusion of racketeer leadership. FfLanta are now government controlled 
but for the purpose of maximum War conversion.
The profit system is not likely to disappear from the American scena. The
average American, capitalist or
to desire this. Vie have a higs degree of socialism already. The factory of
the future will continue Ita develop ante in
and will ba social-work minded.
working man,
Satisfied apd happy employee are rood employes. 
Men with complexes create problems.
to completely achieve th» factory of the future with Its steady employ­
ment and forward policies is about as diet an; - and is definitely associated wi 
- peace on earth. Hello tha your 500,000 I.D.
is too money and gambling conscious
industrial relations and education,
$ack to the factory of today, A
period of great moment, With few exception}, business enterprise has been hold­
ing the top berth in our society ever since ;he industrial revolution. With the
development of mass production,
Roosevelt administration is the
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this time we are in a transient
the gap between labor and capital has widened un­
til today few men are able to Jimp from labor's ranks to the forefront of capital. 
There was a time when a bright Voung laborer could expect to be a capitalist.
Organized and politically effective labor is new to the American picture. 
Practically every American presidential administration was pro-business. The
first to be pro-labor.
In western Europe with its concentrate id populations and lack of new 
frontiers, there was generally <in earlier and more complete association with the 
industrial revolution. Europe,! yesterday, iras experiencing the battle between 
strong business interests and strong labor interests for control of the govern­
ment. For who controlled the government, controlled the state. This sharp 
factionalism had much to do with the rise of Nazism, Fascism and the popular 
front governments.
In America, labor has Just recently approached the point where it can 
challenge business for the domirating position next to the government. Someday 
this will all be thrashed out, snd society as a whole will demand that both 
business and labor be government controlled,
child in thement. Then each man, woman and 
But there is a rough road Just ajhaad.
- the end -
instead of controlling the govem- 
country will gain maximum benefits.
#There are a number of ideas in this conclusi 
tions with J.T. Burke and Dr. J.^. Gillette, 
somewhat cockeyed, please attribute it to the
on that had their seed in conversa- 
If the development of the ideas is 
mental immaturity of the writer. -
